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Figure 5.20 Measured retum loss of the antenna for different varactor reverse bias
voltages. (L = 4cm, l1 = lg = O.8cm, l.=k = 1.1cm, L-=1.5cm w_. = O.1cn1,
h = O.16crn and e, = 3.98).
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controlled by varactor diodes. Antenna parameters are L = 4cm, 1, =  =
O.8cm,  = 1.1cm, 1,, = 1,, = 1.5cm,  = O.1cm, /9 = O.16cm and 5, = 3.98.
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voltages. (L = 4cm, l1 =13 = O.8cm, l,-,=1.1cm,lb =1.5cIn, W1 = 0.1cm, h
= O.16cm and er = 3.98).
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fg =1.768 GH2 of the antenna, for V=9volt.
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O.16cm and er = 3.98)
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f1  fg

Figure 5.38 Measured E and H-plane radiation patterns at f1=1.168Gl-lz and
fg=1.68 GI-I2 of the antenna, for V= -15volt
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Today the world lives in a completely dependent environment, where the

use of modem communication systems is becoming essential in everyday

routine. In particular, the field of wireless communications is experiencing

unprecedented growth evident from the increase in use of cellular phones,

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN), Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and

Satellite Telephones. Moreover, advancement in electronic warfare

revolutionized the wireless communications through cutting edge technologies

like Space—Based Radar, Communication Satellites, and Electronic Intelligence.

Antenna technology is one of the vital elements in this wireless communication

systems. Antennas interface between space and circuitry; form the transition

between space waves and electric currents; convert electrons to photons and

vice versa. They are structures carefully designed for radiating electromagnetic

energy effectively in a prescribed manner. Without an efficient antenna,

electromagnetic energy would be localized and wireless transmission of

infonnation over long distances would be impossible.

Although, James Clerk Maxwell’s paper of 1865 set out the theory of

electromagnetic radiation in strictly simple and symmetric mathematical form,

the mechanistic analogies, which formed the basis of his work, were

undoubtedly a hindrance to the general acceptance of the theory. The concept

was finally unraveled in a classical series of experiments by Heinrich Hertz in

1886. In one stroke he conceived, built and tested the first radio complete with

the first antennas, a half-wave dipole for transmitting and a square loop for

receiving [1]. Following Hertz, Sir Oliver Lodge designed the first biconical

antenna, while Guglielmo Marconi erected enonnous monoconical antennas of

wire for long wave transatlantic communication. Almost at the same time

jagadis Chandra Bose experimented at very short waves with the first hom
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antennas [2]. New types of antennas gradually appeared such as slots, helices,

flat spirals, conical spirals and log periodics.

1.1 Mic rostrip Antennas

The concept of planar antennas dates back to 1953, when Deschamps in USA first

proposed it [3]. Gutton and Baissinot in France acquired a patent for a ‘flat aerial’

for ultra high frequencies during 1955 [4]. Shortly thereafter, Lewin investigated

radiation from stripline discontinuities [5]. Further studies in basic rectangular and

square microstrip patch configurations were undertaken by Kaloi in late 196O’s.

However, a well built study was only reported in 1970 when Byron proposed a Strip

radiator separated from a ground plane by a dielectric substrate for phased an"ay

applications. He used a half wavelength wide strip, fed coaxially at the radiating

edges, as the basic array element [6]. Later, a microstiip element was patented by

Munson and data on basic rectangular and circular microstrip patches were

published by Howell [7, 8]. Additional works on basic microstrip patch elements

were reported in 1975 by Garvin, Howell, Weinschel and ]anes and Wilson.

Munson’s earlier works concentrated on the development of low-profile antennas

on rockets and missiles and this gave birth to a new antenna industry with potential

applications [9-12].

To a iarge extent, the development of microstrip antennas has been driven by

systems requirements for antennas with low profile, light weight, easy integrability

into arrays or with microwave integrated circuits, or polarization diversity. Thus

microstrip antennas have found applications in both the military and civil sectors.

1.1.1 Advantages and Limitations

A microstiip antenna in its simple configuration consists of a radiating metallic

patch of copper or gold on one side of a dielectric substrate which has a ground

plane on the other side as in fig. 1.1.

4
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Dielectric substrate 4'74

’—' Patch

Ground plane

Figure 1.1 The basic microstrip antenna geometry.

The geometry of the patch can assume any shape, but regular shapes are generally

used to simplify the analysis and performance prediction. Several advantages

compared to conventional microwave antennas augmented their use in satellites

and missiles, un- manned air crafts, personal communication systems and remote

sensing radars and radiometers [13]. Some of the principal advantages are their light

weight, thin profile and low fabrication cost. This makes them readily amenable to

mass production. Linear and circular polarizations are possible by simply adjusting

the feeding mechanism or by placing shorting pins at appropriate position. Dual

frequency and dual polarizations can be easily achieved by reactive loading such as

carving slots on the radiating p29(h.

However, the disadvantages of the original microstrip antenna configurations include

narrow bandwidth, spurious feed radiation, poor polarization purity, limited power

capacity, tolerance problems and excitation of surface waves. Poor efficiency and

reduced  adds to the above and makes these antennas incompatible for long range

applications. But some of these limitations can be minimized by using special design

techniques. For example, bandwidth can be increased by using stacked patch

configuration or by coplanar parasitic elements [14]. An array configuration is used to

overcome lower  and lower power handling limitations. Photonic band gap

structures are used to surmount surface wave associated limitations such as poor

efficiency and radiation pattern degradation [15].
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Much of the developmental works in microstrip antennas thus focused on

experiments to overcome these problems, in order to satisfy increasingly stringent

system requirements. This effort has involved the development of novel microstrip

antenna configurations, and accurate and versatile analytical models to design and

optimize and to understand their inherent limitations.

1.1.2 Radiation Mechanism

Radiation from a microstrip antenna can be determined from the field distribution

between the patch metallization and ground plane. The energization of the patch

will establish a charge distribution on the upper and lower surfaces of the patch, as

well as on the surface of the ground plar_1_e. Fig 1.2 shows the charge distribution

for rectangular patch geometry. The repulsive forces between like charges on the

bottom surface of the patch tend to push some charges from the bottom of it,

around its edges, to its top surfacg. This movement of charges creates current

densities on the top and bottom of the microstrip patch. As the dielectric substrate

is usually electrically thin, electric field components parallel to the ground plane

must be very small throughout the substrate. The patch element resonates when its

len h is nearlyi , leadin to relativel la e current and field am litudes.gt 2 g Y pg P
In view of the equivalence theorem, the antenna can be viewed as a cavity with slot

type radiators at x = 0 and x = L , with equivalent magnetic currents,

—) —)M I E >< n (1.1)
radiating in the presence of the dielectric substrate. Altematively, radiation can be

considered as being generated by the induced surface current density,

_’ ).].\': n X H (1.2)
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on the patch element in the presence of the grounded dielectric substrate. In either

case the equivalent sources produce a broadside radiation pattern.

L~)~/2
‘ ................................ ..>
- - - - - ++++,

k

h

V

Figure 1.2 Charge distributions on a microstrip antenna /

1.1.3 Analytical Models for Microstrip Antennas

These analytical models treat the microstrip antenna as a lossy cavity, or as a loaded

transmission line resonator. These models involve several simplifying

approximations, so that they are easy to use and can provide useful information on

antenna pattems, impedance, efficiency and bandwidth. Even though their

accuracy and versatility are much less compared to full wave analysis, these simple

models can provide an insight into the operation of microstrip antennas.
an

1.1.3.1 Transmission Line Model

In terms of transmission line model, the antenna is viewed as a length of open

circuited transmission line with light loading at the ends to account for fringing

fields and radiation [16-18]. The voltage and current on this equivalent transmission

line can be approximated as,

voltage, V(x) = Vocos % (1.3)
V0 706t, I = — ' — 1.4curren (x) Z0 Slfl L ( )
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The results give a simple explanation for the input impedance variation of the

antenna, Z,-,, = V] . That is, for a feed point at the radiating edge,( x = 0 or x : I. )

the voltage is a maximum and the current is a minimum, and thus the input

impedance is a maximum. For the feed point at the center of the patch,( 1- I L 7 ),
4...

the voltage is zero and the current is maximum, so the input impedance is zero.

Thus the input impedance can be controlled by adjusting the position of the feed

point. The impedance locus is that of a half-wave open ended transmission line

resonator, which can be modeled as a parallel RLC network. The resonant patch

element is sometimes made in a different shape, but the principles of operation are

essentially the same as for the rectangular patch.

1.1.3.2 Cavity Model

In the cavity model the perimeter of the patch is approximated as a magnetic wall,

for which the electric and magnetic fields of the dominant resonant mode can be

expressed as,

0 0 \ W ‘Q m
vertical electrical field . B; = Lo cos 2- (1.5)

transverse mtlgflt-'.’Zl(-' _/icld, II)‘ = H 0 sln  (1.6)

Higher order resonant modes have more variations in the x or y directions. This

result ignores the effect of fringing fields at the edges of the patch, so an ad hoc

correction factor must be applied to the patch length to obtain accurate resonant

frequencies. Also an effective dielectric loss-tangent is used to account for power

lost due to radiation [19, 20].

The magnetic wall approximation of the cavity model and the open end

approximation of the transmission line model become more realistic as the

substrate becomes thinner. This implies that the Q of a patch antenna on a thin
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substrate is large, and that the bandwidth is small. Also, the current on the patch

element is in very close proximity to its negative image caused by the presence of

the ground plane. This causes near-cancellation of the radiated fields and the

relatively large stored energy below the patch. This performance leads us to

conclude that microstrip antennas operate best when the substrate is electrically

thick with a low dielectric constant./

1.2 Various Microstrip Antenna Configurations

All microstrip antennas can be divided into four basic categories: microstrip patch

antennas, microstrip dipoles, printed slot antennas and microstrip traveling wave

antennas. The major characteristics of each are described below.
I

).4.1 Microstrip Patch Antennas

A microstrip patch antenna consists of a conducting patch of any planar or non

planar geometry on one side of a dielectric substrate with a ground plane on the

other side. The basic configurations used in practice are shown in fig. 1.3. All these

patches behave like a dipole and therefore their radiation characteristics are similar.

They have gain typically in between 5 and 6dB and exhibit a 3dB beamwidth
between 70° and 90°.

Figure 1.3 Basic microstrip patch antenna shapes
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1.2.2 Microstrip Dipoles/
Microstrip dipoles have a geometry similar to the rectangular patch antenna except

that their length to width ratio is always less than 0.05 /lo . A typical bow-tie shaped

printed dipole with its feeding mechanism is depicted in figure 1.4. The radiation

pattems of the dipole and patch are similar owing to sirnilar longitudinal current

distributions. However, the radiation resistance, bandwidth and cross-polar

radiationidiffer widely from that of microstrip patches.

Bow-tie shaped microstrip dipole

Twin lead transmission line

Figure 1.4 Configuration of a microstrip printed dipole

1.2.3 Printed Slot Antennas /

Feed linxei ‘Slot\ x X
\: 1 >

Figure 1.5 Basic printed slot antenna shapes with feed structures
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Printed slot antenna consists of a slot in the ground plane of a grounded substrate.

They can be fed either by a microstrip line or a co-planar wave guide. Most of the

microstrip patch geometries can be realized in the form of a printed slot. Slot

antennas are generally bidirectional radiators; i.e, they radiate on both sides of the

slot. Tapered and circular microstrip slot antennas with the feeding mechanisms are

shown in fig. 1.5.

1.2.4 Microstrip Travelling Wave Antennas/
They consist of chain shaped periodic conductors or a long microstrip line of sufficient

width to support a TE mode. To avoid the standing waves, the other end of the

traveling-wave antenna is terminated in a matches load Traveling-wave antennas can be

designed so that the main beam lies in any direction from broadside to end fire. Various

microstrip traveling -wave antennas are shown in figure 1.6.

Figure 1.5 Microstrip traveling wave antennas

1.3 Feeding Techniques

Early microstrip antennas used either a microstrip feed line or a coaxial probe feed.

These two feeding methods are very similar in operation, and offer essentially a

single degree of freedom in the design of the antenna element through the

positioning of the feed point to adjust the input impedance level. Other feeding

techniques includes proximity-coupled feed, aperture coupled microstrip feed and

coplanar waveguide fe;d.

11
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1.3.1 Coaxial Feed or Probe Coupling/
It is the basic mechanism used for microwave power coupling [3, 13, and 17]. The

probe can be an inner conductor of a coaxial line feeding. It is attached to the back

side of the printed circuit board, and the coaxial center conductor after passing

through the substrate is soldered to the patch metallization. A typical rectangular

patch antenna with a coaxial SMA connector is shown in fig. 1.7.

Microstrip patch

ti Coax connector

Figure 1.7 Coaxial probe fed microstrip antenna

Since the feed lies behind the radiating surface, there is no chance of unwanted

radiation from the feed in the case of thin substrates. The excitation of the patch

occurs principally due to the coupling of the feed current with the electric field of

the dominant patch mode. Thus the coupling constant is given by,

Coupling == IEzJzdV = coslg
where Lis the resonant length of the patch and s is the offset of the feed point

from the patch edge. This results shows that maximum coupling occurs for a feed

at a radiating edge of the patch( s = O or L ) . Such direct contact feeding methods

have the advantage of simplicifiy, but they have several disadvantages. Even though

the probe primarily excites the dominant mode, due to its inherent asymmetry

some higher order modes are also generated, which in tum produce cross polarized

radiation. Moreover, in an array having thousands of elements, a large number of

coaxial solder joints will make fabrication difficult and lower the reliability.

12
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1.3.2 Microstrip Line Feed/
Microstrip patch

SMA connector 
—- Ground plane

Figure 1.3 Microstrip line fed patch

A microstrip line on the same substrate appears to be a natural choice to feed a

patch as the patch can be considered an extension of the microstrip line, and both

can be fabricated simultaneously (fig. 1.8). The coupling between the microstrip

line and the patch edge can be described in terms of equivalent electric current

density, Jz associated with the magnetic field of the microstrip patch, coupling

with E1 of the patch antenna. The same equation given for the coaxial feed above

governs the coupling constant [3].

1.3.3 Proximity Coupled Microstrip Feed

Proximity feed uses a two layer substrate with a microstrip line on the lower

substrate, terminating in an opening below the patch which is printed on the upper

substrate as shown in the fig. 1.9. This kind of feeding has the advantage of

allowing the patch to exist on a relatively thick substrate, for improved bandwidth,

while the feed line sees an effectively thinner substrate, which reduces spurious

radiation and coupling.
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Cs

Patch

Feed

Ground plane . .
Dielectric substrate R'L_C

Feed

Figure 1.9 Proximity coupling method and its equivalent circuit

The proximity coupled patch has at least two degrees of freedom, making it easy

for determining the exact impedance match. The capacitive nature of this feeding

method is reflected in the fact that the equivalent circuit shown in figure 1.9 has a

capacitor in series with the parallel RLC resonator that represents the patch. This

can be used to impedance match the antenna as well as to aid in the tuning of the

element for improved bandwidth [3, 21].

1.3.4 Aperture Coupled Microstrip Feed I

—- -— P Microstrip patch

-— Substrate

— Aperture in ground plane

~———-P Feed line

Figure 1.10 Exploded view of an aperture coupled microstrip patch
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It consists of a microstnp feed line on the bottom substrate coupled through a

small aperture in the ground plane, to a microstrip patch 'on the top substrate

(fig. 1.1% Here the ground plane eliminates spurious radiation from the feed

away from interfering with the antenna pattem or polarization purity [22, 23].

This type of feeding has at least four degrees of freedom: the slot size, its

position, the feed substrate parameters and the feed line width. The maximum

coupling occurs when the aperture is centered below the patch, where magnetic

field is maximum.

1.3.5 Coplanar Waveguide Feed

Since both the coplanar waveguide  and the microstrip antennas belong

to the planar geometty, integrating microstrip antennas with microwave

monolithic integrated circuits (MMIC) can be easily done by feeding it with

CPW. An advantage of a CPW feed is that the radiation from the feed structure

is negligible since the coplanar vggweguide is excited in the odd mode [13].

1.4 Full Wave Analysis of Microstiip Antennas

The analytical models of the microstrip antennas explained earlier suffer from a

number of limitations. Some of the above mentioned feed configurations such

as proximity coupled and aperture coupled microstrip feeds are difficult to be

modeled. Only single mode analysis has been earned out in transmission line

analysis and therefore cross-polarized radiation from a patch antenna has not

been predicted. Most of these limitations can be overcome in the full-wave

techniques. Full wave techniques usually assume that the substrate is infinite in

extent in the lateral dimensions, and enforce the proper boundary conditions at

the air-dielectric interface. This is most commonly done by using the exact

Green’s function for the dielectric substrate, which allows space wave radiation,

surface wave modes, dielectric loss and coupling to the extemal elements to be
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included in the modelfifhe most popular full-wave techniques are described
below:

1.4.1 Spectral Domain Full-Wave Analysis

This approach uses the exact Green’s function for the mixed dielectric nature of

the microstrip antenna. The Green’s function is employed in the electric field

integral equation formulation to satisfy the boundary conditions at the patch

metallization. The resulting integral equations are discretized into a set of linear

equations by means of the moment method to yield a matrix equation [24, 25].

The solution of this matrix equation provides the current distribution on the

patch. Near and far-field characteristics of the antenna are then obtained from

the current distribution and the Green’s functions.

/114.2 Mixed Potential Integral Equation (MPIE) Analysis

It‘-is computationally more efficient than the integral equation analysis in the

spectral domain. As the name suggests, different types of potential Green’s

functions are employed in MPIE to set up the integral equation. Among several

choices, Sommerfield’s choice of potentials is the most popular approach for

solving straightfield media problems [26].

1.4.3 Finite Difference Time Domain Analysis

The complicated analytical pre-processing and modeling in the above two

methods makes them highly intricate in modeling complex patch geometries.

Mathematically, FDTD is just a direct discretization and implementation of

Maxwell’s curl equations in time and space and therefore analytical pre

processing and modeling are totally absent [27,28]. FDTD simulation of any

problem includes dividing the region under consideration into different material

properties (by modeling the proper antenna structure to be analyzed) and finally
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terminating the unbounded region by absorbing boundary conditions to prevent

the electric and magnetic fields from reflecting. Next, the physical space of the

problem is discretized in the form of cubes (or cuboids) with dimensions

Ax, Ay, A2 and the time of simulation is also divided into Ar interval steps.

The source of electromagnetic energy is then introduced into the physical

domain in the form of pulse or a plane wave and allowed to interact with the

structure and finally the time domain information is processed to determine the

electromagnetic behavior of the structure.

1.5 Dual- Frequency Microstrip Antenna Technologies

Dual frequency antennas exhibit a dual resonant behavior in a single radiating

structure. In principle, these planar antennas should operate with similar

features, both in terms of radiation and impedance matching, at two separate

frequencies. Most of the dual-frequency patch antennas found in the literature

can be subdivided into three major categories namely multi-patch, reactively

loaded and orthogonal modes as shown in table 1.1.
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Table 1.1 Various types of dual frequency microstrip antennas

Multi-Patch

Stacked

Co-planar Dipoles

Probe Slot

Cross-sub arrav

Reactively Loaded

Stubs

Pins and Capacitors

Slots

Coaxial

Pins

Microstrip

Capacitors

l

Dual slot Single slot

Qrtho onal Mog des

Single-point

Dual-point

Probe Slot

Slots Electromagnetic coupled
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1.5.1 Multi-Patch Dual- Frequency Antemias

In these structures, the dual-frequency operation is obtained by means of multiple

radiating elements [29-31]. These antennas can operate with same polarization at

the two frequencies, as well as with a dual polarization. Multi-patch dual-frequency

antennas can also be obtained by printing more resonators on the same substrate.

1.5.2 Reactively Loaded Antennas

This approach was first used by WP. Richards, where an adjustable coaxial stub was

employed [32]. The simplest way is to connect a stub to one of the radiating edge of

the patch, in such a way as to introduce a further resonant length that is responsible

for the second operating frequency. Different kinds of reactive loads like notches,

pins, capacitors and slots can be used for dual frequency generation [33, 34].

1.5.3 Orthogonal-Mode Dual Frequency Patch Antennas

As is well known, a simple rectangular patch can be regarded as a cavity with

rmgnetic walls on the radiating edges. The first three modes with same polarization

can be indicated as TM,o, TMBO and TM,O. TM“, is the mode typically used in

practical applications; TM30 and TM,O are associated with a frequency

approximately twice and triple of that of the TM“, mode [34]. Unfortunately, owing

to the behavior of the radiating currents, the TM” and TM,o modes are of little use

due to their distortion in broadside radiation pattems; TMZO pattern has a broadside

null, and the TM,o pattem has grating lobes. Also, simultaneous matching of these

same polarizations resonant modes with a single feed is generally worse in

rnicrostrip antennas. Thus the simplest way to operate at dual frequencies is to use

the first resonance of the two orthogonal dimensions of the rectangular patch, i.e,

the TM“, and TMO, modes. Since dual polarization is an increasingly important

requirement of modem communication systems the excitation of these orthogonal

resonant modes with a single feed will be of great advantage [35, 36].
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1.6 Current Reconfigurable Antenna Technologies

The last few years have seen an exponential growth in the development of

reconfigurable antennas. Reconfigurable antennas are defined as those antennas

whose aperture can be dynamically modified to enable different functions at

different times. The development efforts include the use of mechanical tuning,

magnetic tuning and electronic tuning.

1.Q.( Mechanical Tuning

The earlier forms of reconfigurable antennas were all based on mechanical tuning

with shorting pins, stubs and air-gaps [13, 37]. The shorting pins are introduced in

between the ground plane and patch metallization as in fig. 1.11. This presents an

inductance and thus this type of tuning increases resonant frequency of the patch.

This technique was first introduced by Schaubert et al [38].

Dielectric
substrate

Shofdfig Patch
Ground plane

Figure 1.11 Tuning using shorting posts

Printed or co-axial transmission line stub attached to the antenna can be used for

frequency tuning by varying its length mechanically. In this technique, tuning is

only possible from a lower frequency to a higher frequency owing to the

destructive nature of trimming. The two-stub approach is the widely used stub
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tuning technique. Patch antenna with dual stubs for mechanical frequency tuning is

shown in fig. 1.12. Another method of mechanical tuning involves an adjustable air

gap introduced between the substrate and ground plane. The idea was first

proposed by Dahele and Lee [39]. Here the effective dielectric constant of the

patch is varied by adjusting the thickness of the air layer, resulting in a new

resonant frequency.

Dielectric substrate

Patch - Tuning stub
Ground

Figure 1.12 Mechanical tuning of patch using dual stubs

)46.2 Magnetic Tuning

Magnetic tuning is generally accomplished by biasing the substrate. Henderson et

al. used a biased ferrite substrate to control the radiation pattem of a microstrip

antenna  Later Pozar and Sanchez have reported a rectangular microstrip

antenna, printed on a ferrite substrate, whose operating frequency can be tuned by

varying the strength of a dc magnetic biasing field applied to the substrate [41].

yés Electronic Tuning

Electronic tuning is the most reliable and highly efficient method of tuning used in

reconfigurable antennas. In recent years, electronically reconfigurable antennas

have received significant attention for their applications in communications,

electronic surveillance and countermeasures by adapting their properties to achieve
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selectivity in frequency, bandwidth, polarization and  [42-46]. In particular,

preliminary studies have been carried out to demonstrate electronic ttmability for

different antenna structures. In all these designs electronic tuning of the antenna is

achieved by using either varactor diodes (fig. 1.13), switching pin diodes or

microelectromechanical switches (MEMS) [47].

414/ Dielectric substrate

*' Patch
Varactor diodes %

. 1-_
Ground

Figure 1.13 Electronic tuning using varactor diodes

MEMS were started to be used in tunable circuits in the early 1990s. MEMS have

very little loss at RF and microwave frequencies and can handle higher power

levels. However, they have some disadvantages including low tunability, slow

switching speed (2-100 us), and high bias voltage (50-100  In addition, they

require hermetically sealed packaging, which is expensive and hard to integrate with

antennas and other circuits. Semiconductor diodes are still the dominant devices

for making electronically reconfigurable antennas. They are very small in size (in

ums), very fast (<1 us for pin diode), and have large tunability. In addition, they can

be easily integrated with other circuits for example in monolithic microwave

integrated circuits (MMIC). I
1.7 Reconfigurable Microstrip Antennas

Reconfigurable microstrip antennas have the potential to add substantial degrees of

freedom and functionality to mobile communication applications and electronic
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intelligence. This is achieved mainly by electronically reconfiguring the antenna

parameters like radiation pattern, polarization or resonant frequency [48].

In pattem-reconfigurable microstrip antennas, operating frequency and bandwidth

is maintained while changing radiation pattems. Manipulation of an antenna

radiation pattem can be used to avoid noise sources or intentional jamming,

improve security by directing Signals only towards intended users and serves as a

switched diversity system. Polarization reconfigurable microstrip antennas are

utilized mainly in frequency reuse for doubling the system capability in satellite ll

communication systems.

1.8 Motivation and Development of Subject of Research

Conventional microstrip patch antennas have a number of inherent practical

limitations which make them incompatible for use in modem wireless

communication systems. The foregsgdisadvantage is the limitation in bandwidth

due to the resonant nature of the patch structure. Moreover, this narrow

bandwidth makes their input impedance very sensitive to manufacturing errors and

substrate material tolerances. In applications where the increased bandwidth is

needed for operating at two sub bands, a valid altemative to the broadening of total

bandwidth is provided by dual-frequency patch antennas. Satellite base

communication, air route surveillance, GPS and mobile satellite personal

communication systems require dual frequency multipolarization microsttip
antennas.

However, the rapid growth of modem communication systems demands the ability

to design frequency agile RF front ends for operation ir1 various freguencv bands.

Reconfigurable dual-frequency microstrip antennas can be used to cover these

multiple functions with a single antenna aperture. This will increase antenna

efficiency and signal processing speed while maintaining high degree of flexibility.
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Such cormnon aperture antennas find applications in space-based radar, unmanned

aerial vehicles (UAV), communication satellites, synthetic aperture radar (SAR),

electronic intelligence and other sensing applications. Tunable RF and microwave

components are thus in large demand due to their frequency agile characteristics.

These requirements impose significant challenges on current tunable antenna and

circuit technologies and illustrate the need for new reconfigurable antennas with

simple and efficient switching mechanism. Therefore the main objectives of this
._§\

research work are to devise and analyze compact electronically reTofifl'gurable dual]
frequency microstrip antennas with simple and efficient tuning mechanisms.

1.9 Thesis Overview

In this work, we investigate novel designs of compact electronically reconfigurable

dual frequency microstrip antennas with a single feed operating mainly in L-band.

The strict requirements of a constant input impedance, gain, radiation pattern and

polarization can only be met, if both the passive antenna structure and the tuning

mechanism are carefully designed and integrated into the final reconfigurable

antenna design. PIN diodes and varactor diodes are used for the switching/ tuning

mechanism. A brief introduction on different types of microstrip antennas, their

feeding, analysis and various tuning mechanisms is provided in Chapter 1.

Chapter 2 gives a brief review of past works carried out in the field of microstrip

antennas. Various dual frequency microstrip antenna design techniques and

reconfigurable antenna schemes are also discussed.

In Chapter 3, the methodology adopted for the investigations are described. The

development of the FDTD technique used for the theoretical analysis of the

reconfigurable dual frequency microstrip antenna is depicted in detail. The

photolithographic technique used for the microstrip antenna fabrication is also

included. The measurement of different antenna characteristics like resonant
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frequency, bandwidth, radiation pattem, polarization and gain are illustrated.

Electromagnetic modeling of reconfigurable microstrip antennas using the method

of moment based software, IE3D is also explained.

The vital passive antenna design and the reconfigurable antenna design using PIN

diodes are described in Chapter  All the expenmental. and theoretical

investigations canied out in these reconfigurable antenna configurations are

portrayed in detail here. Theoretical interpretations of the developed passive and

reconfigurable antenna designs are explained using the full wave approach based on

FDTD modeling. A semi empirical design equation is given for the passive

antenna.

Chapter 5 describes the detailed experimental studies on various varactor loaded

reconfigurable dual frequency microstnp antennas. A theory based on transmission

line model is given for the reconfigurable antenna configurations with varactor

diode loading.

The conclusion drawn from the experimental and theoretical investigations and the

scope for further work are described in Chapter 6.
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This chapter gives a brief review of literature relating to microstrip antenna

design in a historical perspective. The theoretical and experimental aspects of

different types of microstrip antennas are covered in the first section. A review of

various dual frequency microstrip antenna design techniques is given in the second

section with emphasis on slot loaded patch antennas. The third section covers

different reconfigurable antenna techniques employed recently in modern

communication and military systems, and the emphasis is given to electronically

reconfigurable microstrip antennas with semiconductor diode tuning. The final

section covers various analytical and full wave solutions of microstrip antennas and

reconfigurable antennas. Finite difference time domain  analysis of various

microstrip antennas is thoroughly examined in this section.

2.1 Microstrip Antenna Technology

This section describes analytical and experimental design approaches for mic rostrip

antenna elements, and provides a comprehensive survey of the state of microstrip

antenna element technology. Several practical techniques are outlined for

modifying the basic element for special purpose applications such as confonnal

arrays and wide band communications.

The idea of planar microstrip radiators was first proposed by G. A Deschamps

[49] in USA and by Gutton and Baissinot in France [50]. Shortly thereafter, Lewin

[51] investigated radiation from stripline discontinuities. Additional studies were

undertaken by Kaloi in the late 19605, who studied basic rectangular and square

microstrip configurations [4]. However, work was not reported in the literature

until the early 1970s, when a conducting strip radiator separated from a ground

plane by a dielectric substrate was described by Byron [6]. Shortly thereafter, a

microstrip antenna element was patented by Munson [7] and data on basic

rectangular and circular microstrip patch antennas were published by Howell [8].
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Microstrip geometries for use with cylindrical S-band arrays on rockets were later

developed by Weinschel [52]. Sanford [53] showed that the microstrip element

could be used in confonnal array designs for L-band applications. The early

works by Munson on the development of microstrip antennas on rockets and

missiles showed that this was a practical concept for use in many antenna system

problems, and thereby gave birth to a new antenna industry.

Mathematical modeling of the basic microstrip antenna geometries was initially

carried out by the application of transmission line analogies to simple rectangular

patches fed at the center of the radiating wall by Munson and Demeryd [54, 55].

Carver reported the measurements and analysis of the radiation pattem of a

circular patch microstiip antenna [56]. Although the transmission line model is

easy to use, it suffers from numerous disadvantages. It is only useful for patches

of rectangular shape, and an unknown constant called fringe factor must be

empirically determined, it ignores field variations along the radiating edge and it is

not adaptable to the inclusion of the feed. These limitations are eliminated in the

modal expansion analysis.

Lo et al [57] in 1977 published the modal expansion technique to analyze

rectangular, circular, semicircular and triangular patch geometries. Here the patch

is considered as a thin cavity with leaky magnetic walls. The impedance boundary

conditions are imposed on the four walls and the stored and radiated energy were

investigated in IICITHS of complex wall admittances. Similar analytical papers on

basic patch geometries were later published by Demeryd [58], Chen and Long

[59], and Carver and Coffey [60]. Thus by 1978, the microstrip patch antenna

became much more widely known and used in a variety of communication

systems. This was accompanied by increased attention by the theoretical

community to improved mathematical models which could be used for design.
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As the microstrip antenna technology developed further, many new substrate

materials were also invented with dielectric constants ranging from 1.17 to 25 and

loss tangents from 0.0001 to 0.004. A comparative data on most available

substrates were later published by Carver and Mink [4].

The basic microstrip antenna geometries like rectangular and circular have been

modified to other shapes such as pentagon and hexagon [11, 61]. For these

geometries the modal expansion technique is a more cumbersome analysis method

than a direct numerical method, due to the difficulty in finding the appropriate

orthogonal mode vectors. In recent years several numerical techniques applied to the

microstrip antenna have been proposed, including the method of moments by

Newman [62, 63], the uni-moment Monte Carlo method [64], the finite element

techniques [60], and the direct fonn of network analogs method [65]. The effect of

radiation and other losses are represented in terms of either an artificially increased

substrate loss tangent or by the more elegant method of impedance boundary

conditions at the walls [66, 67]. The method of moments is used in connection with

Richrnond’s reaction method [68] to determine the unknown surface currents

flowing on the walls forming the microstrip patch, ground plane and magnetic walls.

The transmission line model, cavity model and the rnulti-port network model all

come under the reduced analysis category, which uses one or more significant

approximations to simplify the problem. The multi-port network model generalizes

the cavity model [69]. Drawbacks of these models include limited accuracy for

resonant frequency and input impedance for substrates that are not very thin [70],

and their limited capacity to handle related problems such as mutual coupling, large

arrays, surface wave effects and different substrate configurations.

The numerical analysis of the fields interior to the microstrip antenna cavity can

also be carried out using a finite element approach [60]. This is a variational
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method in which a minimization process automatically seeks out the solution which

is closest to the true analytical solution.

Deshpande and Bailey [25] used the spectral domain full wave approach which uses

the exact Green’s function for the mixed dielectric nature of the microstrip

antenna. V21r'iOLlS patch geometries and feed structures were analyzed using this

technique. The analysis of a rectangular patch and a circular disc were studied by

Chew, Aberle and Bailey [71-73].

In addition to standard rectangular and circular patch antennas, several modified

patch geometries were developed by researchers for different applications. One of

the requirements is the generation of circular polarization. Various shapes for

microstrip antennas capable of circular polarization operation have been reported

in literature [74, 75]. Design of circularly polarized patch antemas fabricated on

fenite substrate was demonstrated by Tsang and Langley [76].

In 1981 rigorous experimental studies were carried out by Schen [77] and Long [78]

on elliptical shaped printed antennas with circular polarization generation. Later in

1988, Haneishi and Yoshida [79] designed a circularly polarized rectangular

microstrip antenna with a single point feed. Huang [80] used an array of linearly

polarized elements to obtain circular polarization.

The serious limitation of narrow bandwidth of microstrip antennas was fixed by

researchers using a variety of innovative patch designs and feed modifications.

Pozar [81] proposed the aperture coupling of microstrip patch antennas for

improved impedance bandwidth and reduced spurious radiation. Basic aperture

coupled patch antenna geometries were analyzed using various techniques

including the integral equation method [82-85], cavity model [86-88], transmission

line model [89, 90] and modal expansion method [91].
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The use of stacked patches in order to increase the impedance bandwidth was first

proposed by Long and Walton [29]. Here an upper patch with a slightly different

dimension was proximity coupled to the lower excited patch. Impedance

bandwidth up to 30% had been achieved with probe fed stacked patches [92, 93]

and up to 67% for aperture coupled stacked patches [94, 95]. The larger bandwidth

in each case corresponds to relatively thicker substrate.

A set of coplanar resonators with slightly different resonant frequencies were used

by Kumar, Entsehladen and Aanandan to obtain broadband performance [96-98].

Pues and Van de Capelle [99] obtained a bandwidth of about 12% using a passive

coplanar matching network. Similar techniques used by Paschen [100] produced a

bandwidth of more than 25%, which was sufficient to cover the GPS bands with a

single radiating element.

Wong and Lin [101] studied the loading effect of a chip resistor mounted at the edge

of a rectangular patch. The 1OdB retum loss bandwidth of this patch antenna was

found to be about 4.9 times that of a patch without the resistor loading [102].

As the telephone handsets for mobile communications needed compact antennas,

several designs were proposed to reduce the size of existed microstrip patches. In

1989, Kossiavas et al [103] proposed a small C-shaped patch element for applications

at 413MHz.

Vandenbosch in 1995 [104] presented a capacitive matching of small microstrip

antennas with rigorous theoretical analysis to calculate the input impedance. This

method allows separation of the analysis of the capacitive feeding from the analysis

of the radiating patch. Later in 1997, Corbett and Murch [105], proposed a

capacitively loaded planar inverted F- antenna (PIFA) for mobile telephone handsets.

They found the capacitive load reduces the resonance length of the PIFA from
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to less diam)/8 . A design with a bandwidth of 178MHz centered at 1.8GHz was

provided to demonstrate that compact antennas for mobile telephone handsets can

be constructed using this approach.

K. L. Wong and Cheng Pan in 1997 [106] used a shorting pin in a triangular

microstrip patch fed with a coaxial probe, to reduce its size at 1.9GHz band. They

obtained a reduction of 78% in the linear dimension of the microstrip antenna.

Different slot loaded patch geometries were suggested by this time to make the

conventional microstrip patch antennas more compact. The addition of shorting pins

and chip resistors further brought down the size. ]. H. Lu et al [I07], in 1997

proposed a slot coupled triangular microstrip patch antenna with a shorting pin or

chip resistor loading. This technique of chip resistor loading provided a much

broader operating bandwidth as compared to regular patches or shorted patch

2ll'lI€ 11113.5 .

Small broadband rectangular microstrip patch antenna with a chip resistor at its edge

was proposed by K. L. Wong and Y. F. Lin [108], for increased bandwidth and size

reduction. The design was applicable to both probe fed and microstrip line fed

antenna configurations.

C Y. I-luang et al [109] reported a broadband circular polarization operation of a

single feed slot coupled microstrip antenna using an inclined nonlinear coupling slot.

This nonlinear slot, end loaded with two V »-- shaped slots, significantly broadens the

bandwidth to about 2.1 times that obtained using a simple inclined coupling slot.

A novel folded rectangular microstrip patch antemia was designed by K. M. Luk et al

[11O]. Compared with a conventional pat antenna with the same surface area, the

resonant frequency was reduced by 37%. The cross-polarization level was also near 

2OdB.
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Wen Hsu [111] investigated a novel disk sector microstrip antenna with specific

flare angles for circular polarization operation. Their results showed that by suitably

selecting the flare angle of the disk sector microstrip patch, right hand or left hand

circular polarization can easily obtained using a single coaxial probe feed.

S. K. Satpathy et al [112], studied different shorted variations of triangular

microstrip patch antennas. The increased size reduction was achieved by partially

shorting the curved edges of the sectoral antennas.

A novel two layer rectangular patch antenna had been designed and tested with a

5% bandwidth by R. Chair et al [113]. Compared with a basic single layer patch

antemia with the same projection area, the resonant frequency was reduced by

39%.

Bandwidth enhancement of a single layer, single patch rectangular microstrip patch

antenna was achieved by Y. Sze et al [114], by embedding a pair of double bent

slots close to the patch’s non-radiating edges and an additional bent slot centered

to the patch’s center line. An antenna bandwidth up to about 2.8 times that of a

conventional unslotted rectangular patch had been obtained.

C. S. Hong [115] designed a small size annular slot antenna with miniaturized slot

shrunk by a loaded capacitor. The antenna had the advantages of a good

impedance bandwidth and good linearly polarized radiation patterns after chip

capacitor loading. A 23.4% slot antenna area size reduction had been achieved with

this type of capacitor loading compared with the ordinary slot antenna.

M. C. Liang et al [116] proposed -.1 frequency varying microstnp patch antenna

design with a loaded capacitor. Unlike traditional patch size reduction schemes, this

capacitor - loaded design does not significantly affect the radiated power efficiency

of the antenna. In some cases the maximum radiated power can even be improved.
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A novel intemal square microstrip patch antenna for 3G IMT ~ 2000 mobile handsets

was first investigated by Y. ]. Wang [117]. By introducing a single shorting pin and a

thin rectangular slot perforated in a square patch, this probe fed antenna realized an

impedance bandwidth of 25.6% with dual frequency operation, which thoroughly

covers the 3G IMT- 2000 frequency spectra.

In 2001, jaume Anguera et al [118] proposed a systematic design method for broad

band single patch antenna input impedance prediction. This mathematical approach

allowed designing an optimum feed that enhances the impedance bandwidth.

J. P. Lee and S. O. Park [119] in 2002 put forward a small size and high  meander

line antenna for Bluetooth applications. The bandwidth of this design was about 9% at

2.44GHz and the gain was 2.73dBi. They achieved a size reduction of 35% compared

to conventional patch antennas.

A novel and broadband semi disk microstrip antenna suitable for a portable and

compact terminal integrated with the 3G IMT-2000 cellular system, DECT mobile

system, and Bluetooth wireless technology was discussed both theoretically and

experimentally by Y. J. Wang [12O]. The reduced dimensions of the proposed antenna

were achieved by using a single cylindlical shorting pin, while the broadband

characteristics were obtained through a narrow rectangular slot which induced two

resonant frequencies sufficiently close to each other.

Aaron Shackelford et al [121] in 2003 examined several designs for small size wide

bandwidth micnostrip antennas. The designs were presented based on a Uslot patch

and an L-probe-fed patch. Several techniques were utilized to reduce the resonant

length of these wideband microstrip patch antennas: increasing the dielectric constant

of the microwave substrate material, a shorting wall or shorting pin between the

conducting patch and the ground plane. A size reduction of 94% and bandwidth of

20% were attained by these techniques.
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A numerically efficient substitute for the general transmission line model of

microstrip antennas was suggested by S. K. Roy [122] in 2000. Here the fringe

factor detennines the accuracy of the resonant frequency calculation. In 2004,

Schubler, Jens Freese and jakoby [123], derived design equations for compact

planar antennas using LI-I - transmission lines. This model allows preliminary

design studies and was able to improve the understanding of the connection

between bandwidth and radiation impedance.

2.2 Dual Frequency Microstiip Antenna Design

Dual frequency microstrip patch antennas may provide an alternative to large

bandwidth planar antennas, in applications in which large bandwidth is really

needed for operating at two separate transmit-receive bands. On the other

hand, modem communication systems, such as those for satellite links (GPS,

Vehicular etc.), as well as emerging applications like wireless local area networks

(WLAN), often require antennas with compactness and low-cost, thus

rendering planar technology useful, and sometimes unavoidable. Furthermore,

thanks to their lightness, patch antennas are well suitable for systems to be

mounted on airborne platforms, like synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and

scatterometers. Despite the convenience that they may provide in terms of

space and cost, not much importance has been given to dual frequency

microstnp antennas. This is possibly due to the relative complexity of the

feeding network which is required, in particular for array applications. An

excellent review of dual frequency microstrip antennas was given by S. Maci and

Biffi Gentili [34] in the year 1997.

Wang and Lo [124] were the first to use shorting pins and slots in a rectangular

microsttip patch to generate dual frequency operation. The upper and lower

frequencies showed similar broadside radiation characteristics.
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In 1993, Yazidi et al [88] designed an aperture coupled rectangular microstrip patch

antenna with a pair of symmetrical slots. The excited modes of the antenna depend on

the type and position of the feed. By choosing aperture coupling with a centered slot,

the even modes were not excited.

If two orthogonal linear polarizations at separate frequencies are required, the simplest

antenna for this is a rectangular patch antenna fed at the diagonal for exciting the (1, O)

and (0, 1) modes. The frequencies of these modes are determined by the respective

lengths of the patch. Impedance matching for these two resonant frequencies can be

easily achieved with a single feed. Salvador et al[125], proposed a new configuration of

dual frequency planar antenna operating at S and X bands. They used a cross patch sub

array and the geometry had two symmetry planes to provide radiation in double-linear

polarization by using a proper feeding system

K. L. Wong and G. B. Hsieh [126] suggested a dual frequency circular microstrip

antenna with a pair of arc shaped slots excited with a single coaxial feed. Frequency

ratio  from 1.38 to 1.58 were implemented and studied.

A slot loaded bow-tie microstrip 2l1'1tCl'lI13 for dual frequency operation was proposed

by K. L. Wong and W. S. Chen [127]. Frequency ratios within the range 2 to 3 were

obtained with a single probe feed.

Gien [128] demonstrated a single probe fed dual frequency rectangular microstrip

antenna with a square slot at its center. This technique was one of the simplest

methods of dual frequency generation in a rectangular patch with dual linear

polarization. The excited frequencies were orthogonally polarized.

E. Lee et al [129] developed a compact dual-band dual-polarization microstrip patch

antenna for application in terrestrial cellular communication and satellite mobile. The

two operating frequencies showed different polarization and radiation characteristics.

Bandwidths of 2 and 4% respectively, had been obtained in the two resonant modes.
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H. Lu [130] demonstrated a dual - frequency rectangular microstrip patch

antenna with embedded spur lines and integrated reactive loading. The two

operating frequencies had the same polarization planes and frequency ratios of 1.1

to 1.6 were achieved with a single feed.

Jui - Han Lu [131] described novel dual - frequency design of single feed

equilateral triangular microstrip antenna having same polarization planes and

similar radiation characteristics.

Guo et al [132] demonstrated a dual band patch antenna using slot loaded and

short-circuited size reduction techniques. By controlling the short plane width, the

two resonant frequencies can be significantly reduced and the frequency ratio was

tunable in the range 1.6 to 2.2.

A slot loaded dual - frequency rectangular microstrip patch antenna with a single

feed was also proposed by]. H. Lu [I33]. By varying the angle and the horizontal

section length of the bent slots, the frequency ratio was tunable in a range from

about 1.28 t0 1.7 9.

X. Yang [134] derived analytical expressions for the input and mutual impedance of

two kinds of dual - polarization square - patch antenna double fed at the

orthogonal edges using the Green’s function approach based on the planar circuit

principle. The frequency characteristics of the input impedance, VSWR and

isolation were analyzed and verified by experimental data.

C Tang et al [135] designed a broadband dual frequency V-shape microstrip patch

antenna with impedance bandwidths up to 10%.

A dual band GSM - 900/ DCS — 1800, personal communication handset microstrip

antenna with a spur-line filter and a shorting pin was proposed by M M Vazquez

et al [136]. It consists of a PIFA like rectangular patch with a shorting pin close to
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the comer of the patch. The spur line generated a second resonant mode lower

than that of the rectangular patch.

A slot coupled chip capacitor loaded square microstrip patch antenna for dual

frequency operation was proposed by G. S. Binoy et al [137]. The design provided

an enhanced area reduction of 64 and 36% respectively, for the two operating

frequencies and good cross-polarization levels.

2.3 Reconfigurable Antenna Techniques

With ever increasing demand for reliable wireless communications, the need for

efficient use of electromagnetic spectrum is on the rise. Conventional broadband

antennas discussed above never satisfy all these demands. The reconfigurable

antennas have shown strong potential in this field due to its low cost and flexibility.

This section depicts the recent advancements in reconfigurable antenna technology.

In 1991, Kawasaki and Itoh [138] demonstrated a novel idea of electronic tuning

with the help of integrated PET components in a microstrip slot antenna. By

changing the bias voltages, the reactance of the FET varied and the length of the

slot was tuned electronically. 10% tuning of the center frequency was obtained with

negligible changes in the radiation pattem. The 50 Q matching point of the center

feed line was difficult to maintain, since the reactive circuits made of MESFETs

affected the field distribution of the slot antenna.

Rainville and I-Iarackiewicz [139] proposed a magnetic tuning scheme for a single

feed square microstrip patch antenna fabricated on a ferrite film. The application of

a small in-plane magnetic field tuned the frequency and the phase of one of the

polarization.

The bandwidth extension approaches in tunable dipole antennas were illustrated by

D. J. Roscoe et al [140] in 1993. They integrated beam lead diodes to the original
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printed dipole and its parasitic patches so as to present low or high impedances

according to its bias states. This produced a multi frequency antenna which was

controlled by an applied bias voltage.

Egor Alekseev et al [141], invented InGaAs/InP PIN diodes for microwave and

millimeter wave switching and limiting applications. DC and microwave

characterization of the PIN diodes demonstrated low tum-on voltage (0.46 V), low

insertion loss (<l.2dB up to 38GI-I2) and high switching cut-off frequency

(17THz) as necessary for microwave and millimeter - wave switching and limiting

applications.

M. A. Forman and Z. B. Popovic [142] designed a tunable second ~ resonance

cross - slot antenna for use in active array applications. The resonant frequency can

be mechanically tuned over a 45% bandwidth or electrically tuned over a 10%

bandwidth with an integrated varactor diode.

A varactor loaded electronically tunable microstrip patch antenna with a probe feed

was presented by S. H. Al-Charchafchi and M. Frances [143]. An effective

impedance bandwidth of 50% was achieved centered on a frequency of 2.2GHz. A

simple transmission line model was used to predict the resonant frequency.

Various radio frequency applications involving microelectromechanical systems

(MEMS) were studied thoroughly by Elliott R. Brown [144] in 1998. RF MEMS are

the new class of passive devices (e.g. switches) and circuit components (e.g. tunable

transmission lines) controlled by MEMS. Several applications of these types of

switches were analyzed here, including switchable routing in RF system front-ends

and time-delay networks. The promising concept of reconfigurable antennas

controlled by these l\/[EMS was discussed in detail.

N. Fayyaz et al [145] designed a novel electronically tunable rectangular patch

antenna with one octave bandwidth for applications in multi-band communication
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systems and frequency hopping systems. The layout of the antenna consisted of a

rectangular patch antenna divided into two sections and connected using varactor

diodes. However, a wide tuning range resulted in mismatching in a larger range of

frequencies because the feed point was fixed mechanically.

Kolsrud et al [146] proposed a dual — frequency electronically tunable CPW - fed co

planar strip dipole antenna with varactor control. Dual frequency operation of the

dipole antenna was realized by introducing a small gap in the length of the dipole.

Varactors were integrated with this dipole to tune the antenna, by applying reverse

bias. But a wideband CPW- to ~ CPS balun was needed to feed the antenna in order

to achieve better matching.

S. Shanna and B. R. Vishvakanna [147] studied a new MOS capacitor loaded

frequency agile microstiip patch antenna in which the operating frequency of the

rectangular microstnp antenna was electronically controlled by the bias voltage of the

MOS capacitor. Theoretical investigations based on a modal expansion cavity model

were carried out for different MOS structures. The larger frequency variation was

achieved with lower variation in the bias voltage as compared with the varactor

diode.

MEMS — switched reconfigurable multi-band antenna design and modeling were

thoroughly studied by W. I-I. Weedon et al [148] in 1999. A general adaptive

reconfigurable feed design methodology was proposed for designing and tuning the

feed structure for each configuration independently. However, their research was

limited to simulating the MEMS switches as ideal switches, and building separate

antennas to simulate the OPEN and CLOSED configurations.

B. C. C Chang et al [149] developed a reconfigurable leaky mode patch antenna

controlled by PIN diode switches. Different radiation configurations were obtained

by switching the antenna with PIN diodes. When the switches were turned on, the
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entire microstrip structure functioned as a leaky mode antenna, while, when the

switches were turned off, the segmented pieces of microstrips converted into

ordinary patch antennas.

A prototype of a reconfigurable patch module array connected using MEMS

switches were proposed by W. H. Weedon et al [150] for dual band application in L

and X bands. Stripline power dividers and blind via transitions were developed to

demonstrate feed structures that could be located below the radiating aperture.

Fan Yang and Y. Rahmat-Samii [151] put forward the concept of a patch antenna

with switchable slot for dual frequency operation. A slot was incorporated into the

patch and a PIN diode was utilized to switch the slot on or off, for achieving dual

frequency operation. The antenna was designed for same polarization at two

frequencies and for a small and flexible frequency ratio. Similar radiation pattems

were observed at the two operating bands.

A planar microstrip line fed reconfigurable slot antenna with a series of PIN diode

switches were proposed by D. Peroulis et al [I52]. The tuning of the operating

frequency was realized by varying the electrical length of the slot using the loaded

PIN diodes. The antenna was capable of radiating at four different frequencies

ranging from 550 to 900MHz. Unlike other reconfigurable antenna designs discussed

earlier, this configuration never used any special matching network It was

demonstrated that the radiation pattern, efficiency and polarization remained

essentially unaffected by the frequency tuning.

F. Yang and Y. Rahmat-Samii [153] devised a novel reconfigurable patch antemra

using switchable slots for circular polarization diversity. Two orthogonal slots were

incorporated into the patch and two pin diodes were utilized to switch the slots on or

off. Right hand and left hand circular polarizations were generated by suitably
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switching the diodes on and off. The design was well suitable for wireless

communication applications and future planetary missions.

The influence of the PIN diode bias current on the microstrip reconfigurable

antenna efficiency was studied by]. M. Laheurte et al [I54]. A drop in radiation

efficiency was observed for inadequate values of the PIN diode bias current. A

trade off between the dc - consumption of the diodes and the antenna gain was

demonstrated. A simple resistor model was used for the TLM analysis of the

antenna.

G. I-I. Huff et al [155] illustrated a novel radiation pattem and frequency

reconfigurable single tum square spiral rnicrostrip antenna. The basic antenna at

3.7GHz operates with a linear polarization. One set of connections provided a re

directed radiation pattem while maintaining a common operating impedance

bandwidth. The second set of connections resulted in an operation at a higher band

at 6GH2 with broadside pattems.

Aly Fathy et al [156] reported an innovative reconfigurable antenna concept with

significant practical relevance based on dynamic definition of metal- like conductive

plasma channels in high resistivity silicon that were activated by the injection of dc

current. These dynamically defined plasma reconfigurable antennas enable

frequency hopping, beam shaping and steering without the complexity of RF- feed

structures.

W. H. Chen et al [157] proposed a dual-band planar-reconfigurable antenna for

wireless communications. The concept of pattem steering in several given

directions was demonstrated using ideal switches.

The design of reconfigurable slot antennas was well illustrated by D. Peroulis et al

[158]. A single-fed resonant slot antenna, loaded with a series of PIN diode

switches constitutes the fundamental structure. An effective bandwidth of 1.7:l
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was obtained through this tuning without using a reconfigurable matching network.

The radiation pattern, efficiency and polarization remained essentially unaffected

by the frequency tuning.

2.4 Analysis of Microstnip Antennas

Various analytical and full wave methods for the analysis of microstrip antennas

were already discussed in sectio?_L§ : .4. Among them, the finite differencetime domain (FDTD)__method, arguably most popular numerical method for

the solution of problems in elect 1 agneticsf

Reineix and B. ]ecko [159] were the first to apply the FDTD method to the

analyses of microstrip antennas. Modifications had been made on the classical

FDTD method in order to study the microstrip antennas. All frequency dependent

parameters of a rectangular microstrip patch antenna were predicted using this

method.

Leveque et al [160] modeled frequency dispersive microstrip antennas while Wu et

al [161] used the FDTD method to accurately measure the reflection co-efficient of

various microstrip antenna configurations.

Uehara and Kagoshima [162] presented an analysis of the mutual coupling between

two microstrip antennas while Oonishi et al [163] and Kashiwa et al [164] used one

of the conformal FDTD approaches to analyze microstnp antennas on a curved

surface.

In 1992, Luebbers et al [165] and Chen et al [166] analyzed hand-held antennas

using an FDTD model of a monopole antenna on a conducting or dielectric box.

Sheen et al [167] presented FDTD results for various microstnp structures,

including a rectangular patch antenna, a low-pass filter and a branch line coupler.
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In 1995, Bilge Belentepe [168] derived a simple equivalent circuit model to

represent an electromagnetically coupled microstrip patch antenna. This model

allows the use of different dielectric constants for the substrate on which the patch

and the microstrip line were printed.

D. Lee and S. Lee [169] proposed a design of a coaxially fed circularly polarized

rectangular microstrip patch antenna using a genetic algorithm. They derived the

objective function from the cavity model and optimized the size and feeding point

of the antenna using the genetic algorithm.

H. T. Chen and K. L. Wong [170] analyzed probe~fed spherical-circular microstrip

antennas using cavity model theory. Theoretical fonnulation of the input

impedance and far-field radiation were discussed in detail.

D. L. Sengupta [171] used a uniform transmission line model to detennine the

resonant frequency of a coaxial probe-fed rectangular patch antemia tuned by a

number of passive metallic posts suitably placed within the antenna boundary. An

approximate expression was given for the resonant frequency as a function of the

post location and number, and other characteristic parameters of the antenna.

B. Beker et al in 1994 [172] proposed quasi-static electromagnetic models for

analysis and design of microwave capacitors and integrated circuit packages. The

theoretical background for modeling of open 3-D boundaries with finite difference

method was reviewed thoroughly in this paper.

Radiation and scattering analyses of a slot—coupled patch antenna loaded with a

MESFET oscillator was verified by C. C. Huang and T. H. Chu [173]. In the

analysis, the antenna was represented by its equivalent circuit model based on the

reciprocity theorem and method of moments. A circuit equation of the MESFET

oscillator was then analyzed using the Volterra series technique to acquire the

oscillating frequency and the output radiation power.
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Luebbers and Langdon [174] demonstrated a simple feed model that reduces time

steps needed for FDTD antenna and microstrip calculations. The approach was

based on using a source with an intemal resistance to excite the problem.

Mehmet Kara [175] derived formulas for the computation of the far-field radiation

pattems of rectangular microstrip antenna elements with thick substrates. Three

closed form formulas were presented for the calculation of the E-plane radiation

pattern, derived from two-slot models. The I-I-plane pattem was calculated from

both two-slot and cavity models.

K. M. Krishnaiah and C. ]. Railton [176] proposed a novel method of updating the

sub-grid boundary fields by replacing the grid discontinuity with an equivalent

circuit. The stability and accuracy of this new scheme was demonstrated through

calculation of the cut-off wavelength of a dielectric slab loaded waveguide for

various slab thickness.

M.  \X/hite [17 7] developed a novel multi-grid FDTD code for three-dimensional

applications which focuses a large number of cells of small dimensions in the

region of interest. The simulation required the construction of two grid regions; a

coarse-grid region and a fine-grid region surrounding the area of interest.

F. Bilotti et al [178] designed a multi-frequency patch antenna using a combined

numerical procedure with method of moments and genetic algorithm. Method of

moments was applied to analyze rectangular patches fed by a coaxial probe and

suspended over a ground plane. Then the impedance matrix of such a structure was

manipulated by a genetic algorithm optimization procedure.

A simple and efficient method to incorporate non-linear bipolar junction

transistors (BJT) into finite difference time domain  framework was

presented by F. Kung and H. T. Chuah [179].
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This chapter briefly describes the fabrication procedures and various

experimental facilities used for the study of the proposed electronically

reconfigurable microstrip_antenna. The different measurement techniques for

detennining the antenna parameters are also portrayed in this chapte£.,The

chapter concludes with a concise description of the theoretical and

electromagnetic simulation approaches employed to analyze the experimental

results. /
3.1 Fabrication of the Microstrip Antenna

The various steps employed in the fabrication of the reconfigurable microstrip

antenna are listed below. /

3.1.1 Selection of Substrate Material

The first procedure in the microstrip antenna fabrication is the selection of

Suitable substrate with electrical and material properties matching the required

application. The dielectric constant and loss tangent and their variation with_ ,  so _ , _ H,
temperature and frequency are important in fabrication. A large range of

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), polystyrene, polyolefin, polyphenylene, alumina,

sapphire, quartz, ferromagnetic, mtile and semiconductor substrates permit

considerable flexibility in the choice of substrates for a particular application.

There is no ideal substrate; rather, the choice depends on the application.

Traditional microstrip antennas at microwave frequencies use substrates such as

PTFE and quartz for good radiation efficiency. These offer excellent electrical

performance, but the resulting substrate costs are often too high. So we selected

FR4, a widely used substrate material for microwave applications. It is low cost,

easily available and most suitable for effortless fabrication./
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3.1.2 Photolithography

Since the dimensions of the patch antennas are critical in microwave

frequencies, photolithographic techniques were used to fabricate the desired

antenna configumtions in the selected substrate. Photolithography or Optical

lithography is the process of transferring geometric shapes from a photo-mask

to the surface of a substrate. The major procedures involved in this technique

are explained below.

In the first step, the double side copper coated PR4 substrates are chemically

cleaned with acetone or chloroform to remove particulate matter on the surface

as well as any traces of organic, ionic, and metallic impurities. A very thin film

of photoresist is applied with the help of a spinner. There are two types of

photoresist; positive and negative. For positive resists, the resist is exposed with

UV light wherever the underlying material is to be removed. In these resists,

exposure to the UV light changes the chemical structure of the resist so that it

becomes more soluble in the developer solution. The exposed resist is then

washed away by the developer solution, leaving windows of the bare underlying

metallic region. The photomask, therefore, contains an exact copy of the

pattern which is to remain on the substrate. The negative resist on the other

hand, remains on the surface wherever it is exposed, and the developer solution

removes only the unexposed portions. Masks used for negative photoresist,

therefore, contains the inverse (or photographic "negative") of the pattem to be

transferred. After developing, the unwanted metallic portions are cleared using

ferric chloride solution. Fig. 3.1 shows the different steps involved in the

procedure.
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Q
Cleaned copper clad Photo resist coated on

one side

m
Photo mask Photo mask aligned and exposed to

UV-light

Zr

Photo resist hardens 1 Photo “ism d¢V°lOP°d

Unwanted metallization is removed by etching with FeCl3

Figure 3.1 Different stages in the photolithographic procesiadf antenna fabrication

3.1.3 Integration of Semiconductor Devices

Two types of frequency reconfigurable antenna designs; one involving PIN diodes

and the other with varactor diodes were fabricated for the studies. A high precision

soldering station with temperature control is used to integrate the non-linear smd

components into the surface of the fabricated patch antenna.

3.2 Excitation Technique

In the present work, proximity coupling (electromagnetic coupling) with a 50 Q

microstrip line is used to excite the patch antenna as described in section 1.3.3. The
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length and width of the microstrip feed line at 50 Q characteristic impedance, with

ground plane is designed for the frequency of interest using standard design equations

and HP AppCAD software [18O, 181]. Matching of the two operating frequencies is

simply obtained by moving the patch along the surface of the microstrip feed line.

3.3 Facilities Used for Antenna Measurements

A concise description of the basic facilities used for the antenna measurements is

presented below.

3.3.1 HP 8510C Vector Network Analyzer

It is the main equipment used for taking fast and accurate microwave

measurements in both frequency and time domain. It can synthesize frequencies

from 45MI-Iz to 5OGHz. The time domain response is displayed by taking the

Inverse Fourier transform of the measured frequency data. The time domain

characterization requires both magnitude and phase data to perform the Inverse

Fourier transform. Moreover, phase data is required to perform the vector error

correction for measurement accuracy [1 82].

HP 8510C Vector Network

Analyzer Display

Port 1 Port 2
Figure 3.2 Block diagram of HP851OC Vector Network Analyzer
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The HP 8510C network analyzer consists of a microwave generator, S-parameter

test set, signal processor and the display unit, as depicted in fig. 3.2. The

synthesized sweeper generator, HP 8365113, uses an open loop YIG tuned element

to generate the RF stimulus. The frequencies can be synthesized in step-mode or

rampmode, depending on the desired measurement accuracy. The antenna under

test is connected to the two-port S-parameter Test Unit, HP 8514B. This module

isolates the incident, reflected and transmitted signals at the two ports. The signals

are then down converted to an intermediate frequency, and fed to the IF detector.

These signals are suitably processed to display the magnitude and phase

infomiation of S-parameters in log-magnitude, linear-magnitude or Smith Chan

fonnats. All these constituent modules of the network analyzer are connected using

the I-IPIB system bus. A completely automated data acquisition is made possible

using the HP- BASIC based MERLSOFT, developed indigenously at the Center for

Research in Electromagnetics and Antennas (CREMA), Department of

Electronics, Cochin University of Science and Technology.

3.3.2 Anechoic Chamber

The free space environment required in antenna pattem measurements is realized

by making use of the anechoic chamber. The tapered chamber with an average

chamber reflectivity of -35dB is used for making antenna measurements. The

absorbers used. in building the chamber are made from high quality, low density

foam, infused with dielectncally and magnetically lossy medium. The wall of the

chamber is covered with carbon black impregnated polyurethane foam based

pyramidal and flat absorbers of appropriate sizes. Aluminum sheets are used to

shield the chamber from electromagnetic interference fonn other equipments. The

polyurethane foam structure gives the geometrical impedance matching, while the

dispersed carbon provides the required attenuation, for a wide frequency range of

500MHz to 18GHz.
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3.4 Antenna Measurements

Various antenna parameters like resonant frequency, S-parameters, bandwidth,

gain, polarization, radiation pattern etc. are measured using different experimental

setups as described below.

3.4.1 Measurement of Resonant Frequency, S-Parameters and Bandwidth

HPIB BUS

HP 8510C VNA Display

Port 1 POFI 2
Test Antenn

Figure 3.3 Experimental setup for the measurement of return loss and resonant frequency

The port-1 of the vector network analyzer is calibrated by using the suitable

standard short, open oads. Proper phase delay is introduced whilecalibrating, to ensure re - eference plane for all measurements in the desired

frequency range is actually at 0°, thus taking care of probable cable length

variations. The reconfigurable antenna is then connected to the first port of the

network analyzer S-parameter test set as shown in the figure. The magnitude and
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phase of the measured S11 logmag data is the acquired and stored in ASCII fonnat

in the computer using the lVIERLSO§‘T The resonant frequencies are determined

from the retum loss curves in logmag fomi, by identifying those frequencies for

which the curve shows maximum dip. The experimental setup for these

measurements is given in fig. 3.3. /
The return loss is the number in dB that the reflected signal is below the incident

signal./i' As the VSWR=2 corresponds to the reflection co
efficient, p = l./_$.lii'iR +.-l I 1» , then 20log(l/ 3) w —lOdB. Thus 2:1 bandwidths areVSWR -1 3 /
determined by observing the range of frequencies (Afi-) about the resonant

frequency, _fi- for which the retum loss curves show a -1OdB \_/Que. The bandwidth. A I . . . .
IS then calculated as  [I82]. The input impedance of the microstnp antenna at' /
the given frequencies are determined directly from the Smith Chart display in the

network analyzer, where after calibration the center corresponds to SOQ .

3.4.2 Measurement of Radiation Pattem

Radiation pattem measurement is carried out using the setup consisting of both the

network analyzer and anechoic chamber as depicted in fig. 3.4. An automatic tum

table assembly kept in the quiet zone is used to mount the test antenna inside the

anechoic chambe)"/. The principal E and H- plane radiation pattems (with both co

and cross-polar pattems) of the test antenna are measured by keeping the test

antenna inside the chamber in the receiving mod}. The block diagram of the

experimental setup used for this measurement is shown in figure. A standard

wideband ridge hom antenna is used as the transmitter. The horn is then connected

to port-1 and the test antenna in p01t—2 of the s~parameter test set. The analyzer is

configured to make the S21 measurements in the step mode with proper averaging.
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The radiation patterns of the antenna under test at multiple frequency points can

be measured in a single rotation of the positioner using MFJ{.LSOFT.

. HP 8510C VNA

t,~'/ TESTANTENNA
_‘l Transmitter Hom

Tum Table

Figure 3.4 Experimental setup for measuring the radiation characteristics of the antenna

With the test and hom e a aligned in bore sight for maximum reception and

polarization matched, t e i esponse calibration is performed for the frequency

of interest and saved in th set. To eliminate the spurious reflections from the

neighborhood that are likely to interfere with the measured signal, a gate is turned

on in the analyze1€/ This is done by switching it into the time domain and providing

a gate span depending on the largest dimension of the test antenna. The tumtable
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'6 then set to rotate the desired angle using the positione; The positioner will stop
at each step angle and take the S21 measurements till it reaches the stop angle.

Measurements are repeated in the principal planes for both the co and cross-polar

orientations of the test antenna and horn. From the stored data, different radiation

characteristics like half-power beam-width, cross-polar level etc. in the respective

planes are estimated. /
3.4.3 Gain

The gain of the antenna under test is measured using the gain transfer method,

utilizing a reference antenna of known gain. The experimental setup for the

measurement of gain is same as that used for the radiation pattern measurement. A

standard antenna with known gain Gs operating in the same frequency band as the

test antenna is used as the reference antenna. S21 measurements are then canied

out to determine the reference power with the wideband hom as transmitter and

the reference antenna as receiver. A thru response calibration is performed for the

frequency band of interest and saved in a new cal set. This is taken as the reference

gain response  The reference antenna is then replaced with the test antenna,

retaining the earlier bore sight alignment. S21 is then measured with the new

calibration on and the power received in dB, Pr is recorded. The gain Gr of the

test antenna is calculated from the stored data based on Friis-transmission formula

as, Gt(dB) = Gs(dB)+ Pr(dB)/

3.4.4 Polarization

Polarization of an antenna in a given direction is the polarization of the wave radiated

(or transmitted) by the antenna, which is that property of an electromagnetic wave

descnbing the time varying direction and relative magnitude of the electric field vector

at a fixed location in space, and the sense in which it is traced as observed along the

direction of propagation. The experimental setup for polarization measurements is
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similar as that for the radiation pattem. The designed reconfigurable antenna is kept in

the transmitting mode and the wide band standard hom is used as receiver. RF signal

and a DC voltage source are applied to the test antenna in the transmitting mode and

the power received by the wide band horn, in the vertical plane is stored as a function

of frequency. The transmitting antenna is then rotated 90° to record the received

power as a function of frequency in the horizontal plane. The analysis of the recorded

data in both the planes gives the polarization of the two resonant frequencies of the

test antenna.

3.5 Antenna Design and Analysis Using FDTD Method

'The finite difference time domain method  is used to determine whether

the initial dual frequency hexagonal slot loaded microstrip antenna configuration

is suitable for the earlier mentioned applications in L-band. The staircase

approximation in the 3D-FDTD method is employed to analyze the four slant

edges of the embedded hexagonal slot. Various steps involved in the extraction of

the antenna parameters along with the assumptions taken in the implementation

of the algorithm are also described.

K. S. Yee was the first to propose a modified fonn of the Transmission Line

Matrix method, which is now known as the FDTD method [28]. It determines

the frequency response over a wide spectrum whereas many other simulation

methods require different models and / or techniques for different frequency

spectra. FDTD enables the accurate characterization of complex inhomogeneous

structures for which analytical methods are hardly suited. This method is

formulated by discretizing Maxwell’s curl equations over a finite volume and

approximating the derivatives with central difference approximations. Field,

voltage or current samples are taken from fixed points in the FDTD grid and

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is employed to compute the frequency domain

information. Further post processing can be done to estimate the S-parameters,
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resonant frequencies, input impedance and modes of resonance. A detailed

description of the different procedures involved in the current FDTD method of

antenna analysis is described in the following sections.

Since the proposed antenna geometry also includes slant edges which are not

parallel to the FDTD cell edges, staircase approximation is required to model the

patch antenna. This is realized by defining a series of zero valued Ex and E}.

components in the FDTD grid which best fit the contour. Thus the original field

update equations for the grid will remain the same as the conventional one.

An FDTD algorithm for designing the antenna is generated. The antenna

geometry is divided into cells for which necessary boundary conditions are

applied. The finite difference time domain method permits the analysis of

interactions of electromagnetic waves with material bodies of the desired

shapes.

A Nlatlabm [I83], based 3D-FDTD computer program is developed for the

design and analysis of the proposed microstrip antenna configurations. From the

geometrical dimensions and substrate parameters, this source code will compute

the resonant frequencies, electric field variations along the periphery of the patch

and input impedance.

3.5.1 Simulation Steps

Initially a 3-di model is defined to represent the physical structureincluding con ucto ielectrics and boundaries. Next, an applied pulse, either a

sine wave or a Gaussian pulse, acts as the input stimulus for the source. Then at

increments of time, E and H fields are calculated. After each increment the input

electric field amplitude is calculated and the E and H fields are again recalculated.

This step continues until the E and I-I fields in the entire domain decays to zero.
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After completing the stimulus a Fast Fourier Transfonn (FFT) extracts the

frequency infomiation from the transient response. The location of the transient

data depends on the required system response. Thus, for the reflection co-efficient

data of the dual frequency hexagonal slot loaded square microstrip patch antenna,

the input and reflected waves at the source are monitored.

3.5.2 Basic Concepts

Applications of FDTD techniques to various electromagnetic problems are

available in literature [160-164]. In the case of arbitrary shaped patches application

of Yee’s algorithm has been found to be extremely accurate in finding the current

and field distribution across the patch. One practical difficulty with this method is

that for devices containing small structures or strongly varying fields, it needs very

fine mesh. When using finer meshes it needs longer CPU time and memory. An

improved method for reducing the number of time steps is implemented by

Lubbers er al [174]. This is based on using a source with an extemal resistance to

excite the circuit.

FDTD method has been used extensively for the solution of two and three

dimensional scattering problems. The method has been applied to calculate the

frequency dependent characteristics of microstrip discontinuities. Analysis of

microstrip discontinuities has great importance, since complicated circuits can be

realized by interconnecting the microstrip lines with these discontinuities and using

transmission lines and network theory. If the discontinuities are too close to each

other the use of network concept will not be accurate due to the interaction of

evanescent waves. To analyze the circuits accurately the entire structure has to be

simulated in one computation. In time domain analysis a broadband pulse may be

used as the excitation and frequency domain parameters may be calculated over the

entire frequency range of interest by Fourier Transform of the transient results

/[27].
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The fonnulation of the FDTD method begins by considering the differential

formulae of Maxwell’s curl equations which govem the propagation of

electromagnetic waves. The media are assumed to be piecewise unifomi, isotropic

and homogeneous.

_c/"BZVXE

8, (3.1) l\-1./~»(=~\»/‘-/of /‘if? =v><H-./ Zc», (32)B =1'” (3.3)D = {IE (34)
In Cartesian co-ordinate system the above equations may be written as

'1

as‘ 05: 8b,81 61' (92
IAYBI. PE (FE:—  _  — fix (35)
aB_ 85, a5‘61 61' (A73 ’

t'i‘D_\ _ CH: _(F"H_, _ IF‘! C)" 52 (33)
_ (:H\ FH; JGI ( 4 ( -"X
a0:_é*H,t 011‘ J ’"\ .15! at 0)’ (310)

The system of six coupled partial difference equations forms the basis of the

FDTD numerical algorithm for electromagnetic wave interaction with general three

dimensional objects. /
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The basic Yee algorithm helps to solve both electric and magnetic fields in time

and space using the Maxwel1’s curl equatiorfi. The grid points for the E- filed and
H-field are chosen as shown in fig. 3.5. The boundary condition for a perfectly

conducting surface is that the tangential components of the electric field vanish at

the boundary. This implies that the normal component of the magnetic field

vanishes on the surfaces. The conducting surfaces will therefore be approximated

by a collection of surfaces of cubes, the sides of which are parallel to the coordinate

axes. Plane surfaces are perpendicular to the x-axis will be chosen so as to contain

points where Ex and E] are defined [27]. /

Z

Ex (i, i, |<+1)

F-y (i, i, k+1)

(i,i,k) E1<i»i+1»k>
E2 6+1, i’ k)  (i   Hy (la la k)

Ex (i,j,k)

(is-sk) """'_'_""' W X

By (i, i, k) Ey (i, 5+1, k)
Y Ex (H1, i» R)

FigUl‘9 3.5 Field component placements in the FDTD unit cell
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Each Yee cell contains six field components E _\._ E J, E, and Hy, H), HZ’. The Yee

algorithm centers its E and H components in a three dimensional space so that

every E component is surrounded by four circulating H components and every

H component by four circulating E components. K

The co-ordinate indexing scheme denotes cells in the x, y and z directions as i,

and k respectively. The cell dimensions are,A\-, A_,»a,,(1A,, which can vary as a

function of x, y and z to more closely conform to objects with curved edges or

surfaces. For accurate simulation, cells with edges of length km/10 or less is

required with km/20 as the recommended size. Here km is the wavelength of an

isotropic material contained within the cell of interest. This discretization allows a

sufficient number of field samples as a function of spatial distance, to yield an

accurate representation of the actual field. /

3.5.3 FDTD Problem Definition

The FDTD method is formulated by discretizing MaxWell’s equations over a finite

volume and approximating the derivatives with centered difference

approximations. /Conducting surfaces are treated by setting the tangential electric
field components to be zero. The walls are treated separately to prevent reflections

from the mesh tem1inationsQ.n the present analysis, space grids are selected such
that the electromagnetic filed does not vary significantly over one increment. The

notation used for analysis are generalized into three spatial dimensions, space

points in a uniform rectangular lattice being represented as,
0"’?

(1% ll /Q) = (iAX3].A}7 M7)

Here AX, A}, and A, are the lattice space increments irythe x, y, and 2 directions.
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The aim of the present analysis is to model the L-strip fed antennas accurately and

efficiently. /
3.5.4 FDTD Principal Equations

The antenna geometry is divided into fixed rectangular field locations and each

conducting surfaces are treated by setting the tangential electric field component to

zero. The six field locations are interleaved in space as shown in Fig. 3.5, which is a

drawing of the FDTD unit cell. The entire computational domain is formed by

stacking these rectangular cells into a rectangular volume. The x, y, and z

dimensions of the unit cell are Ax, Ay, and A2 respectively. This field arrangement

has an advantage that the centered differences are realized in the calculation of each

field component and the boundary condition of tangential field component is

automatically satisfied at the dielectric material interfaces. /

Since there are six field components within the unit cell, six field components

touching the shaded upper eighth of the unit cell in the figure are considered to be

a unit node with subscript indices (i, j, la) in the x, y, and 2 directions. The notation

implicitly assumes the 1% space indices and thus simplified the notation. The time

step is indicated with subscripts, n. The explicit finite ‘difference approximations to

(3.5) to (3.10) are as given by Sheen at al. [167] /. _ Ar Ar1 +l Z _ _ 1, I Z n vi _ H ___ *1:
I-Ix, :'.__l'-4 _  :'._/IA" + E5  111'}; _ bl‘ i.j'.X'—I) IHA}! (E: i._)'J< b: :'._f- L1; )

(3.11)

n4 '7 u i " 7'  n n  11 r
H1‘ iii:-;.1'\ : H1" i/...='.lt + "_i- - (E: :'-iJ1' _ E: i—].;.k ) _ __ -i  1'. 1.11" -T  i.;'_l."—l)

(3.12)
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(3.13)

E:.I+l’. ‘I : Ev‘: i {I +  (H:r+I.g2f+|]- _H:l+|i2‘k)—.AI (H1t+|-"Z.L_}* H114-l-‘.2.. .3.» \  _ _ ._ .\ - ._;. _ _\ 1.3. - I 1.1.!8.<\_1-’ 8A2
(3.14)

vi n  n " 3 n ’  n  u ’
hi-H/yk IE!‘ 111,- +_gz(HT+llf_j'k+l—H\‘+l_-!'2fk)‘ 'Ak(H—+liii1 yr; "H-lligj 1;)._. _  8 . . . . ._ . 8 _ ._. .. . .

(3.15)A2‘ . At n+| __ vi _i n+lrZ _ n+l./2 ________ n+l./Z _ n+l!Z
E: :'._;'.1< _ E’: i.).l- + gAx  i+l.j.k H3‘ i._;'.k) gAy (H1 :'._j+-l A Hx i._/LL‘)

(3.1s)

The half time steps indicate that E and H are altematively calculated in order to

achieve centered differences for the time derivatives. This algorithm is referred to

as ‘leapfrog’ algorithrp. Here the permittivity and permeability are set to

appropriate values depending on the location of each filed component. For the

electric field component in the air-dielectric interface the average of two

pennittivities (ac +21) /' 2, where so and el are the permittivity of the free space and

medium is used. The error is second order in both space and time steps and are

proportional to AZ, and the global error is O  The maximum time step is

limited by the Courant Stability cfiterion of the finite difference equations [27]

L; 11 1 1 1 '1 -l*"~'A, ’ . _|_ I
[ll [ -'-'l\,‘[: .-"3_\.~:gr,’--f

wher“ is the maximum velocity of light in the computational volume./i 67
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3.5.5 Source Consideration

The time dependence of the source is chosen depending on the problem to be

solved. For applications where frequency dependent data is to be generated, a

pulse is used such that its frequency content covers the desired frequency range.

The usable highest frequency is limited by the size of the Yee’s cell. A Gaussian

pulse has a smooth waveform in time, and its Fourier Transform is also a

Gaussian pulse centered at zero frequency. This unique property makes it a

perfect choice for investigating the frequency dependent characteristics of the

microstrip discontinuities via Fourier Transfonn of the pulse response.
/_

To simulate, a voltage source excitation is necessary to impose the vertical

electric field in a rectangular region above the ground plane. The launched wave

has a nearly unit amplitude and is Gaussian which is given by

f. to I @*"—*@>’ ""
(3.18) /

where, Tis the half width and to is the time delay.

The choice of ts and Tis such that the truncation of the source pulse does not

introduce unwanted high frequencies in the spectrum and does not waste

computation time on determining values of the fields that are essentially zero.

Usually the width of the pulse is chosen to be at least 20 points per wavelength

at the highest frequency of interest. However, if we proceed straight way, the

computational time is large to achieve the stability condition//Lubbers er al.

[174] introduced a new concept to reduce the computational time, by

introducing a source resistance R, in series with the voltage source
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The equivalent circuit for a voltage source which includes an internal source. . . . /resistance R518 illustrated in fig. 3.6. ,
Rs

+

Ti
+

V3 v=mQ

Figure 3.6 l~'DTD Source with source resistance ‘Rs’

If the source resistance RS is set to zero then the FDTD electric field at the source

is given by

I:'S"(z'S,j.r.kJ) I l/Z (22 A/)/A Q (3.19)
\X/here  is the Gaussian pulse.

When the source resistance is included, the calculation of source field at each time

step is complicated. To determine the terminal voltage V of Fig. 3.6, the current

through the source must be determined. The current through the source is given by

1?“ =[Hf"”(i, -'l'kS)_H:—U2(i.f'.j_§'kj)W+[H;i_1’2(£S.¢j5'k§)—H_;PI'|2(i,i -up 1<,.>1A>~ (320)

And the electric source field is given by

n - - _ n—1/2
E5. (z_§_.]_§. ./<5) - V_$(nAt)/AZ + IS Rs /AZ / (321)

The value of the source resistance cannot be too large since instabilities may occur due

to negligence of the displacement current through the FDTD cell containing the

-/HSO1.1fC€.
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Once the pulse amplitude drops, the source voltage becomes essentially zero, any

reflections from the antenna which retums to the source, is totally reflected back

The inclusion of an intemal resistance to the source provides an additional loss

mechanism to dissipate energy introduced into the calculation space that will

reduce the computational time appreciably.

3.5.6 Absorbing Boundary conditions

Absorbing boundary conditions are applied at the boundary mesh walls of finite

difference, to simulate an unbounded space. The most common, and generally

most practical, method used to derive absorbing boundary conditions are based on

asymptotic expansion of one-way wave equation. Many researchers have

developed theories to these approximate boundary conditions.[)?}.

The difference equations cannot be used to evaluate the field components

tangential to the outer boundaries since they would require the values of field

components outside the mesh. One of the six mesh boundaries is a ground plane

and its tangential electric field values are forced to zero. The tangential electric field

components on other five mesh walls are represented in such a way that the

outgoing waves are not reflected using the absorbing boundary conditions. For

this structure the pulses on the microstrip line will be considered as incident

normally to the mesh walls. This results in a simple approximate continuous

absorbing boundary condition that the tangential fields on the outer boundaries

will obey the one -dimensional wave equation in the direction nonnal to the mesh

wall. For the y-normal wall the one dimensional wave equation is

L]-‘ V C-‘I
This equation is Mur’s first order approximate boundary condition and may be

easily discretized using only field components on or just inside the mesh walls,

yielding an implicit finite difference equation [27].
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Here E0 is the tangential electric field components on the mesh wall and E,

represents the tangential electric field components one node inside the mesh wall.

The normal incidence assumption is not valid for the fringing fields which are

propagating tangential to the wall and therefore the side Walls should be far away,

so that the fringing fields are negligible at the walls. Also the radiation will not be

exactly normal to the mesh walls. /

Finite difference equations are used with the above boundary and source conditions to

simulate the propagation of broadband Gaussian pulse on the microstrip structure.

The most important aspects of the time domain algorithm are as follows:

I Initially at t = n = O all the fields are forced to zero

' The following steps are repeated until the response is =0

v Gaussian excitation is imposed at port

¢ Hm” is calculated from the finite difference equations

0 E ‘"1"’ is calculated from the finite difference equations

0 Tangential E is set to zero on conductors

' Save the desired field quantities

0 Increment the time n—> n+1

I Update the equation /

I Compute scattering matrix co-efficients from time domain results

To eliminate the reflections from the circuit, by the source wall, the circuit is placed

a sufficient distance away from the source. After the Gaussian pulse has been

launched, the absorbing/boundary condition is switched on at the boundary walls.
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3.5.7 Scattering Parameters

The frequency dependent scattering coefficients can be calculated from [V], =  [V1],

where [V]' and [VT are the reflected and incident voltage vectors and [S] is the

scattering matrix. To obtain the scattering parameters S, 1(0)), the incident and reflected

voltage must be known. To obtain the incident waveform the calculation is performed

using only the port microstrip line which will be of infinite extent and the incident

wave form is noted. This incident waveform is subtracted from total waveform to

get the reflected waveform from the port. The meters, S1,, is obtained

by calculating the Fourier Transform of these transient waveform\sé/____,--—--i

: FTlVj(t)]Sjk FT[Vk (t)l (324)
The reference planes are selected far away from the circuit discontinuities to
eliminate evanescent waves. These distances are included in the circuit so that no

phase correction is performed for scattering coefficients. /

3.5.8 Computational Domain and Implementation of 3D-FDTD

Computational domain

Patch layer

—— Feed layer

Figure 3.7 The computational domain for the dual frequency microstrip antenna
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Fig. 3.7 illustrates the 3D-FDTD computational domain. The whole of the

computational domain is then filled with the earlier descnbed Yee cells. The ground

plane, the feed surface and the patch metallization are then treated as Perfect Electric

Conductors (PEG)/The four slant edges of the hexagonal slot are modeled as

staircases. The FDTD simulation of the microstnp antenna then involves direct

application of finite difference equations, along with the source excitation and

absorbing boundary conditions.

To excite the patch, the time delayed Gaussian pulse is assigned to the feed. The cell

size, A2 along the height of the substrate is chosen in such a way that it exactly

matches the thickn<§s. Additional cells are included in the z direction to model the free

space above the patch surface. The grid size along the x and y directions are chosen to

make possible the antenna geometry with minimum discretization error. The spatial

parameters used are Ax = 0.4mm, Ay = 0.4mm and A2 = 0.4mm. /The total spatial

dimensions of the computational domain is taken as Nx = Ny = 285 and N2 = 20.

The Gaussian half-width and the time delay are selected following the criteria given in

section 3.5.5) The time delay, rois chosen as three times the Gaussian half-width, Tso
as to ensure a smooth transition from zero to the maximum value of 1. The simulation

is then perfonned for a maximum time steps of 4600, in an Intel 1.6GHz Gentrinom

HP-Notebook with 768MB RAM

3.6 Electromagnetic Simulation Using IE3DTM

IE3D [184] is the most versatile, easy to use, efficient and accurate electromagnetic

simulation tool available nowadays. The primary formulation of the IE3D is an integral

equation obtained through the use of Green’s functions. The reconfigurable microstrip

antenna designs are modeled in IE3D for determining the antenna parameters like,

resonant frequency, radiation pattem, gain, radiation efficiency etc. The results are

found to be in reasonably good agreement with the experimental and FDTD results.
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The modeling of the PIN and Vaiactor diodes and the integration into the patch

antenna are described in chapter-4 and chapter-5.

In its product family, the following programs were used:

" Mgrid - A design environment where it is possible to define infinite lateral

substrate planes, and build thin conducting surfaces in arbitrary 3D directions.

' Modua - An 5- parameter viewing program.

' Curview - A 3D viewer of the conducting surfaces with the possibility of e.g.

view current distribution animations, mean values or gradients of currents at

the conductors.

' Patte mview - A radiation pattem viewer.

When a design has been made in Mgrid, connection ports are defined. At the ports,

incident signals are applied with the frequencies chosen for simulation. The simulation

program uses the moment method, i.e. an integral equation obtained through the use

of Green’s functions. Thus, the electric and magnetic currents can be calculated. When

the current distribution at the metal surfaces is defined, the S-parameters can be

calculated. The radiation pattem can then be derived from the current distribution.

When the design has been made in Zealand’s Mgnd design program, the program

divides the design in cells at which boundary values are calculated. The maximum

frequency for which the simulation is to be made determines the size of the cells. A

recommended value is 20 cells per wavelength (for the media with the shortest

wavelength).

All unknowns (boundary values) are to be solved by inverting a matrix of this gigantic

equation system This means that the system memory requirement is proportional to

the square of the number of unknowns, and the time consumption to the cube of the

number of unknowns.
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This chapter describes the detailed design and experimental
investigations carried out on the proposed electronically reconfigurable dual

frequency microstrip antennas. The aim of the study is to develop compact

electronically reconfigurable dual frequency microstrip antennas with dual

orthogonal polarizations and excited with a single feed.

The important design considerations throughout this study are:

' compactness of the patch

' tuning of operating frequencies in a comparatively wide range without

the use of any matching networks

' simplified switching/ tuning mechanism directly integrated into the
radiatin atch and thus avoidin the use of an transmission linesP g Y
between non-linear components and patch

The microstiip antenna proposed in this work utilizes two tuning schemes

involving PIN diodes and Varactors in order to achieve frequency
reconfiguration. The strict requirements of constant gain, radiation pattem and

polarization in the entire tuning range are achieved by suitably designing theTr; _ ,V_V _ —-i m
initial patch antenna and the tuning mechanism. The single feeding mechanism. %—--=-v»--'7"'”Ti “‘-“"/ .
for simultaneous excitation of the two resonant frequencies, adds to the

compactness of the system.

The last few years have seen an exponential growth in the development of

g r __Vi_- _“__.____'____ ___..,_.. .. -.--a->.._......________A____‘_ _‘- ‘_’_-'

Whose aperture can be dynamically modified to enable different functions atreconfigurable antennas. Reconfi urable antennas are defined as those antennas IL|»--,- ...,..
different times. “Reconfigurable antennas have recently received significant"/
attention for their applications in communications, electronic surveillance and

countermeasures, by adapting their properties to achieve selectivity in
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frequency, bandwidth, polarization and gain. Compared to broad band

antennas, reconfigurable antennas offer the advantages of compact size, similar

radiation pattern for all designed frequency bands, efficient use of

electromagnetic spectrum and frequency selectivity useful for reducing the

adverse effects of co-site interference and jamming. Dual frequency

reconfigurable microstrip antennas can offer additional advantages of frequency

reuse for doubling the system capability and polarization diversity for good

performance of reception and transmission or to integrate the receiving and

transmitting functions into one antenna for reducing the antenna size.

5 Electronic tuning of dual frequency microstrip antennas to achieve desired

frequency ratio values or simultaneous tuning of both the frequencies is thus

studied in detail. Moreover a novel independent frequency selection design is'm___.---1'”
also incorporated in the proposed antenna configuration. V

The outline of the elaborate studies conducted in this chapter is as follows:

I Design of the original passive dual frequency dual polarized square

microstrip antenna with a single feed excitation using the FDTD
method

' Mechanical tuning of the operating frequencies by varying the inserted

slot dimensions in the square patch

' Electronic control of the operating frequencies and frequency ratios
with embedded Pll\I diode switches

'7?" Varactor controlled frequency tuning mechanism for more flexible

dual frequency operations

I Independent control of the dual resonant frequencies of the

reconfigurable microstrip antenna by using modified slot shapes.
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4.1 Design of the Passive Dual Frequency Dual Polarized Square Microstrip
Patch Antenna

As the aim is to devise reconfigurable dual-frequency microstrip antennas having

high tuning ranges, with single feed, the original passive antenna design is vital. The

design must ensure good matching below -1OdB for both resonant modes, even

when the frequencies are shifted a great extend by applying the electronic tuning

mechanisms. Moreover, the patch design must include appropriate slot geometries

in order to include the PIN diodes or Varactors for frequency reconfiguration.

Keeping this and the above described applications in mind, the original patch

antenna is developed as follows.

As the main applications fall under the L-band of the microwave spectrum we

designed the original patch in the higher L-band of 1.885GHz. The antenna size at

these frequencies becomes critical and therefore requires special consideration. A

compact planar geometry is best suited since three-dimensional, large and bulky

structures are in general undesirable, especially for personal commtmication and

military applications. The 3-dimentional FDTD algorithm described in chapter-3 is

used to design and predict the resonant characteristics of the antenna. Thorough

experimental studies are then carried out to verify the theoretical predictions. A

generalized FDTD code written in MATLABW is developed for the initial design

and optimization of the microstrip antenna.

4.1.1 Design Concepts

In principle, dual-frequency planar antennas should operate with similar features,

both in terms of radiation characteristics and impedance matching, at two separate

frequencies. A simple square or rectangular patch can be regarded as a cavity with

magnetic walls on the radiating edges. The first three resonant modes for this patch

with same polarization are TMIO, TMQO and Tl\/I;,O where TM denotes the magnetic

field transverse with respect to the interface normal. TM“, is the mode typically
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used in practical applications while, TMBO and TM_,0 are associated with a frequency

approximately twice and triple of that of the TM,o mode. Unfortunately, owing to

the behavior of the radiating currents, the TMZO and Tl\/1,0 modes are of with little

use due to their distortion in broadside radiation pattems; TM/QC. pattem has a

broadside null, and the Tl\/LC pattem has grating lobes. Also, simultaneous

matching of these same polarizations resonant modes with a single feed is generally

difficult in microstrip antennas. Thus the simplest way to operate at dual

frequencies is to use the first resonance of the two orthogonal dimensionsiof the
__________._.

square patch, 1.e., the TM,O and TM0, modes. Thus, these two orthogonal resonant

modes can be generated, in the simplest case, by a square patch with a slight

perturbation in one of its resonant dimension. Since dual polarization is an

increasingly important requirement of modem communication systems the

excitation of these orthogonal resonant modes with a single feed will be an

interesting feature to be studied in detail.

The important characteristic of these square patch antenna is its capability of

simultaneous matching of the input impedance at the two resonant frequencies

with a single feed. This can be easily achieved by a proximity coupling from a

microstiip feed line, which is slightly displaced from the two principal axes of the

square patch.

Furthermore, the compactness of the so designed square patch anteima can be

enhanced by increasing the current density paths of the two orthogonal resonant

modes by adding symmetric slot structures in the centre of the patch. Several slot

geometries were considered and the regular hexagonal shape slot is selected in an

attempt to achieve better size reduction. Both the newly developed FDTD code

and a commercially available method of moment based software (IE3DT"‘§ are used

to optimize the dimension and orientation of the hexagonal slot in the square

patch.
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4.1.2 Staircase Approximation in FDTD

Microstrip patches with patch edges parallel to the grid lines can be accurately

modeled using the classical Yee FDTD approach, if the grid is accurately fine

enough. Thus, inclined and curved boundaries of the geometry must be

approximated using various methods.

f€Squa patch

iniiiiii
:|—> Hexagonal slot

Figure 4.1 Staircase meshing employed in the hexagonal slot boundary

As there are four slant edges in a hexagonal slot embedded in the square patch,

staircase approximation is employed to define the boundary between the square

patch and the hexagonal slpt. That is, in the FDTD grid based on Yee algorithm,
the microstrip surface edges which are not parallel to the FDTD cell edges are

approximated as either completely covered by metal or as totally uncovered. Thus,

this scheme leads to the metallic patch edge being defined as a staircase boundary

with steps of dimensions equal to that of the Yee /cell dimensions (fig. 4.1).

The update equations for the grid will remain the same as the conventional one.

But the complicated patch geometry involves complex mesh generation and

therefore an automated fine mesh generation is included in the FDTD algorithm to

/’
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generate the required meshes in accordance with the co-ordinates. In order to

increase the accuracy of the results, very fine gridding is used through out the

study. Fig. 4.2 depicts the generated surface plot of the patch geometry embedded

with the hexagonal slot and protruding arm.

i > Slot arm
; > Slot side as staircase

i > Hexagonal slot
> Square patch

Figure 4.2 Actual plot showing the close view of the fine mesh and staircase along the

slant sides of the hexagonal slot/

The designed square patch with embedded hexagonal slot now resonates at a much

lower frequency than that of the square patch. Dual frequency operation is

achieved by perturbing the fundamental resonant mode of the patch with a narrow

rectangular slot, thus splitting it into two distinct orthogonal resonant modes (T M10

and TM01). “A
4.1.3 Antenna Geometry

The above described design concepts are used to develop a dual-frequency square

microstrip patch antenna with a single feed excitation. A suitable microwave

substrate material of dielectric constant 8, = 3.98 and height /2 = 1.6mm is selected

in accordance with the guidelines already discussed in section 3.1.1. The length of

the square patch, L is arbitrarily determined by the standard formula,
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CL 2fr‘/Ee;/ (4.1)
where fr is the resonant frequency, c is the velocity of electromagnetic waves and

6 (47 is the effective dielectric constary The 3D-FDTD code described in section
I

3.5 is then used to accurately find the square patch dimension and its dependence

on substrate thickness and dielectric constant. The optimized length of the square

patch is found to b 4cm t a resonance frequency ofy85 GHz. The effect of the
hexagonal slot is th a yzed by modeling it using the staircase approximation.

/_,
A regular hexagonal slot is then carved at the centre of the patch in an attempt to

reduce the resonant frequency to 1.74 @z. The theoretically computed and
experimental return loss of the square patch with embedded hexagonal slot is

plotted in fig. 4.3. The dimensions (I, and /Z) and orientation of the hexagonal slot is

determined using both the FDTD and moment method code (IE3D), and

experimentally verified. The configuration of the new compact dual frequency

microstrip antenna is shown in fig 4.4

o17£_~,\; /
-5"‘

§§

m

T

rn oss dB
6
1..

j

Reu

-15 -1

-Z fsqum umagonsm (FDTD) = 1.7609 GHZ

i fswammxagmsm (Experiment) = 1.74GHz'20 '1 1 1 I I i1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 .a 2.0
Resonantfrequency( - f)

Figure 4.3 Computed and experimental return loss dehavior of the square patch
with hexagonal slot on its centre

V
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Different hexagonal dimensions are then tried within the square patch and the one

with side dimensions of O.8cm resonating at 1.74GHz is selected because of its

better matching and reduced size.

A slot arm of length la and width we is introduced in the edge of the hexagonal slot

as shown in the fig. 4.4 in order to excite dual resonant frequenciesa The slot arm is

placed in the top comer of the central hexagonal slot to get maximum impedance

matching for both frequencies at a single feed position and to tune the TM“, mode

without much affecting the orthogonal TMO, mode.

got arm

X

Hexagonal
slot v\

L

Microstrip line feed <

" L
Figure 4.4 Geometry of the proposed passive dual frequency dual polarized rnicrostrip

antenna electromagnetically coupled to a SOQ microstrip line. L = 4cm, I,
I /2 = O.8cm, I, = 1cm, w, I O.1cm, /1 I O.16cm and e, I 3.98a

4.1.4 Excitation Technique

Since the two resonant frequencies depend on the electrical lengths of two orthogonal

dimensions of the square patch, determination of the common matching point inside

the patch is difficult Hence, electromagnetic coupling is employed to excite the two

resonant modes with good matching. The optimum matching location can be easily

determined by sliding the patch along the surface of the feed line. The microstrip feed
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line is etched on a substrate of same dielectric constant and thickness as used for the

construction of the square patch antenna? As the characteristic line impedance Z 0 is

determined by the width of the microstrip line w and its substrate dielectric

constant raw , we have the standard design equations,

where, h is the substrate thickness. Fofiy 21 , we have,h

Zn =   ln£8—h + --iii) Q when "=1 £1 (4-2) i L27f \ £4; W 4/7 I  l
~64?

4L1 O‘

£_‘;+r.393+0.6671n(f3f;z+1.444)] Q (4-3) fgyw/it
/E

where Z is the characteristic impedance of the free space. All the passive and

reconfigurable antemras are fabricated on FR-4 substrate of dielectric constant 3.98

and thickness O.16cm. For this substrate, the width w of the feed line

corresponding to characteristic impedance SOQ is found to be 3mm. The size of

the feed ground plane is also optimized as 11.4 x 11.4 cm using the moment

method code as well as the indigenously developed FDTD source code for better

antenna performance. The antenna analysis with the FDTD algorithm has already

been described in chapter-3,.

4.1.5 Mechanical Frequency Tuning

The fundamental resonant frequency of the conventional unslotted square patch is

l.885GIj. By loading the hexagonal slot alone, the operating frequency can be

lowered to 1.74GHz, which results in greater area reduction. The extended slot arm

splits the fundamental resonant frequency of the square microstrip patch with hexagon

alone, into two separate resonant modes, TI\/1,0 and Tl\/10, with orthogonal polarization

planes. This is evident from the surface current density plot of the square patch with

hexagonal and protruding slot arm obtained from FDTD analysis  4.5) and IE3D

(fig. 4.6).
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Figure 4.5 FDTD computed surface current distribution of the hexagonal slot
loaded single slot arm square microstrip patch antenna showing the
simultaneous excitation of TMIO and TMO1 mode
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Figure 4.5 Surface current density plots for the (a) TM10 and  TM01 resonant modes
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at frequencies, flo = 1.56 GHz and fol = 1.705 GHz. It is seen that the
current densities are excited in orthogonal planes. (simulated using IE3D)
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Thus the central hexagonal slot with the protruding slot arm considerably

increases the effective lengths of the two excited resonant modes, TM“, and

TM“, and the excited patch surface current densities are perturbed in such a

way that these two modes can be excited for dual frequency operation with a

single feed. ’Thus by varying the length of the protruding slot amt, the first

resonant mode, TM10 can be tuned without much affecting the second resonant

mode, giving different frequency ratio;/This concept can be made use in the

mechanical tuning of the first operating frequency by tailoring the effective

length of the slot arm. The length of this protruding slot mainly detemtines the

first resonant mode.

However, besides the slot arm, both the hexagonal slot and the square patch

itself can be tailored for obtaining different frequencies. But this idea has not

been considered here as the concept of electronic tuning with integrated FIN

and Varactors is the major theme of th_i§__|;e_5_earch work.

4.1.6 Antenna Dimensions and Its Effect on Dual Resonant Modes

Various theoretical and experimental studies are conducted in order to
detemiine the variation of the two excited resonant modes with the antenna

dimensiogs. The first and second resonant frequencies flo and fol purely

depends on the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the square patch as in the

case of a standard rectangular patdi. But the inclusion of the hexagonal slot at

the centre of the square patch modifies the effective horizontal and vertical

electricai lengths of the patch. A regular hexagonal slot modifies these lengths

equally and the currents paths of TM10 and TIVI0, are brought to 1.74GHz from

1.885GHz of the square patch. This is evident from the computed retum loss

of the square patch with and without the embedded hexagonal slot shown in

fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7 Return loss performance of the standard 4 x 4 cm square patch with and
without embedded regular hexagonal shaped slot

The slot arm is then carved with its length, 1, = 1cm and width, 224, = O.1cm as

depicted in fig.  As explained earlier, this generates two orthogonal resonant
modes, where the first resonant frequency, flo now purely depends on the

horizontal effective length modified by the length and width of the slot arm. It is

observed that as the effective resonating length increases, the resonant frequency

decreases, which in turn give greater size reduction.
J

Figure 4.8 shows the theoretical (FDTD), simulated (IEBD) and experimental, dual

resonant frequencies excited by the inclusion of the slot arm to the hexagonal slot

loaded patch. The introduction of the extended slot arm simultaneously excites

TM10 and TM0, (say, fl and f2 respectively) where fl = 1.56GHz and f2 =

1.705GHz. Thus the hexagonal slot with extended arm increased the effective

lengths of the two resonant modes (T M10 and TMO1) and the excited patch surface

current densities are perturbed in such a way that these two modes are excited for

dual frequency dual polarized operation. The frequency ratio (f2/fl) is very low and

/
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found to be 1.09. Bandwidths of 1.923% and 1.76% are obtained for the first find

second resonant frequencies respectively.

0 *§_=v;  fi~-_ , P
‘ii  A i\y /?‘ iv‘-5 _. \ y 1a A,1  =/

-1Q _. my 1
f10

fO1

(dB)

15
''

0) -20

-25 ..

i Experiment (fm =1.56GHz,fo. =1.705GHz)
-30 - —— Simulated (fw =1.55GHz,fm=1.709GHz)

Theoretical (fm = 1.5580GHz,f0, : 1.7240GHz)35 '1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.s 1.7 1.a 1.9 2.0

Resonant frequency (G Hz)

FlQUl‘G 4.8 Theoretical (FDTD), simulated (IE3D) and measured return loss for
the two resonant frequencies. The antenna dimensions are, L = 4cm,
/, = 1, I O.8cm, 1, I 1cm, w, I O.1cm, /2 = O.16cm and e, = 3.98

4.1.6.1 Frequency Tuning by Tailoring the Slot Arm Length

All the results and discussions stated above establish the ability of the novel design

with optimized square patch and hexagonal slot to produce dual polarized dual

frequencies when perturbed with a slot aiyi. Rigorous experimental investigations

are then carried out to verify the frequency tuning mechanism of the proposed

antenna by varying the slot arm dimensions. Care is taken to maintain the feed line
position fixed, while taking retum-loss measurements of the antenna with different

slot arm lengths. The antenna is etched in a substrate of dielectric constant 3.98

and height 1.6mm with dimensions: L = 4cm and /, = /2 = O.8cm The slot arm

length /4 is then varied from 7mm to 12mm, keeping the slot width we = lmm

unchanged.
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Figure 4.9 Plot showing the experimental variation of f1 (TM10) and fg (TM01
frequencies with change in slot arm length. L I 4cm, I, I [2 I 0.8cm
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—I- Second resonant frequency \1.45 1 1 1 1 n 1 1 I6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13

Slot arm length (mm)

22/, I 0.1cm, b I 0.16cm and e, I 3.98

The change in dual frequency excitation with the different slot arm length 1S given

in table 4.1. Fig. 4.9 shows the variation of first and second resonant modes with

protruding slot arm length.

T8b|6 4.1 Dual frequency performance of the proposed antenna with variation in slot
arm slot length. The antenna parameters are: L I 4cm, /, I /2 I 08cm

I 0.1cm, /2 I 0.16cm and 6, I 3.98wfl

Slot arm f f F‘ength’ 18 1 2 requ¢:_2172'rat1o,

/

% Impedance bandwidth

(mm) (GHz) (GI-Iz) ft fz
7 1.605 1.705 2.50 2.35 1.06

8 1.575 1.690 2.86 2.07 1.07

9 1.571 1.693 1.86 1.73 1.08

10 1.560 1.705 1.92 1.76 1.09

11 1.525 1.720 2.23 1.92 1.13

12
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1.480 1.730 1.69
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4.1.6.2 Improvement in Area Reduction

Besides the tuning effect, the increase in length of theslot arm also provides area

reduction for the two resonant modes compared to standard rectangular patches

operating at same frequencies. This is an added advantage of the proposed design.

From table 4.2 we can see that, the antenna offers an area reduction of 50.65% and

32.38% for the dual operating frequencies of 1.48 and 1.73GFfz respectively.

Standard rectangular patches fabricated on the same substrate of dielectric constant

3.98 and height 1.6mm required an area of 32.42cm2 and 23.66cm2 respectively for

the same operating bands. The newly designed hexagonal slot loaded single slot

arm antenna requires only an area of 16cm2.

Table 4.2 Percentage area reduction for the mo resonant frequencies for different slot
arm length, compared to standard rectangular patches. The antenna parameters
are: L = 4cm, Z, =12 = O.8cm, 1:3, = 0.1cm, /J = 0.16cm and 6, = 3.98

% Area reductionSlot arm . f .
I th I fr fz K or 8 . 8-, H 1 Frequency H1110,°z‘§m3 " (om)  (om) 1 ' 1./r,? ~ fl f2| i.. “ T _l ' _ ‘_‘ _ ' __ U  .5 l 1.635 1.680 39.7 4 36.33 1.03

I6 1 1.635 1.695 1; 39.74 35.18 . 1.04
7 1.605 * 1.705 41.88 34.53 ' 1.06

l_ I _. T. .._ _ ___
18 1.575 1.690 1 44.11 35.59 1.07

1

ll ‘ .
9 § 1.571 1 1.693 44.44 35.33 1.08-Ir; 4 4  44- - —  4-~~*4+-4-~  4 10 . 1.560 1.705 45.15 34.53 4 1.09
11 4 1.525 . 1.720 , 47.99 33.33 1.13. l___ _ ., ___ __ .. _  . _.__._.___ __  _ Wm !__,_ __ _ . _.
12 3 1.480 . 1.730 50.65 . 32.38 . 1.171-. 1  | __ . . -  _
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4.1.6.3 Variation of Input Impedance

As our aim is to onfgmble dual frequency microstrip antenna with a singlefeed excitation devoid any matching networks, the study of the input impedance

of the antenna is\1-prnfrary concem. HP 8510C Vector Network Analyzer is again used

to find the antenna input impedances at different slot arm leng1;hs.)n the passive
microstrip antenna experiments, with a single slot ann, it is noted that the antenna gives

good impedance matching for both the excited resonant modes when the SOQ

microstrip feed line is essentially far away from the extended slot arm. This shows that,

the change in length of this protruding slot arm hardly affects tlre/irnpedance matching

of the two resonant frequencies. In other words, we can say that the antemia input

impedance is not very sensitive to small changes in the length of the extended slot arm.

This remarkable property of the hexagonal slot loaded square microstrip passive antenna

design greatly simplifies the design of the reconfigurable dual frequency microstrip

\antenna, where the extended slot arm length is switched to tune the operating
frequencies. This is also the reason that no extemal matching network is needed for

achieving better impedance matching for all the developed reconfigurable antennas.

Table 4.3 gives the complex input impedance for the two orthogonal resonant modes,

TMIO and TMQ, at different slot arm lengths.

Table 4.3 Variation of complex input impedance for Tl\/1|; and 'II\/161 resonant modes with slot
arm length. The antenna parameters are: L = 4cm, I, = I, = 0.8cm,  = O.1cm,
19 = O.1§cm and .2‘, = 3.98. The feed position is kept unchanged as in figure 4.1.

T T‘ I  Input Impedance  I
Slot arm length, L1 I fr Z fz Pg  g Y g g jg V g _(mm) ‘ (GHZ) I (GHZ) 1 I TM", T if TMG,

1 _ pg . Re 5, 1m»_ Re rm‘,1.<.55'}1.r.95l 51  is  51  -in

',$'_,:“_"C"‘,\ooo\zo\

)--\

-ts
oo0

1 v—~l\Jr—lbJ:EiL‘,‘§\1\o<.nc>"’

r—~I\.)|-\\|wo»

1 1.605 I 1.705 I 50 1 » 47 -23_ , t, . ._,, ,_ _ L _ _ ~ l- _1 l; 1.575 1 1.690, 55  48 1 -15
if I 1.5i71i"li1.693 T” 44“ I I I 47  1186 _ —- .  . .— _ _', . _ .1...’ i'Q[ . 4- ._n -3 , .¢ - _ _. 1.560  1.705, 47  44 1 .1.525 1720* 44 1 50 1 

if i   I if -1.730  49 T i l 4(i
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4.1.6.4 Variation of Frequency Ratio

As we excited the two orthogonal modes of the square patch, these frequencies are

very much closer to each other giving low values for frequency ratio. Thus this type

of design is very suitable for short link transmit- receive modules or vehicular

satellite communications, where a low frequency ratio is desirable [34]. The

experimental and simulated (IE3D) variation of frequency ratio with slot arm

length is depicted in fig. 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 Variation of frequency ratio with change in slot arm length. L = 4cm,
/, = I2 I O.8cm, u/, = O.1cm, /2 = O.16cm and e, = 3.98

The value of the ratio of frequencies, f2/fl is roughly equal to the ratio of effective

resonant length of the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the square patch,

modified by the addition of hexagonal slot and protruding slot  The length of
the slot arm mainly modifies the first resonant frequency (TM10) and essentially

leaves the second resonant frequency (T M0,) almost unchanged. A change in

frequency ratio from 1.03 to 1.17 is observed when the slot arm length is varied

from 5mm to 12mm.
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4.1.6.5 Effect of Slot Arm Width, 22/,

A slight variation in resonant frequencies is also observed when the width 221,, is

increased, but this change is found to be negligible compared to that of slot arm

length /,,./The FDTD computed variation of the first and second resonant modes

with the slot arm width is plotted in fig. 4.11./1.91 t
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Figllfé 4.11 Plot showing the theoretically computed (FDTD) variation of fl
(TMIO) and f2 (TMO1) frequencies with change in slot arm width xv,
(L I 4cm, I, I /2 = O.8cm, /,= 1cm, /2 = O.16cm and 5, = 3.98)

From the graph it is evident that the tuning of resonant frequencies by tailoring

the slot arm width, 21/, is not so efficient as in the case of slot arm length, /,. By

keeping the slot arm le{gth unchanged (la = 1cm), the width 11/, is varied from

0.5 to 2.5mm for the proposed configuration. A small decrease in fl is observed,

as can be seen from table 4.4. The frequency ratio, f2/fl varies in between 1.089

and 1.114 when 224,, is varied from 0.5mm to 2.5mm. The tabulated results are

given in table 4.4.

\_\/
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Table 4.4 Dual frequency performance of the proposed antenna with variation in slot
arm width 11;. The antenna parameters are: L I 4cm, I, I /, = 0.8cm,
/Q: lcm, [1 I 0.16cm and 5, I 3.98

Slot arm First resonant Second resonant
width, w, frequency, fl frequency, f; Frequency ratio, f;/f1(mm) (GHz) (GHz)

0. 5 1.565 1 .709 1.089

1.0 1.560 1.705 1.093

1.5 1.545 1.705 1.104

2.0 1.538 1.705 1.109

2.5 1.530 1.705 1.114**'i_‘
4.1.7 Dual Polarized Operation of the Proposed Antenna Design

As explained earlier, the proposed square microstrip dual frequency patch antenna

generates two resonant modes, TM“, and 'l'Mm which are orthogonal to each other. That

is the polarization planes of these two operating frequencies are in orthogonal planes.

This can be better derived from the transmission characteristics of the twc[@sonant

frequencies at mutually orthogonal planes.

The transmission characteristics are measured using lfP8510C Vector Network it-"Xnalyzer

interfaced to a S310C Automatic Antenna Position Controller and an IBM PC. The

designed square microstrip antenna is kept in the transmitting mode and a wide band

standard hom is used as receiver. RF signal is applied to the microstnp antenna in the

transmitting mode and the power received by the wide band horn, in the vertical plane is

stored as a function of frequency for a particular PIN diode state. The transmitting

antenna is then rotated 900 to record the received power as a functén of frequency in the

horizontal plane. The analysis of the recorded data in both the planes reveals that the two

linearly polarized resonant frequencies are in orthogonal polarization planes. This is

visible in the plot of measured data in two orthogonal planes in fig. 4.12.
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Figure.4.12 Variation of received power with frequency for the two orthogonal
polarization planes for [test and second resonant modes. The antenna
dimensions are, L = 4cm, I, = 12 = O.8cm, la = lcm, Wa = O.lcm,
h = O.16cm and er = 3.98

4.1.8 Radiation Pattern and Gain

The eo-polar and cross-polar far-field radiation patterns of the newly proposed

microstrip patch antenna in E and H principal planes are taken for both operating

frequencies. The measured eo-polar and cross-polar radiation pattern at the

corresponding central frequencies of a typical antenna configuration (L = 4cm, 11 =
12 =O.8cm, L> 1cm, Wa =O.lcm, h =O.16cm and er = 3.98), is shown in fig. 4.13.

The entire radiation pattern shows similar broad beam radiation characteristics with

better cross polarization, similar to that of standard microstrip patch antennas.

Thus the inclusion of the hexagonal slot and the extended slot arm by no means

distorted the radiation patterns of the two resonant frequencies. Gain

measurements are carried out using the gain comparison method with standard

circular patches fabricated in the dielectric substrate of dielectric constant, Cr =3.98.

For the first resonant frequency the gain is found to be 4.63dBi and for second

resonant frequency 4.57dBi, when the slot arm length is 1cm and width is 1mm.

The slight reduction in gain compared to standard patches is due to the reduction

in radiating area of the slot loaded square patch. /)
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Figure.4.13 Measured E and H plane radiation pattern of the proposed antenna for (a)
( fl I 1.56 GHz and  fg = 1.705 GHz. The antenna dimensions are, L =

4cm, /, = /2 = O.8cm, I, = 1cm, 21/idem, b = O.16cm and 5, = 3.98

4.1.9 Dual Slot Arm Loaded Patch Antenna

Hexagonal
slot y\

L

Microstrip line <
feed " L

Figure 4.14 Geometry of the dual slot arm loaded square microstrip patch antenna.
L = 4cm, /, = /2 I O.8cm, 12/, = O.1cm, /2 = O.16cm and 5, = 3.98a
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From the-studies conducted as above, it is concluded that the protruding slot arm can-. Q I '-'
effectively tune the first resonant frequency without much affecting the second one.

An additional vertical slot arm will thus provide better frequency ratio tuning and area

reduction. Dual slot arm geometry as depicted in fig. 4.14 is then taken for

investigation for its frequency ratio tuning capability. The configuration of the patch

antenna is similar to that of the single slot arm loaded one, except a lower vertical arm

of length, lb. The two slots are identical in length and breadth. The location of the two

slots is chosen so as to minimize the variation on the other mode (TMM), and thereby

increasing the frequency ratio tuning. Mechanical tuning of the frequency ratio is then

carried out by tailoring the length of the two slot arms from 6mm to 12mnm A

variation of first resonant mode from 1.548GI—Iz to 1.24GHz is obtained for 6mm and

12mm slot lengths, respectively, whereas only a variation from 1.63 to 1.48/is observed
with the single slot arm design. That is, fl is changing and f2 unaffected. Thus

frequency ratio tuning as well as improved size reduction is obtained with the inclusion

of the lower vertical slot arm. This is evident from the plots in fig. 4.1;2.o~ F  as e

cy GHz)

~' I f2
O~1' T. ' J~_( ‘<2

Resonant frequenS 5‘.

. ,,___
1.41 § f1X

1 0 -1 1 1 1 1 1 * 1-" '* 16 7 a 9 10 11 12 13
Slot arm length (mm)

———0—— First resonant frequency (single slot arm)
iii Second resonant frequency (single slot arm)
———-ii First resonant frequency (two slot arm)
io-—-— Second resonant frequency (two alot arm)
— —-1+ —— First resonant frequency (two slot arm) - Theoretical (FDTD)
— -9- — Second resonant frequency (two slot arm) - Theoretical (FDTD)

Figure 4.15 Comparison of frequency tuning between single and dual slot arm loaded
square microstrip patch antennas. The common antenna parameters are
L = 4cm, /, = 1, = O.8cm, 11/, = O.1cm, /2 I O.16cm, 1, =1, and
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The frequency ratio of this dual slot arm design can be varied from 1.10 .e 0 7 by (‘Crr \ " ". .. \5!."+ W“/'
varying the slot arm lengths /0 and lb. lable 4.5 shows the measured res" l/'

frequencies for different tuning length of the slot arms. ‘/

Table 4.5 Measured dual frequency operation of the dual slot arm loaded patch with
variation in slot arm length. The antenna parameters are: L I 4cm, /, I /2 I
0.8cm, 4, : 4, , 2.» : 0.16cm and 6-, : 3.98l

Slot arm . '
I th I * First resonant Second resonant
eng 1:’ " frequency, f1 frequency, f2 Frequency ratio, f2/fl
(mm) H (GHZ) (GHZ)

6 1.548 1.705 1.10

7
L

1.499 1.705 1.14

8 1.457 1.705 1.17

9 1.409 1.705 1.21

10

11

l ..
l

L

1.373

1.313

1.705

1.705

1.24

1.30

12
I

1

1.240 1.698 1.37

Thus in hi‘ n vel de ' with two extended slot arms the second resonant mode‘pits owpsign j , .
is almost unaffected  change in lengths /0 and lb. The 'l'l\~1m mode remains in

between 1.705GHz and 1.698GlIz while 'l‘l\-'11., mode is varying in between

1.548GHZ and 1.240G|ji. Thus this kind of two slot arm design can be used for
tuning the frequency ratio of the operating frequencies of the dual frequency

microstrip patch antenna. A comparison of frequency ratio variation between the

single and dual slot arm microstrip antenna configuration is given in fig. 4.16.

0'
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Figure 4.15 Frequency ratio variations with slot arm length for the proposed single and
dual slot arm designs. The antenna dimensions are same as in fig. 4.14

The newly proposed dual slot arm microstrip antenna also offers greater area

reduction, compared to the earlier single slot arm design. The separation of

the two operating frequencies is also increased (see fig. 4.16) in this case. Thus

electronic tuning of frequency ratio in a reasonable range is possible in this

design with PIN and Varactor diode integration. The extended slot arms will

serve as suitable places to integrate these switch/tuning devices. Detailed

studies of electronically reconfigurable dual frequency antennas with dual slot

arms and controlled by PIN diodes and Varactors are presented in sections

4.2.3 and 5.3 respectively.

4.1.10 Dual Frequency Patch with Orthogonal Slot Arms

In order to study the effects of slots in the orthogonal direction, a new design

with two slots as in fig. 4.17 is constructed. For comparison with the single
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slot arm design, the length 1,, of the vertical arm is kept as a constant (1Omm)

and the length /,, is varied in between 9.5mm and 15.5mm. Since both the slot

arms perturb the current densities of the TMIO and;,M0, modes, the effective
electrical lengths of these two resonant frequencies are much lower, giving

enhanced area reduction compared to the single slot arm design. The

measured resonant frequencies for different slot length combinations are

given in table 426'. Here both frequencies shift towards the lower frequency

range when the orthogonal slot arm length lb is increased. The frequency ratio

variation is not much distinct as in the case of dual vertical slot arm design,

because here, both frequencies are simultaneously hanging. Thus the

orthogonal slots design can be effectively usedAune both resonant
frequencies by varying the length of the slots.

f'\
Hexagonal

slot v\
L

Microstrip line <
feed

" L

Figure 4.17 Geometry of the orthogonal slot arm loaded square microstrip patch
antenna. L = 4cm, I, = [2 = O.8cm, 12/, = O.1cm, /1 = O.16cm, 1, = lcm and
e, = 3.98a
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Table 4.5 Measured dual frequency operation of the orthogonal slot arm loaded

microsrrip antenna. The antenna parameters are: L = 4cm, I, = /_. = O.8cm,
h=o1amnmda=39s

__ .__

Vertical slot 1 Slot arm
3m1 length, 1 lengths, Z1.la  I Second

GHZ

First resonant resonant L Frequency
fieqgfigllcy’ fl 1 frequency, f» mm)’ f2/ll( Z) ( ) I _

155 A 1.313 1.596 1.23

14.5 1.349 1 .602

i——_ _ —-qi

1.19
1

1

i 135 1 1573 1.614 1.18

10 A 125 1415 1.626 1.15

11.5 1.430 1.630 1.141 9 V l 9
105 1 1445;+g W 1 g

1

.1_

1.638 1.13. 5 1 5f as 1463
1‘_i1

1.644 1 1.12

1 lg  15.5 1 l “L252 1.578

1

i 126L. .
1 13.5  1.313 1 .602 1 12212  .-. . 1. ~-115 1349 1.620 1.20W .9.5 1 1.379_ 1_ -1  1.638 1.19

A comparison of two dual frequency designs with single slot arm and dual

orthogonal slot arms are provided in fig. 4.18. From the figure it is evident that the

addition of one more orthogonal slot amr effectively reduces both the resonant

frequencies of the dual frequency passive microstrip antenna giving more size

reduction than the single slot arm design. The second resonant frequency now

shows variations with the horizontal slot arm length 1,, The frequency ratio hardly

shows much variation unlike thecase of the design with two vertical slot arms.
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1.3 ~ io—- f2, Single slot arm design \*

‘ — -4- — 1,, Orthogonal slot anns design
_ 4 - f2, Orthogonal slot anns design1.2 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1e 7 a 9 10 11 12 13

Slot ann length, la (mm)

Figure 4.18 Plot showing the variation of two resonant frequencies of the proposed
antenna with single and orthogonal slot arms. The antenna parameters are
L = 4-cm, /, I /2 = O.8cm, 22/, I O.1cm, /2 I O.16cm, Z, = 1cm and e, = 3.98a.
1,, is kept constant at 10mm for later case.

Thus all the possible designs for both frequency ratio tuning and dual frequency

tuning with single vertical slot arms and orthogonal slots are thoroughly explored in

order to electronically reconfigure the dual resonant frequencies and frequency

ratio. Moreover, the combinations of these three passive antenna designs are also

utilized for further improvements in tuning characteristics using Varactors. The

studies on these designs are described in chapter 5.

4.1.11 Determination of Square Patch and Slot Arm Lengths for Particular
Dual Operat ncies

In order to find thé origifial square patch and slot arm dimensions, we make use of

the cavity model of the Q5115‘; microstrip patch antenna and the rigorous

experiments carried out on the proposed dual frequency hexagonal slot loaded

square microstrip patch. These equations can be used to find the square patch

length and slot arm length combination for a set of dual resonant frequencies.
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Since highly rigorous mathematical tools are required to develop accurate design

equations for patch geometries embedded with complicated slots, with dual

operating frequencies, we used a simplified approach using the experimental

obseivations to find the relation between the two resonant frequencies with the

slot geometries.
/.

In the case of the square patch under consideration, for the region between the

patch and ground, there exists only E1, I-1, and  components of the electric

and magnetic field§,/ The field inside this region can be considered as

independent of z-co-ordinate, for all frequenIc)'es. There is no nonnal
component of electric current normal to the patch edge. Thus, the tangential

component of magnetic field, H can be neglected. Thus this region becomes a

cavity bounded by electric walls (above and below) and magnetic walls along the

edges. Thus standard cavity model equations are used to find the resonant

frequencies. /

Let, L10 and L01 be the length of the lengths of the two orthogonal dimensions

of the square patch corresponding to the given dual frequencies, fr“, and frm,

respectively. Then,

--I-3:  (4.4)

Q
its '5
5

J-1

where 8,. is the dielectric constant of the substrate. But, fringing fields makes

the patch look wider, electrically compared to its physical dimensions. Since

some of the waves travel in substrate and some in air, an effective dielectric

constant em, is introduced to account for the fringing and the wave

propagation in the line.
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or TM“), we have,

=  t‘  e ' [ 1 + 12*] (4.5)> 2 1 , /»-i an
Here L01 is the length corresponds to the TM0, mode, which is given by,

;< .!1

_/ l IL H : _(_' b'I__+In 2 f I i\ 2 j /.
The line extension AL“, is given by,

LI

(W +0.3)f ,3‘ +0264) 47AL“) Z Q4121,    ( - )
(aw ~—0.258)( 1:‘ +0.8] /

Similarly, for TM0, mode, AL“) is given by,

1.

(QM +0.3)f J" +0264]ALm=0.4l2/1    i (*8)
(em. -0.25s)f1}'" +0.2) ’H 7

The addition of the hexagonal slot and the line extension modifies L10 and LO, as,

Llbmod Z " C "I" _-ZALIU "  1- (49)
.?._/rm \_ 8””. 52.2466_fi'm(

The last tenn accounts for the effect of the hexagonal slot.

Similarly, C C
L mm =—-—‘-+-—-ZAL —~—"i~—-% (4.10)

m 1 2.f"t1|\f‘€,-(>11 Oi 52'2AI-l66-frol

The dependence of frw, and frm on the slot arm length is different and therefore

empirical expressions are obtained for this length separately. For the Th/1,0 mode,

the slot aim length sm is given by,

10”»
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.111

.t-M =1.761><10" - 2-‘I7-5 ‘X?-H)--,-_,, (4.11)

For Tl\/I01 mode, the slot arm length is given by,

g _ _/rm —_pl.6579>< 109 (412)‘Sm! — 5.202: 10?’ i
The reduced resonant lengths due to these slot ann for TMIC is,

L,,,,,,,, =4.999><10"2 - 2.901><1(r" ><,/rm (4.13)

Similarly, for TM01 mode,

LM, =-4.258 ><10'2 ~ 2.445 X 1(1c‘“}_;;;,, (4.14)

Now, the side dimensions of the square patch can be calculated by the following

equations. The length of the square patch corresponding to TM,0 is,

LlU.s'q : L'l0In0d _ Ll0l'e>r/
For TMO1 mode, we have,

LUl.\'q : Lfilmod _ LOlr't’r1 /_/
Taking the average for both modes, we get the dimension of the square patch for

the given dual resonant modes as,

L _ +L .L: |0.\q Olsq2 \_/
The length of the slot amt so as to generate the given dual resonant modes is

obtained as,

‘~¢-F

rd :f&%'_*"lL;.>1_ (4.18)
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The length of the square patch L and that of slot arm fa for different dual

resonant frequency combinations are then calculated using the above relations and

compared with the experimental results. The experimental and theoretically
predicted data are shown in fig. 4.19. The predicted data using the above describe

empirical relations closely follows the experimentally obtained results.

4.4 A -0- Experiment
—I— Theoreticals-4 4.2‘4-v  \i

cmh engh

4-°~‘:-::—::-—:—~r—: Mn“,
F5”

Square pa c

3.8 

3.6 ~‘i I I I I I I I 1 '
1.48, 1.7'3 1.525, 1.72150, 1.7051571, 1.0931575, 1.691.005, 1.705.$5, 1.095.035, 13$

Dual resonant frequency pairs (GHz)

1.a

1.6 

—~— ExperimentA 1'4 7 —~— Theoretical

m

“’ 1.2

ength c

_ 1.0

0.8 

So arm

0.6 -r

0.4 0.2 I I I I I I I I
1.4-0.1.73 1525.172 1.50.1.7051.571_16031.575,1001.005.17051.@5,1.0051.635.1.0@

Dual resonant frequency pairs (GHz)

Figure 4.19Graphs showing the variation of experimental and theoretical (FDTD)
square patch and slot arm dimensions for different dual operating
frequency pairs
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4.2 Reconfigurable Dual Frequency Microstrip Antenna Design using

PIN Diodes

The studies described in section 4.1 convincingly proved the novel concept of slot

arm tuning mechanism which can be used either to reconfigure the dual operating

frequencies or to tune the frequency ratio of the proposed dual frequency dual

polarized single feed square microstrip patch antenna. Moreover, as the antenna

input impedance is not very sensitive to the change in lengths of the extended slot

anns, good matching of both frequencies are realized even if the lengths of these

slot 8.I‘I1'1S are drastically changed. Thus a simplified reconfigurable dual frequency

microstrip antenna design is possible without any matching networks. Another

advantage of this design is that the switching device can be directly implanted into

the slot arms, thereby avoiding the use of any transmission lines to connect the

non-linear components and the radiating element. The embedded slot arms, which

extends to the periphery of the square patch thus proves to be an ideal place to

integrate the PIN diodes.

4.2.1 PIN Diode Switch

As the dual resonant frequencies depend on the lengths of the slot arms, it can

be easily tuned by changing the electrical length. This may be readily

accomplished by introducing a short circuit at specific location on the slot arm.

Then the slot arm will appear to be shorter and therefore the antenna will

resonate at a higher frequency. To implement the electronic reconfigurability,

the ideal short must be replaced by PIN diodes. The reliability, compactness,

high switching speed, very small resistance and capacitance in the ON and OFF

states, makes it most appropriate for the present application. A PIN diode is a

semiconductor device that operates as a variable resistor at RF and microwave

frequencies. The resistance value of the PIN diode is determined only by the
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forward biased dc current. But in switch and attenuator applications, the PIN

diode ideally controls the RF signal level without introducing distortion that

might change the shape of the RF signal. An important additional feature of the

PIN diode is its ability to control large RF signals while using much smaller

levels of DC excitation. The performance of the PIN diode primarily depends

on chip geometry and the nature of the semiconductor material in the finished

diode, particularly in the I- region. The Siemens..BAB.63_PIN diodes are used to
(________

replacethe ideal sl_1_grts in g slot arm. Full wave analysis using the
moment method code [184] is used to simulate the PIN diode in ON and OFF

bias states.

4.2.2 Single Slot Aim Loaded Reconfigurable Dual Frequency Microstrip
Antenna

The configuration of the proposed reconfigurable microstiip patch antenna

with hexagonal slot and an extended slot arm for reconfigurable dual frequency

operation is illustrated in fig. 4.;O. A square microstrip patch antenna with side

dimension L is fabricated on a substrate of thickness /9 and relative permittivity

er. A hexagonal slot of side parameters Z, and /2 with a slot arm of length/la and

width at; extending up to the edge of the square patch is placed at its center. A

pin diode D is positioned at the slot arm, 0.5mm below the square patch side

(i.e. 0.7mm above the hexagon edge) to obtain maximum frequency shift for

both resonant frequencies’./A capacitor C and a narrow slit are used for DC

isolation. DC bias voltage is supplied from a battery, through two chip

inductors. The antenna is electromagnetically coupled using a 509 microstrip

line. The feed ‘line is kept unchanged through out the experiment, even when

the PIN diode position is varied for achieving other reconfigurable dual

frequency combinationsf
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Figure 4.20 Geometry of the reconfigurable dual frequency dual polarized microstrip

antenna controlled by a PIN diode. The antenna parameters are L = 4cm,
l, I /2 I O.8cm, I, I 12cm, 22/, = O.lcm, /1 = O.16cm and 5, I 3.98. PIN
diode is placed at 0.7mm from the hexagon edge

The extended slot arm splits the fundamental resonant frequency of the square

microstrip patch, with hexagon alone, into two separate resonant modes (T M10 and

TMOI) with orthogonal polarization planes. These two excited frequencies can be

tuned by changing the slot arm length. When the pin diode is ON, it essentially

behave as equivalent short circuit, thus driving the currents on the patch directly

through it, reducing the effective length of the slotyhen the diode is switched
OFF, the currents have to flow through the capacitor C, with an increased current

path, resulting in the shifting of resonant frequencies towards the lower frequency

region. The position of the pin diode is so selected that it gives good matching for

all the four excited frfiqant frequencies. The newly designed antenna gives good

return loss characteristics and band width even when the position of the diode is
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altered to achieve desired frequency values. Fig. 4.21 shows the measured return

loss for the reconfigurable microstrip antenna at two PIN diodqbias states.

To obtain correct biasing of the diode, the slot arm is open at one end with a small

smd capacitor soldered to block the DC bias current and to provide good RF

continuity. ynarrow slit is designed at the bottom of the slot arm to switch the

diode properly, without affecting patch currents. This narrow slit in the square

patch effectively blocks the DC current while allowing the RF current density to

pass through. /

O-5 T/-10 - r, f2

(<15)

2.(')5GH/.
.15 ..

S11

1.48GHz

-20 ..

J 1.99GHz
-25 ..

I ——- PIN-diode OFF1-535GHZ — PIN-diode ow'30 T 1 1 a I I |1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4
Resonant Frequency (GHz)

Figure 4.21 Measured reflection co-efficient of the reconfigurable dual frequency
microstrip antenna for PIN diode QN and QFF states. The antenna
parameters are L = 4cm, l, = /2 = O.8cm, 1, = 12cm, w, = O.1cm, b I
O.16cm and 2, = 3.98. PIN diode is placed at 0.7mm from the hexagon
edge.

The fundamental resonant frequency of the unslotted square patch is 1.885

GHZ. By embedding the hexagonal slot and the extended arm, two lower

resonant frequencies can be excited due to the increase in the effective lengths

of the two resonant modes (TM10 and TM» of the square patch.
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When the diode is switched OFF, the antenna resonates at 1.48 GI-I2 and 1.99

GHZ with a frequency ratio 1.34. Once the diode is tumed ON with a lvolt

DC bias, the first resonant frequt(ncy shifts by 105 MHZ and second resonant

frequency by 60 MI-I2, giving excitation at 1.585 GI-Iz and 2.05 GI-I2, with a

frequency ratio 1.29)In all these four operating frequencies, the antenna has a
good matching at a single feed position. Fig. 4.21 shows the measured return

loss (S11), of the antenna with dimensions L = 4cm, Z, = Z, = O.8cm, Z, =

1.1cm, 12;, = O.1cm, /9 = O.16cm and er = 3.98. The frequency ratio is tunable in

the range 1.2684 to 1.3137 in the ON state and 1.3227 to 1.3779 in the OFF

state, by changing the diode position along the slot arm, giving an added

advantage of flexibiyyy in frequency tuning.

4.2.2.1 Variation of Resonant Frequencies with PIN Diode Position

Even though the optimal PIN diode position is selected as 0.7mm above the

hexagonal slot edge, its position principally determines the switchable dual

resonant frequencié Thus different dual resonant frequency combinations

can be selected by changing the PIN diode position along the slot arm. The
experiments above are then repeated with PIN diodes at different positions

starting from Omm from the bottom to 9mm along the slot arm. The results

are tabulated in table 4.7;/In the OFF state the frequency ratio shows only a

feeble change between 1.33 and 1.34, which in turns indicates that the

inclusion of the PIN diode in the slot arm, in the OFF states, ideally behaves

like an Open. On the other hand, in the ON state the frequency ratio varies in

between 1.27 and 1.31. J
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Tahle4.7 Dual frequency operation of the single slot ann loaded antenna at
different PIN diode position on the slot arm

PIN diode . . .
S mm l pos mon 5 frequency

(mm) i (GI-Iz)

‘ Second

; (GHZ)

PIN diode 1 First resonant resonant ‘ Frequency
,1] frequency,f; i ratio, f;/fl

1 .
0  1.4725 1.9600 1.33

5 1.47252 E 1.5500 1.33

4 W i 1.4725 *7 it 1.9600
1

1

.._.;_________

1.553

OFF  6 1.4800 1 .9600 1.32

7 j 1.4800 1. 9900 1.34

8 1.4875 1 .9 900 1.34

9 1.4875 in 1.9900 1.34_r y in 1;" I  . 5  _
0 y 1.5925 1 2.0300 T

1.27

2 \ 1.5925 2.0200
aw H .1.

i

1.27

1 4 1.5850 2.0200 1.27

ON 1 5, 1.5850 . 2.0125 11.27

7 , 1.5850 . 2.0500 1.29

8 1.5550 1.9975 1.28

9 u 1.5175 1.9900 1.31

The new design provides an area reduction of 61% for the first resonant frequency./""'_i_é
and 26% for the second, compared to standard rectangular patch antenna.

Maximum bandwidths up to 3.3% and 4.27% respectively, have been obtained in

the two modes, in ON and OFF states.

/
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4.2.2.2 Loading Effect of PIN Diode on Antenna Resonant Frequencies

The experimental results obtained are then verified with the method of moment

simulation tool,,Although the previous results suggest that the input impedance of

the proposed dual frequency microstrip antenna is almost unaffected when ideal

switches are used, this is not the case when these ideal switches are substituted by

PIN diodes. Even though the loading effects are small compared to that of the

variations(in resonant frequencies due to the electrical length variations of the slot

arm, they are not negligible in the OFF and ON states. It can be seen from table

4.7 that the loading of the PIN diode causes slight shifts it operating frequencies

compared to the passive design descnbed in sectign 4.1.

The PIN diode loading primarily affects the resonant frequency and matching

properties of the microstrip patch in the ON and OFF states. This can be

understood by properly modeling the PIN diode in ON and OFF states. At high

RF frequencies when a PIN diode is in the OFF state or reverses bias, it appears as

a parallel plate capacitor, essentially independent of reverse voltgge. When it is ON
or forward biased, it in effect acts as a small resistance. Therefore full wave method

of moment simulation tools is used to model the PIN diode in OFF and ON

states. In the OFF state the PIN diode is modeled as a MIM capacitor while in the

ON state as a thin film resistor. The ideal resistance and capacitance values are

taken from the application notes of the Plhpdiode manufacturer.

f ositions as seen in table 4.8. The typical retum loss behavior of the newly
\£he simulated and experimental results show good agreement for all the diode

designed reconfigurable microstrip antenna with the PIN positioned at 0.7mm is

simulated and plotted in fig. 4.22. (L = 4cm, Z, = Z, = O.8cm, Z, = 1.1cm, ‘IQ, =

O.1cm, /J = O.16cm and er = 3.98). In the OFF state, the simulated resonant

frequencies closely resemble the experimental ones. An error of O.2082% and

2.7659% are observed for the first and second resonant frequencies, respectively in
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the PIN diode ON state. The small discrepancy in the ON state second resonant

frequency is mainly due to the neglected parasitic element effects which are

important in higher frequencies.

Table 4.8 Comparison of experimental and simulated (lF.3D) resonant frequencies
for PIN diode ON and OFF states

P "1 First resonant frequency, l Second resonant
diode . f; (GHZ) - ON lo/° error’ frequency, f; (GHZ) - ON

-7 g .

% error,position 5 ~ 5* 5 » fr
(mm) Experimentali Simulated: xperimentalu Simulated

. f2
-—l 1

0 1.5925 -. 1.5917 0.0502j 2.0300 1.
2 T 1.5925 I 1.5909 10.0100? 2.0200

_1.5850 ii 1.58113" 20.0442  2'.c>2—00

I 1.5858 at 1.575<rW2.3@2 318551.5850 500 5i 1s.§1'-7“ I ' '  m

o\ A\-C O0 \|

41+

1.5550

1.5175 1 5200 -0 1647 1 9900

. |o.2o82! 2.0 ._
1.5513 '02379§ 1.9975  1.9931

1.9950 1.7241

1.9950 12375
1.9950 7 12375

1.9950 0.8590
1. 9933 2. 7659

_ 02203 9'

1.9930
f 

ll0.1508

I Pin d.First ries0nantfrequeuncy,i  i  if Second resonantuen  \

diode 3 f1(GHz)-OFF 1°/9 ¢l1‘0I',_freq cy,f;(GHz[ OF£i°/0 CF01‘,

pgisifiign illxperimental Simulatedi ilixperimentalg Simulated

“H-1.47255 1 1.48200 at 1.4725 1.4820 410.5452; 1.9800 I2 . -0.5-452@ 1.9000 ¥
'_Z1  51.4725" A 1.4820 iii-0.54522 1.9500""l if

X\|@
iii

1.1880  1.4828 l_@.1551y 12%
1.4800 1.4320  -0. 1351 ' 1.9900 5l .  _ .  __ . ’  _ ' -- - --_
1.4875 . 1.4820 0.3597; 1.9900 }

1.9990

O

1.999

iii-_

- 1.9897 H
-1.9897

1.9990

#~f

-1.9897

1.9990

1. 9990
1- -1.9897

523

J

1.9990 .452?

O

\O

51.4875 l'1'.4820 %&i0.'3597°. ii'ii.9900_"'l 1.9990 I .4523

c,) .

It has been observed that the matching level of the dual operating frequencies

deteriorates as the PIN diode resistance in ON state increases. However, this effect

is insignificant in the experiment and good matching levels better than -18dB is

observed for the dual resonant frequencies. Therefore, it is concluded that the

matching,properties of the proposed reconfigurable microstrip patch antenna solely
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depend on the slot arm orientation and the position of the PIN diode on it. Thus

no matching network is needed for the frequency switching.

/.
0

VWN 1/ \ K/_/\/\/W-5 ~ ‘I/‘ \ / l/% ‘lo * I1 \4 t2
C(3) ';
Q)-1 54

l

'20’ ——ii Experiment
_ _ _ S"““'a“°“ I PIN diode OFF25 I I t I I I1 2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2 4

Resonant frequency in GHz

i § __ ‘W0 \ / \-5 \\ I \0 ~" " f, / f2
\/

1s~1
e

cw ;~U) —— —— — Simulation‘Z0 " ii Experiment
-25 ‘t ' PIN diode ON-SO -I I I . I I1.2 1.4 1.6 1.e 2.0 2.2 2 4

Resonant Frequency (GHZ)

Figure 4.22 Experimental and simulated (IE3D) return loss of the PIN diode
controlled reconfigurable microstrip antenna in (a) OFF and  ON
states. The diode is positioned at 0.7mm from the hexagonal slot.

4.2.2.3 Theoretical Analysis of Reconfigurable Microstrip Antenna using FDTD

Theoretical analysis of the PIN diode controlled single slot arm hexagonal slot

loaded microstrip antenna is carried out using the finite difference time domain

(FDTD) method. Fine meshing with cell size 0.4mm for all three spatial

directions are taken. When the PIN diode is in the OFF state, it is removed

from the simulation and when the diode is in the ON state, it is modeled as a
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metal tape with electric field components assigned with zero values. Gaussian

pulse is then applied at the feed point and boundary conditions are defined as

described earlier in chapter-3. The FDTD computed electric field distribution in

the entire domain for the PIN diode ON state of the reconfigurable antenna is

depicted in fig. 4.23. / °

&CG\\Iv1lI\wtYo&DOiU®Win:l:vuP* 1|
D$Hl I} QQWE ‘E UWIIQ

Figure 4.23 Theoretically computed (FDTD) surface electric field distribution
in the entire computational domain when the PIN diode is in the ON state

Computed S11 for the dual resonant modes is then plotted against different

PIN diode positions both in ON and/OFF states. A comparison between the

measured and theoretically calculated (FDTD) computed resonant frequencies

are shown in fig. 4.24. Even though the first resonant mode shows close

resemblance with the experimental values, some discrepancies occurred in the

second resonant mode. This is /mainly attributed to the assumption of perfect
conducting metal tape or perfect ‘open’, made in the ON and OFF states of the
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PIN diode, respectively. In reality, the PIN diode behaves as if it were a resistor

in the ON state and as a capacitor in the OFF state./

2.1 A O2.0 — ‘ i‘, \ _% '

Resonant frequency (GHz

1‘. 5 I;

.. l ‘ \\ Lr, -'
- It

-5
U5

.
_ —-_ ,.'~ ' __ __ A '~ .f 1 _i\\\\1.5 1.4 r 1 | | | IO 2 4 6 8 10

PIN diode position (mm)

i t, experimenta (P N OFF)
- - - f, theoretica, FDTD1[P N OFF)
-i fa experlmenta <[P N OFF)
- - - fa theoretica, FDTD1[P N OFF)
-4 1, experimenta (P N ON)
~ _ _ f, theoretica, FDTD1{P N ON)
4- fa experlmenta (P N ON)
- - _ fa theoretlca, FDTD (P N ON)

Figure 4.24 Comparison of experimental and theoretically (FDTD) computed dual
resonant frequency values for PIN ON and PIN OFF states of the
proposed reconfigurable antenna.

4.2.2.4 Polarization and Gain

The transmission characteristics (S12) of the designed reconfigurable microstrip

antenna in two mutually orthogonal polarization planes are studied, for different

diode states, in order to prove the dual polarization characteristics. The

measured data is plotted in fig. 4.25. It can be seen that the polarization planes

of the two resonant frequencies are mutually orthogonal in both states of the
PIN diode. "/
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.30 .

Vertical plane i PW di0d6 QFF1 2“ 
35 -*

Received power (dB)

_4o _,

-45 - Horizontal plane 4

-50 -. f,=1.585GHz

l2= l .99G|"1Z5 5 l t i 5 r '1 5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1 9
Resonant frequency (GHz)

Figure 4.25 Variation of received power with frequency for the two orthogonal
polarization planes for both diode states. The antenna parameters are L
= 4cm, /, = /2 = O.8cm, 1, = 12cm, w, I O.1cm, /2 = O.16cm and
5, = 3.98. PIN diode is placed at 0.7mm from the hexagon edge.

The gain of the antenna for the dual operating frequencies is measured for both PIN

diode states, using the  comparison method described in chapter}3. The antenna
offers modest  of 2.852dBi and 3.121dBi for the first resonant mode and 3.1dBi

and 3.434dBi for the second, for ON and OFF states, respectiveif Typical measured

gain plot of the antenna in comparison with the standard circular microstrip patch is

given in fig. 4.26.
Second resonant trequencfi,T(GHz)

1.93 1.94 1.95 1% 1.97 1 982 _;.__ A__ i 4 i
O _

T?/‘TV TF— AT’ T At‘??? -‘V-7 T.2 ‘ Q

dB

i
% -4_

Ga'n

-5

' —- f1 = 1.57GHz (PIN diode ON)
3 ' ———— Standard circular patch antenna

i f2 = 1.96GHz (PIN diode OFF) i-10 d I I I I I1.50 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.50
First resonant frequency, f, (GI-iz)

Figure 4.25 Measured  of the single slot arm reconfigurable dual frequency microstrip
antenna at f1=1.57GHz (PIN ON) and f2 = 1.96GHz (PIN OFF). The antenna
parameters are L = 4cm, l, = 12 = O.8cm, /,= 12cm, 11/, = O.1cm, /1 I O.16cm and
5, = 3.98. PIN diode is placed at 0.7mm from the hexagon edge.
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4.2.2.5 Radiation Characteristics

The radiation patterns are measured for the ON and OFF states of the diode and

displayed in fig. 4.27. The E and H plane patterns are measured as well as the

corresponding cross-polarization for each operating frequencies in the PIN OFF

and ON states.

E-plane H-plane90 90120 so 120 = so
150 .  “QT \/ \  150 a 3°.2  . 4» s\ \ QM)Q i 0 180  ~  0

(a) fl = 1.43 GHZ, PIN diode OFF

(b) £2 = 1.99 onz. PIN diode OFF

90 0 10  gso"M ..0 180 'f  l 0
90 (C) f, = 1.585 GHZ, PIN diode 01:0

150 3° ‘5° so

__\\

-1’ ‘  _/ /
- /V

00O

180 1 Q

.9/’"rid

Figure 4.27 Measured radiation pattern of the single slot arm loaded reconfigurable
antenna controlled by PIN diodes120 ‘
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An RF signal and a DC source with 1V are used with the newly designed

reconfigurable microstrip antenna and a wide band horn is used as the receiving

antenna, In order to find the E-plane the transmitting antenna is rotated until the

electric field is vertically polarize,Ji The cross-polarization patterns are measured by

rotating the receiver horn by90o~ the patterns show similar broadside radiation

characteristics with better cross polarization levels-The half power beam-width in

the two principal planes is calculated and tabulated in table 4.9~e radiation

efficiency of the reconfigurable antenna is found to be 51% for fl and 60% for f2•

Table 4.9 Measured half-power beam-width in the two principal planes

Half-power Beam width (0)

First resonant Second resonant
frequency, ft frequency, f2

ON OFF ON OFF

E-Plane 76 92 92 102

H-Plane 78 88 88 68

4.2.2.6 Sununary of the Characteristics of Single Slot Reconfigurable Microstrip
Antenna with PIN diode

Table 4.10 summarizes the reconfigurable microstrip antenna pirameters. This

novel, single feed patch antenna is capable of reconfigurable dual frequency

operation, and orthogonal dual polarization. The proposed antenna with an

integrated PIN diode can altogether radiate four frequencies with almost similar

radiation patterns. The new design gives a size reduction up to 61% and 26% for

the two resonating frequencies compared to standard rec~gu1ar patches. Also it

gives considerable bandwidth up to 3.3% and 4.27%, tor the two frequencies with a

low operating frequency ratio in ON and OFF states of the PIN diode without

much reduction in gain.
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Table 4.1 U Summary of single slot amt reconfigurable rnicrostrip antenna parameters

Antemia parameters Sitigle slot arm loaded reconfigurable antenna

L = 4cm, Z; =1; = O.8cm,l.1 = 12cm, ta, = O.lcm,

Antenna geometry I 0 16 d 3 98.7 I . CH1 ilfl <1} = .

i"T\_/ietallizatiioniarea if D 1§f64cm1 T if ‘T
No. of slot arnisi If hm  A 1 W T
Non-linear device usedifor A it  A _  iT PIN diode ~ BAR63
switching

_l_,.__

Antenna properties HT § TM“; T -l Tfibifi_i__..U _ _i, i._i__ i __i. -_' i i, iii,‘ J___i_I l__Maximum % bandwidth ' 2.80 2 4.28
lVl8XiII1UI1—1_6]0 area reduction I i-“-61 if '__'—__ITM i 1-2-6?

if T Tlvlaximum shift infrequency T i RT  i105T\/H-lzi A T T 6OMl—lz“ i _

% Tuning range 11.8 3.6ii _ _ _l— ____ Q‘ L __I I '__‘__“— __,_ _—
4.2.3 Dual Slot Arm Reconfigurable Micmstrip Antenna Design for TunableFrequency Ratio '
Dual frequency multipolanzation microstrip antennas have wide applications in satellite

base communication, air route surveillance, GPS and mobile satellite personal

communication systems. Reconfigurable micnostrip antennas can be used to cover

these multiple functions with a single antemia aperture. All these applications need a

compact reconfigurable microstiip antenna having better bandwidth and easy

switching capabilities. It has been proved in section 4.1.9 that the use of dual vertical

slot arms can effectively tune the first resonant frequency without much affecting the

second one. That is, the additional vertical slot amt will provide better frequency ratio

ttuting and size reduction. Dual slot arm geometry as described in fig. 4.14 is then

studied for its tunable frequency ratio capability. The two slots are carved identical in

length and breadth. The locations of the two slots are chosen with the help of method

of moment software so as to  the variation on the other second resonant

mode (TMOL), and thereby increasing the frequency ratio tuning.
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Two PIN diodes are embedded in the arms of the central hexagonal slot to switch the

two resonant frequencies of the antenna, considerably, by changing the electrical length

of the slo% Thus multiple frequencies are generated in a single antenna aperture by
controlling the DC bias of the two PIN diodeg/Transmission lines are avoided in

between the active components and the radiating element, so that, added noise and

ohmic losses are suppressed and the resulting structure is more compact/The new

design has the added advantage of high area reduction, better bandwidth and good

matching for all operating frequencies compared to conventional microstrip patch

antennas and offers a high flexibility in frequency tuning. Another attractive feature is

that the antenna shows almost similar radiation pattems at all operating frequencies

without much reduction in  /

4.2.3.1 Antenna Configuration

Chip DC bias
inductorsx  _PlN diode (0,) .

L

Microstrip linefeed 4“

L C2 \* PIN diode (02)C-1-:.l;I
Figure 4.23 Layout of the dual slot arm loaded reconfigurable microstrip antenna. The

antenna parameters are L= 4cm, /1 = l;= 0.8cm, x1= Ocm, x;= 0.8cm, Z, = 1,,

= 1.2cm, u/,= 0.1cm/= 0.16cm and €,= 3.98
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The configuration of the proposed reconfigurable microstnip patch antenna with

dual arm hexagonal slot is illustrated in the fig. 4.28. A square microstrip patch

antenna with side dimension L is fabricated on a substrate of thickness la and

relative permittivity 3,./A hexagonal slot of side parameters l, and Z2 with two

identical slot arms of length 1, and 1,, and width 20,, extending up to the edge of the

square patch is placed at its center. Two surface mount PIN diodes, D, and D,

are positioned at the slot arms with distances x , and x2 respectively from the

hexagonal side. The positions of the diodes x , and x, can be suitably chosen to

get the desired frequency ratio. Good DC isolation and RF continuity is obtained

by embedding two smd capacitors C, and C, on the protmding slot arms as

shown in the fig. 4.28.’

DC bias voltage is applied to the patch through two chip inductors, which

controls the PIN diode status. The diodes are placed in such a way that one is

forward biased and the other in reverse at a time, so that resonant frequency of

the antenna can be selected by appropriately biasing the diodes. The antenna is

electromagnetically coupled using a 508.!/microstrip feed.

4.2.3.2 Operational Mechanism

The fundamental resonant frequency of the conventional unslotted square patch

is 1.884GHz. By loading the hexagonal slot alone the operating frequency can be

lowered to 1.74GHz, results in ction./He extended slot anns
splits the fundamental resonant frequency of the square microstnp patch with

hexagon alone, into two separate resonant modes, TM10 and TMO, with

orthogonal polarization planes. Thus the central hexagonal slot with the two slot

arms considerably increases the effective lengths of the two excited resonant

modes, Tl\/1,0 and Tl\/I01, and the excited patch surface current densities are

perturbed in such a way that these two modes can be excited for dual frequency

operation with a single feed. The length of the slot arms determines the frequency

/.
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ratio of the two operating frequencies and a constant frequency ratio will be

maintained for same slot arm lengthséFl'fus desired frequency reconfiguration can

be readily achieved by switching the two slots with different lengths, by

embedding the PIN diodes.

When the PIN diode is ON, it essentially behaves as equivalent short cintuit, thus

driving the currents on the patch directly through it, reducing the effective length of

the slot. Since D, and D2 are placed at x, and x 2, in order to achieve different _,slot

lengths, dual frequency generation is accomplished by different frequency ratios,

depending on which diode is forward biased. When both diodes are off, the cunents

have to flow through the capacitors C , and C2, with an /increased current path, resulting

in the shifting of resonant frequencies towards lower frequency region with another

frequency ratio. The advantage of this design is that the PIN diodes can be placed at

any position of the two slot anns for different x , and x2 values, without much affecting

the good retum loss characteristics and bandwidth, for a single feed position. This

propelty of the design gives more flexibility in frequency  where frequency ratio

varies in a wider range of 1.2 to 1.4.

4.2.3.3 Antenna Resonant Frequencies

When both diodes, D, and D, are OFF, the antenna resonates at 1.21GHz and

1.67 5GHz with a frequency ratio 1.4. By turning ON the diode D,, positioned at },/=

Omm, the first resonant frequency shifts by 150MHz and second by 5MHz giving

excitations at 1.36GHz and 1.67GHz with a much lower frequency ratio 1.;A‘\lso by

keeping D2 ON, positioned at x ,= 8mm, the operating frequency ratio can be brought

to 1.29, where the antenna resonates at 1.295GHz and 1.675GHz. In all these three

diode states the antenna has a good matching at a single feed position. Fig. 4.29 shows

the measured return loss (S11) of the antenna with dimensions }.== 4cm, Z, = Z, =
O.8cm, x, = Ocm, x2 = O.8cm, tag, = O.1cm, lo = O.16cm and 5, = 3.98.
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Figure 4.29 Measured return loss of the antenna for all the three PIN diode states
(L: 4cm, I1 I 12: 0.8crn, x1= 0cm, X2: 0.8cm, w,= 0.1cm, h: 0.16crn
and €,= 3.98).

T3b|6 4.11 Measured resonant frequencies and corresponding -10dB bandwidths

PIN diode
state

D1 D2 OFF

Resonantfrequency (GHZ) q _ Y0/0  Fl-e uenc
fatlo,

fi

1.210

r r£2 fl f2 2/ 1
1.675 2.250 2.190 1.4

D1 ON 1.360 1.670 2.820 2.415 1.2
D2 ON

The percentage bandwidths of the switchable resonant frequencies are better than

2% in all diode states. The experimental observations corresponding to each PIN

1.295 1.675 2.050 2.203 1.3

diode bias configurations are given in table 4.11.
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FIQUIG 4.30 Simulated (lE3D) return loss of the antenna for all the three PIN diode
states. (L= 4cm, I1 = I2: O.8cm, x1= Ocm, x2= O.8cm, w,= O.1cm,
h= O.16cm and €,= 3.98).

I

Figure 4.30 shows the simulated results for the dual slot arm loaded reconfigurable‘

microstrip antenna and it almost sm with the experimental results. Hereb
the PIN diode ON state is simulated as thin film resistor and OFF state as metal

insulator-metal (MIM) capacitor.

The theoretically (FDTD) computed surface current distribution at different PIN

diode states are illustrated in fig. 4.31 and 4.32. /1  I
L ,

"'4D5‘
' ["_ ””””””” " I " | i ’| I | 1" "  T’l/l’ 4020120 mo an an 40 20 1zu'°‘9° En

Figure 4.31 3-dimentional electric field distributions in the surface of the patch in D1
and D2 OFF state showing the excited resonant modes
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Figure 4.32 FDTD computed surface current distribution for (a) PIN D2 ON and

(a) (5)
D1 & D2 OFF

s11 (as)

Figure 4.33 Measured and theoretical (FDTD) computed return loss behavior of
the reconfigurable microstrip antenna with two V€l1i1C2.l slot arms
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The computed return loss characteristics of the antenna at different PIN diode

configurations are given in fig. 4.33./T he measured and computed results show
almost close agreement. The discrepancy at the second resonant mode is mainly

due to the absence of any loading effect in the l"D'l'D model.

4.2.3.4 Study on reconfigurable resonant frequency variations with different x, and
:42 combinations

As stated earlier, it is confirmed that the selection of the PIN diode positions, x,

and x2, in the protruding dual vertical slot arms mainly determines the operating

dual resonant frequencies. Thus different switchable operating frequencies (and

hence different frequency ratios), can be duly selected by choosing the right

combination of x, and x2. A complete study on this is carried out and the findings

are tabulated in table 4.12. /
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Table 4.12 Variation in dual frequency operation with PIN diode position (antenna
shown in fig. 4.28)

Diode positions
Resonant frequencies

D1 1), 01=1= D1 ON A D2 ON
1v 1

xumm) 1 xumm) fl ((1112) fl (G112) fl ((1112) A £3 (($112) fl (G112) f3(GH-/.)

' 0 1 210 1 675 1 1 245 1 1 670 1 370 1 670

10

82‘

1

0 .
2 1.210

1

1.670 1.245 1.675 1.370 1.670

4

6

1.215

1.215
1.670

1.670

1.245

1.250

1.610
1.670

1.360

1.345 P
1.670

1.670

8 1 1.220 1 1.670
1

1.255
. . 1_
1 1.610 7 1.315 “ 1.615Q n

10 1.225 1 1.615 1.260 1.610 1.285 1.675

7

0 1.2101.670 1.280 1.670 1.365 1.670

1.211) 1.675 1.285 1.670 1 . 3 60 1.670

1.215 1.675 1.285 1.610 , 1.350 1.675

1

6
.2.   . .= .11.215 1 1.670 1.290 1 1.670 1.335 1.670

8 1 .220 1.675 1.290 7M1.611'i”ii7 1505 1.670

10
1

1.225 "1.615 1.295 1.670 1.275 1.675

5

0 1.205 1.665 1.305 1.665 1.365 1.6102”

2 1.205 1.665 1.305 ’ 1.665 1 1.360 1.670

4 1.2051.665 1.310 1 1.610 1.350 1.665

6 1.210 1.665 1.310 1.(>71.') 1.335 1.665

8 1.215 1 1.610
1

1.315 1.665 1 1.305 1.665

10 1.220 1.665 01.320 00011665777 1.72150 1.665._.._._____ 1 21 _2 1.205 1.675 1.335 1.675 1.350 1.675

2

0 I

4 1.210 1.675 1.340 1.610 2 1.340 1.610 7

6 1.215 ' 1.675 1.3-'15 1.670 1.320 1.675

8
1

1.215 1.675 1.350 ‘ 1.610 1 1.295 1.675

10

8

1.215

1.210

1 1.675

1.675

1.350

1.360

1.670

1.670

1.265

1.295

7 1.615 Z

1.615

10 1.215 1.615I 1 I I
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Table 413 Variation in impedance bandwidth with PIN diode posmon antenna
sh0uninfg¢12@

Dnode posmons
% Bandwidth

D1 D; OFF ' D1 ON_ _ . ,m_ __ ‘ \ _ _ 2X1 (mm) I X2(mm]  fl 3 fl’ T— fl ‘ f2
0 2.459 2.7021 2.590 2.860

2 2.398 3.029 2.527 1.910

54 2.595 3.353 2.643 3.659

6. A 2.490 2:800 2.650 .754

*8 2.577 2.528 2.641 2.611

10 2.531 21660 2.587 2.546

0. 2.314 2.259 2.620 2.326

2_ 2.327 2.290 2.646 2.275

34 2.331 2:300 2.665 2.302

6 2.355 2.291 2.700 2.368

8 2.410 2.329 2.731 2326

10 2.286 2.240 2.734 2.300

O 2.184 2.6371 2.870 3.305

2 2.249 3 .070 2.790 3.104

54 2.276 2.475 2.815 3.234

6 2.271 2 .909 2.879 3 .600

8 2.329 3.000 2.830 3.130

10 2.361 2.787 2.864 3.2781

2-.. 2.178 2.209 2.854 2.388

4 2.241 2.245 2.843 2.491

6 2.243 2.201 2.806 2.364

8 2.263 2.257 2.837 2.413

10 2.315 2.328 2.864 2.473

8 2.250 2.190 2.820 2.415

10 2.280 2.155 2.817 2.403/

1 817 3 000
2 015 3 593

1 911‘ 2 800 7
2 395 2 677
2286 2 746
1 573 2 390
1 663 2 335
1 745 2 300
1 950 2 360
2 187 2 360
2 200 2 275
71 688 3 132
1 100 3 642
1 130 2 836
0 900 2 800
1 635 3 200
1 834 3 171
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Table 4.14 Percentage area reduction of the dual $101 arm reconfigurable antenna design

(antenna shown in fig. 4.28)

_ _ , % Area reduction compared to standard cinzular patchD10de p0s1t10ns '  . H W H 1__ __ ._ _ WD1D; 01=1= A D1 ON “ D2 ON

-.—..__i

__§:I6...4.> x5{mm; 17911 1 315 1-7-11 —"7' 1;» ‘"'1'1 ‘f~

2-v-1

~

10

Q

; 70
1

1;.

72.21
._' _ T‘...
4 46.63 70.56 ‘3 46.84 1

I

1 64.32  46.84

1

1 M2 I 72.2 1
1

1 46.84  70.56 F 46.631 1 64.32 ,3 46.842-. 1
34

1

71.93 ____ J. _1 46.84  70.56 5 46.84
1

64.83 5 “46.84

. (,7 71.93 1 46.84  70.30 1 46.84 65.61 1 46.84
“"8 71.73 A 46.84 70.03 ‘ 46.84 F 46.6367.14

1 10 1

1

715.49 46.63 1 69.81  46.84 68.61 46.63

7

72.21
1

1

"46.84  68.9071 46.84 1

1

I

64.55 46.84
1

1 “2 7 72.217"; 46.63 91 68.61 '1 546.84 64.83 1 46.84

737

-B

71.93 46.63 68.61 T 46.84 65.33  46.63
6__ 731.93 46.84 1 68.37 ; 46.84 66.10 46.84

1 8 71.73 46.63 1 68.37 ’ 46.84 67.60 110
l ____ ___. .

1 71.49
__ 2. V __,_ .

46.63  68.13 , 46.84
1

1

46.84

69.11 1 46.63

5

10
552

73 .00

73.00

1 47.15 67.60  47.15
47.15 1 67.60 47.15

_._1

64.55 1 46.84L- 
64.83 46.84

1 4 3 1

1

i

1

1

1

73 .00 47.15 S 67.39 71 46.84 65.33 1 47.15
1' 9'56 72.21

: 3 3 71.93

1 47.15 1 67.39 46.84 66.10 1 47.15

1 46.84 67.14 A 47.15 1

1

_.._‘_67.60 47.15
2.1.0 2 _ 71.73 ("47.15 "66.90 17747.15 5*“69.11 7 47.715

2

O

E 323" (746.63  66.10 46.63"  65337“; 46.63"73.00

4  73 .00 46.631 565.835 46.84“ 65.83  46.84
5 "6 72.21 = 46.63 1 65.61 46.84 66.90 ’ 46.63

173 71.93
1 _

4 46.637  65.3371 46.84 6811371 46.63

1 16I __ _8
10

71.93

72.21

71.93

4 46.63  65.33, 1. 1-.
1 46.63 64.83

9 1 46.63391 64.551 1‘. . 1_

46.84

46.84

*7 46.63

I...
I

1

,__

69.59  46.63
68.13 = 46.63

7 69.59 546.63
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Bandwidths up to 2.82% and 2.42% respectively, have been obtained in the

two modes, in all the three diode states, for the optimized design with PIN

diodes positioned at x, = Omm and x2 = 81m},Table 4.13 gives the measured
percentage bandwidths for the two operating frequencies with different x , and

x 2 combinations, at different diode bias states. Also, it must be noted that the

dual slot arm configuration provides better percentage bandwidths than that

of single slot arm design. For any single antenna configuration all frequencies

have improved percentage bandwidths than the single slot arm design.

e new design provides a maximum area reduction of 72.21% for thefirst

/“ sonant frequency and 46.84% for the second resonantfreguengg comirgred

to standard lectangdar p_atch_es, which proves the compactness of the
propo§'d-‘design, suitable for the early mentioned applications in L- band.

Table 4.14 summarizes the area reduction capability of the designed antenna

for all x, and x2 combinations.

4.2.3.5 Antenna Polarization and Gain

It is already said that the orthogonal dual polarization of the original passive

antenna is preserved in all the dual frequency reconfigurable microstrip

antenna desiggs. The analysis of the received power in the two orthogonal

planes reveals that the two resonant frequencies are linearly polarized in

mutually perpendicular plané The experiment is carried out for all the three

PIN diode states and it is found that the polarizations of the two operating

frequencies are essentially same in all the diode states. The observations are

plotted in fig. 4.34.Z
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Figure 4.34 Variation of received power with frequency for the two orthogonal
polarization planes for all the three pin diode states. (a) D1 and D2 OFF
(b) D1 ON (c) D2 ON
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Gain measurements are carried out using the gain comparison method with

standard circular patches fabricated in the dielectric substrate of 5,. = 3.98. For the

first resonant frequency the in is found to be 3.63dBi and 3.57dBi respectively,

when D, and D, are ON./Ifathe case of second resonant frequency it is 5.6dBi

and 5.4dBi when D, and D, are ON, respectively. When both the diodes are OFF,

the measured gain for first resonant frequency is 3.38dBi and that of second

resonant frequency is j¢O7dBi.

4.2.3.6 Radiation Characteristics

The radiation patterns are measured for three diode states and plotted in fig. 4.35.

All the pattems show similar broadside radiation characteristics without any

distortion even after the diodes are tumed ON, which is highly desirable for

frequency reconfigurable antennas. Although the maximum radiation direction

shows some slight variations, the power difference between them in all the diode

states are below O.4dB. The measured 3dB beam width for the two resonant

frequencies in different PIN diode states are shown in table 4.15. Table 4.16 lists

the variation of maximum radiation direction in degrees, for the two operating

frequencies in different diode fiates.\ .

Table 4.15 Measured half-power beam width in degrees for first and second resonant

frequencies for all diode states
1

First resonant fnequency, f1 ; Second resonant frequency, f;i l 3 o&ott“st“l s7'5&5“‘
Q D] ON i D; ON , bflj , DION A D2 ON ybpl,’

E‘ ii i _ —_TTTT_" I T T i . ,  2“, ."'!Plane i it , 130 156

O0M
(.3

\:
o~(3

\O
OO

( ‘J

F—*Ii
to

C)

l  " " ""11"i‘ "' _ _'_" '7 -' ' " T‘-" ‘-7; — — ‘UT’ Ti '— TH‘ E 840 é 84¢ ss-S  sec l sec 102CPlane i1. “Hi V __ .._. I
/.
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Figure 4.35 Measured E and H plane radiation patterns of the proposed enna
different PIN diode states (contd. in next  _
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Figure 4.35 Measured E and H plane radiation patterns of the proposed antenna in
different pin diode states (contd;,f¢O'm previous page.)

Table 4.15 Maximum radiation direction in degrees for first and second resonant
frequencies for all PIN-diode states

First resonant frequency, f1 Second resonant frequency, f21) 1) D D
1), ON D; ON 68If.F* D1ON D2 ON b8l§F’
83° 83° 91° 98° 87° 98°E

Plane
H 77° 85° 87° 84° 85° 95°Plane 4'

The tuning mechanism of the dual slot arm loaded reconfigurable microstrip
antenna now becomes more flexible with the choice of two PIN diodes and three

different switching combinations. This design allows the electronic switching of

first resonant frequency keeping the second mode almost unaltered, giving different

frequency ratios. The PIN diodes are placed in such a way that a single bias supply

can be used to switch the frequency ratios. Other antenna characteristics are
summarized in table 7.
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Table 4.17 Summaly of dual slot arm reconfigurable microstrip antenna characteristics

é Antenna palametets  Dual slot ann loaded reconfigurable antenna
L

r_

Antemla geometry

__i

t d 1;

= O.1cm_ /0 = O.16cm and .57, = 3.98

é 4cn1,W /d; =1; =%O.8cm, [,1 #119 = 12cm, d ‘

Metallization area
—i-in

l 'dl3.5§cn13

No. of slot arms *2

Non-linear device

used for switching

‘(L

I

PIN diode - BAR63

Antenna properties
L , _ 7 JV m

Maximiim %

bandwidth
I . i__6_i__ .._.Max1mum /0 area

reduction

_‘_.

f TMIO  [  12.88 * 3.79
73  47_ _ as I __ , J _

Maximum shift in

frequency
150MHz \ 5M]-Iz

% Tuning range 13.22 0.30
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one of the most important characteristics of frequency reconfigurable

antennas is their flexibility in operation. That is, one can easily control their

operating frequencies by simply selecting the desired 6X[€IT12ll bias and without

bothering about the antenna dimensions. Even though the PIN diode

controlled reconfigurable antenna scheme described in the earlier section

permits this, a n_r9,re_ flexible frequency tuning scheme can beaccomplished by‘
replacing the PIN diodes with Varactor diodes.

Here Varactors are integrated with the extended slot ann of the dual frequency

microstrip patch antenna. The Varactors provides various capacitive loadings to

the microstrip patch. The Varactor junction capacitance varies against the bias

voltage and can be calculated from the applied bias voltage as,

C I ._£L__.. (5-1)
@_V%J’

where, CO is the Varactor capacitance at OV DC bias, V is the applied bias

voltage which is —ve for reverse bias, V,,, is the built—in potential and y is a

constant depending on the doping profile of the p-n junction [185]. The

capacitance value can be decreased by reverse biasing the Varactor diode. These

different capacitance loadings correspond to various electrical lengths of the

protruding slot arm, thus giving different resonant frequencies. This dual

frequency tuning scheme provides fast tuning over a wide frequency range, as is

required for many applications. The various designs intended for both

reconfigurable dual frequency operation and frequency ratio tuning are

presented in detail.
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5.1 Varactor Controlled Single Slot Arm Loaded Reconfigurable Dual
Frequency Microstrip Antenna

The single slot arm loaded reconfigurable antenna geometry with Varactor diode is

exactly similar to the single arm antenna in fig. 4.20, except that the PIN diode is

replaced by a Varactor diode. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the antenna layout.

_ _ DC bias
Chm mductors ‘g f l , Varactor diode (D)

Thin slot line for4/
DC isolation

L

+ Microstrip
line feed

Figure 5.1 Geometry of the single slot arm reconfigurable dual frequency dual
polarized microstrip antenna with Varactor diode. The antenna
parameters are L I 4cm, I, = /2 I O.8cm, I, = 12cm, 221, = O.1cm, /J =
O.16cm and 5, = 3.98. Varactor diode is placed in the tip of the
extending slot arm.

Varactor diode D is positioned at the extreme end of the slot arms in order to get

maximum tuning range and better matching. The method of moment software is

used to determine its exact position. DC bias voltage is supplied from a battery,

through two chip inductors across D. The antenna is then electromagnetically

coupled using a SOQ microstrip line as shown in fig. 5.1. The Varactor diode placed

in the protruding slot arm helps to control the current density of the TM0, mode

which is strongly modified due to the presence of the slot arm.
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Varactor embedded in the protruding slot arm provides various capacitive loadings

across the slot arms in different reverse bias conditions. The junction capacitance

of the Varactor varies against the reverse bias voltage applied and these different

capacitive loadings correspond to different electrical lengths and thus different

resonant frequencies.

5.1.1 Frequency Tuning0 1 *
;*-’ o 1». A / ff e t t a- _5 ~l . , , c ,| ‘A l“ *'

1

l'10 f‘ ’ fzEa‘ T of
'3 -1s~:2 " licn it'1 .-20- 4’ Il_25_ —ov l‘:15V1 30V ''30 '1 I I 1 I1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2

Resonant frequency (GHz)

Figure 5.2 Measured return loss of the dual frequency Varactor controlled
reconfigurable microstrip antenna for different bias voltage. (L = 4cm,
/, = /2 I O.8cm, /,= 1.2m, av, = O.1cm, /J = O.16cm and 6, = 3.98)

The Varactor loaded reconfigurable antenna is tested using a HP 8510C Vector

Network Analyzer. \X/hen the protruding slot arms are absent, the antenna shows a

single resonant frequency at 1.74GHz, much lower than the fundamental resonant

frequency (1.884GHz) of the unslotted square patch antenna. When the reverse

bias is off, the Varactor loading in the two slot arm correspond to high capacitance

and thus lower resonant frequencies at 1.432GHz and 1.984GHz with a frequency

ratio 1.39. The reconfigurable antenna was then electronically tuned with a reverse

DC voltage applied across the diodes. When the bias voltage is varied from O to 

30V, the tuning range for the first resonant frequency is found to be 11.2% or

160MHz upwards (from 1.4320 to 1.592OGHz) and that of second resonant
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frequency is 1.6% or 32MHz upwards (from 1.9840 to 2.016OGHz) as shown in fig.

5.2. At -30V the frequency ratio is found to be 1.27.
I

5.1.2 -Variation of Dual Resonant Frequencies with Vamctor Reverse Bias

Continuous tuning of the excited dual resonant frequencies is now possible by

varying the applied reverse bias voltage of the Varactor diode. The variation of first

and second resonant frequencies and the corresponding percentage bandwidths are

measured and tabulated in table 5.1. The percentage bandwidth of the second

resonant mode varies in between 2.66 and 2.90, while that of the first resonant

mode varies in between 0.71 and 1.8%. The measured results seem to be in goodIr  r

agreement with the IE3D simulated S11 at different bias voltages. Here the

Vaiactor diode 1S modeled as a Nl1M capacitor integrated into the extended slot

ann with two localized ports. Various capacitance values are assigned to this

capacitor using the optimization tool in the IE 3D Modua [184].

Table 5.1 Resonant frequencies, percentage bandwidth and frequency ratio of the
proposed Varactor tuned antenna with bias voltage
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Fig. 5.3 shows the dependence of first and second operating frequencies with the

applied Varactor reverse bias voltage. In order to compare the measurement and

simulated results more easily, the simulated and measured values of the dual

operating frequencies are presented together in fig. 5.3. The maximum error

between the simulated and measured value of the operating frequencies are 1.29

and 1.0% respectively, for the first and second bands. ,

(GHz)

162*
L501
L58 *

1.56 7
L54
L52—

1.50 —

143"1.46 - _1 —--— Experiment44142 -0- Simulation
0_  1f I ~ l I I I IO 5 10 15 20 25 30
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72 (GHz

202

201
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200*

equen

L99~

Second resonant fr

L98

—~— Experiment‘-97 -0- Simulation
1,96 1‘ 7' f i i I I 1O 5 10 15 20 25 30

Varactor reverse bias (V)

Figure 5.3 Experimental and simulated (IE3D) variation of resonant frequencies with
Varactor reverse bias voltage, (a) First resonant frequency, f1  Second
resonant frequency, fg
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5.1.3 Antenna Area Reduction

The area reduction provided by the proposed microstrip antenna at the dual

operating frequencies are determined and tabulated in table 5.2. A maximum of

60.6% for the first resonant frequency and 24.1% for the second, compared to

standard rectangular patches. /

Table 5.2 Summary of percentage area reduction of the new dual slot arm
reconfigurable antenna design

iuningi R R   Area of equivalent  i R .
Voltage  Resonant frequency  mctangularpatch 9 % Area reduction

(v)9 . f1(GHz) f;(GHz)l 1,(¢m1) 1.(¢m1) A 1.2  1.9 9  9 24.1__ .1 _M 0 21.432  1.9842 34.7 18.0 1*“ 60.6 ‘Ti
39 Z 1.448___ __ 1 1992 333 ML

.29. 235
6 1.464 1.992 33.2 23.5A 21.48 1.992 32A _i l 2359

1.50412 1 2.00 ‘L 31A 223
15 ‘ L528 2.00 30A

1

1

l

223
18 » L544. .l_ -_

1

2.003
l?_

29.3 _Y 22.3

21    1.56 2008 291
7

22.3

924 9 1.5698 2016 283 !

l 2L7
27 1 ” 1.584 2.016 283

1

21.7

30 1.592 2.016 1 28.0 1 17.4 l 51.3 19 9 9_ 9 99 9 21]
5.1.4 Study of the Resonant Behavior of the Antenna at Different Varactor

Positions

Experiments are carried out with the Varactor diode positioned at different

location in the extended slot ann. As expected, when the diode is at 7mm from the

hexagonal slot, the two operating frequencies shifted towards the higher side. A

comparison between the two designs with different Varactor positions is depicted

in fig. 5.4. From the plot it is clear that the diode position at the extreme end of the

slot (12mm from hexagonal slot) will give better frequency tuning than at lower slot

ami locations. At 7mm, the first resonant frequency varies from 1.57 to

1.6525GHz (§2.5MHz upwards) and the second frequency from 2.0125 to/
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2.035GHz (22.5MHz upwar§). The corresponding tuning ranges are 5.26% and

1.18%, respectively for the first and second mode/The frequency ratio varies in
between 1.28 and 1.23, when the reverse bias is varied from O to 30V. The

percentage size reduction is also less compared to the 12mm design (i.e. a

maximum of 52.6% for f, and 21.9% for f2).
4'l it / Z//
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———— — — 30V (Varactor at 7mm)-30 -1 n i I I |1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2

Resonant frequency (GHz)

Figure 5.4 Measured return loss of the dual frequency Varactor controlled
reconfigurable microstrip antenna at two different diode positions. (L =
4cm, l, = /2 = O.8cm, /,= 1.2m, 2:1, = O.1cm, /2 = O.16cm and 6, = 3.98)

5.1.5 Polarization, Gain and Radiation Pattern

Fig. 5.5 portrays the transmission characteristics of the newly designed

reconfigurable Varactor controlled microstrip antenna with a single extended slot

arm, at different reverse bias voltages, It can be easily seen that the tuning of the

microstrip antenna never alters the polarization of the two excited frequerfiies. The
antennas dual orthogonal polarization is therefore kept preserved in the entire

tuning range (O to -30V).
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Figure 5.5 Variation of received power with frequency for the two orthogonal
polarization planes at different Varactor diode bias. (a) OV  15V (c) 30V

The  of the antenna, at the two resonant frequencies for different Varactor

reverse bias is 2.1dB and 1.8dB less respectively, compared to standard circular
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patch. Typical gain plots for the antenna compared to standard circular patch

operating at the same frequencies are shown in fig. 5.6.

2 .

O1.21 *

Ga'n (as)
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First resonant frequency (GHz)

2 .,
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.8 

‘1O '1 1 I l ' 11.97 1.98 1.99 2.00 2.01 2.02
Second resonant frequency (GHz)

FlgUl‘6 5.5 Measured gain plot of the antenna for first and second resonant
frequencies

The radiation patterns at the principal planes for the dual resonant frequencies at

different Varactor reverse bias voltages are shown in fig. 5.7. It is evident from the

plots that the broad side radiation property of the antenna remains unchanged even

after the 1’€COI’1figl11‘?fl.
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Figure 5.7 Measured E and H-plane radiation patterns of the proposed antenna for
different varactor bias voltages

5.2 Computation of Resonant Frequencies of Varactor Tuned Reconfigurable
Antenna

More insight into the Varactor controlled dual frequency microstrip antenna design

with a single slot arm can be drawn from a simple transmission line model of the

square patch. Since we are generating the dual resonant modes from the orthogonal
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dimensions of the square patch, TM“, and TMM, the two resonant frequencies can

be expressed as if they are originating from two transmission lines of lengths L, and

L2. Recalling the empincal relations derived in section 4.1.11 for the square patch

length and slot arm length, for the effective resonagt length for the TMN, mode, we
can write,

C

L, = 1. +[ gfigm-152.2466 J + 1.10,, d + h (5.2)

Where, L is the physical length of the square patch,

fr“, is the first resonant frequency,

L mm, is the reduction in length for TM“, mode and

/9 is the height of the substrate. K
Similarly, the effective resonant length for TNI01 is given as,

U

L, = 1.+ _ ,9-3-; +L,,,m, +1: (5.3)
‘ frm ><52.Z466

Where, fio, is the first resonant frequency. /i

The loading of the varactor diode across the slot ann is equivalent to an electrical

length Lm which can be calculated from the capacitance of the varactor [186] as

. C /Lvar :  X Z0 X F_
\X/here, c is the velocity of electromagnetic waves in vacuum,

Z0 is the characteristic impedance,

5,. is dielectric constant and

CV is the capacitance of the varactor diode./' 151
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As the varactor junction capacitance varies with the applied reverse bias voltage

VI“, we can express C\.- in tenns of Vm, as,

'1CI Z  c‘.'._...__, (5-5)
( ‘ w 1,...-mi\ I/iii . ‘Z

Where, Q is the varactor junction capacitance at zero bias voltage,

Vb, is the built in potential for the semiconductor matenal used in the
varactor and

/‘

y is a constant depending on the doping profile of the varactor p-n junction.

Assuming that the varactor loading affects only the first resonant mode, we can

modify the effective electrical length of the TM“, mode as,

1K C \ (.',, c l
L, I .- ——----- ——-  l+ L|,,,_‘_d + /I + --  >< Z‘, >< -._-.;.. !

, f1"... >< 52.2466 ,  1.» i" \;t-,I.» i~ I 1 l\ .': 

Knowing L, and L2 we can calculate the corresponding dual resonant frequencies

for the varactor loaded reconfigmble patch antenna as,

First resonant frequency = e-—- L-_:-_+-._- afld (5-7)
2 L I '\'I grefli

.. /
Second resonant frequency =  C. -: (5-8)

2 L_, \,,!s,_€fl, /
The comparison of experimental and theoretical results for the single slot arm

loaded varactor controlled reconfigurable dual frequency microstiip antenna is

given in fig.5.8. /
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Figure 5.8 Plot showing the experimental and theoretical variation of first and
second resonant frequencies with the applied varactor reverse bias

5.3 Varactor Controlled Reconfigurable Dual Freaueggz» Microstrip
Antenna Design for Frequency Ratio Tuning T

As described in section 4.1.9, the dual vertical slot arm loaded design is used to

tune the frequency ratio, electronically, by embedding two varactor diodes in the

slot 2?-§. Tunable frequency ratios varying in the range 1.1 to 1.37 is achie'§d<' The
proposed antenna can achieve a high tuning range of 24% for the first resonant

frequency without much altering the second resonant frequency, with a single feed

position. jhe design has an advantage of high flexibility in frequency tuning.

Another advantage of this design is that the antenna shows almost similar radiation

patterns for the two operating frequencies in the entire tuning range, without much

affecting the gain,  is highly desirable for frequency reconfigurable antennas.\)

5.3.1 Antenna Geometry

The dual slot arm loaded reconfigurable antenna configuration is illustrated in fig. 5.‘)<"

A square microstrip patch antenna with side dimension L is fabricated on a substrate

of thickness /2 and relative pennittivity-e]A hexagonal slot of side parameters /, and /2

with two slot arms of length /,, and /,,, and width 22/, , extending up to the edge of the

square patch is placed at its center. Varactor diodes D, and D2 are positioned at the
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extreme end of the slot aims in order to get maximum tuning range and better

matching. DC bias voltage is supplied from a battery, through two chip inductors

across D,. The antenna is electromagnetically coupled using a 5052 microstrip line as

shown in fig. 5.9. /
Vdc

Chip inductors K {£

L

Microstrip ‘_line feed ;
L

Figure 5.9 Reconfigurable dual frequency microstrip antenna controlled by varactor
diodes for frequency ratio tuning. (I. I 4cm, l, I I, I O.8cm, /‘I I, I
1.1cm, 12/, I O.1cm, /2 I O.16cm and 5, I 3.98).

5.3.2 Variation of Resonant Frequencies with Varactor Reverse Bias
0

-5
l-10 ' l € f2

‘” -20 R H l ——ov-25 R l —— igv
— 19v-3° ~ — 29vI 1 I I I1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

Resonant frequency (GHz)

Figure 5.10 Measured retum loss of the antenna for different vamctor reverse bias voltages.
(I. I 4cm, /, I /2 I O.8crn, /,,I 1,, I 1.1cm, wa I O.1cm, /2 I O.16cm and 5, I 3.98).
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When the reverse bias is off, the varactor loadings in the two slot arms correspond

to high capacitance and thus lower resonant frequencies at 1.1875GHz and

1.6225GHz with a frequency ratio 1.366yfhe reconfigurable antenna was then
electronically tuned with a reverse DC voltage applied across the diodes. When the

bias voltage is varied from O to -29V, the tuning range for the fir?/resonant
frequency is found to be 24% or 285MHz upwards (from 1.1875 to 1.4725GHz)

and that of second resonant frequency is O.9245% or 15MHz upwards (from

1.6225 to 1.6375GHz) as shown in 5.10. At -29V the frequency ratio is found
to be 1.1008. The variation of first and second resonant frequencies (fl and f2) with

the applied varactor reverse bias voltage is measured and plotted in f1g.5.11.

In fig. 5.11 second resonant mode is almost independent of the varactor bias

voltage while the first resonant mode shows abrupt chaqgg Thus it is proved that
the design with two vertical slot arms controlled by varactors is best suitable for

flexible frequency ratio  Table 5.3 illustrates the measured frequency ratios at
different bias voltages. 7’ The bandwidths of the two resonant modes are also

measured at different‘ bias voltages and given in table 5.3. Bandwidths of both

operating frequencies remain essentially constant through out the tuning range.1.7. /i T
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Figure 5.11 Experimental and simulated (IE3D) Variation of first and second
resonant frequencies with varactor reverse bias.
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Table 5.3 Measured frequency ratio and percentage bandwidths at different varactor bias

i_ . - 1 —~ - **' * T“
Tuning  Resonantfrequencies % Bandwidth 1 ‘Frequencyvoltage 1 I300

H (v) g 1] fg1(GHZ)M5 f5(c;H2)  f.(oH2)g 1 f;(GHz) .8
0 1.1875 1.62255 1 5 7 ; it 1 5 ‘ it 72.4867 3.2148

1%

1.3663

1 1.2250

1 .

1

1.5300
1

2.3657 2.8371
1

1.3305

3
11

1.2325 1.6375
-1

2.3140

_1

5' 1

2.7847 1 .3286

5

7
1

.

1.2400 1.5375 g 2.3849
1.2550 1.6375

1

2.2892
r.

2.7181

2.6944

1.3 206

1.3048

59

11

1.2775

1 .3075

1.6375

1.5375

2.2466

2.3962

1

5-1

2.6571

2.6565

1

1

1

1.2818

1.2524

13 1.3375 1.6375 2.1383 2.61357 1 .2243

15 1.3 600 1.6375 2.1103 2.5919 j_ 1 .2040

17
I

1

1

1.3825
i

1

1.6375 2.0788 2.5783 1.1844

19 1.4050 Ti . 1.6375 2.0641 2.5557 1.1555

21 1 .4200 1.63 75 2.1479
1

72.5527

J.-

1.1532

23 1 .4425 1.5375 2.2693 2.5649 1.1352

25 1 .4500 1.5375 2.3821 2.5734
, .
1

1

.L

1.1293

27 1.4650 1.6375 5.9932
' 71

1

1 2.5232 1.1122

29
1..

1.4725 1.6375 1 5.7385
1

1

-4
2.6137

I1

1.1121

5.3.3 Polaiization and Gain

The polarization planes of the two resonant frequencies are mutually orthogonal in

the entire tuning range. Received power is plotted at two orthogonal planes, for

different varactor bias voltages are given in fig. 5.12.
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Figure 5.12 Variation of received power with frequency for the two orthogonal
polarization planes at different Varactor bias voltages

The gain of the reconfigurable antenna is found to be 1.8dB and O.4dB less for the

first and second resonant frequencies respectively, compared to standard circular

patch operating at the same frequencies.4‘ he new design offers an area reduction

of 73.21% for the first resonant frequency and 49.86% for the second, compared
/
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to standard rectangular patches. Measured E and H-plane radiation patterns of the
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Figure 5.13 Measured E and H-plane radiation patterns of the reconfigurable
antenna at 29V and OV

The key properties of th o o ed desi ' ' ' 5.4. This
dual slot arm design with varactor control proves to be a better candidate than the-_)
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dual slot arm loaded reconfigurable antenna with PIN diode switching, in tenns of

tunable frequency ratio, size reduction and tuning range.

Table 5.4 Overview of dual slot arm loaded reconfigurable microstrip antenna with
varactor diode control“‘ —‘"‘ * 1 _o — _

Varactor controlled dual slot ann loaded i
Antenna parameters

reconfigurable microstxip antenna

1 L = 4cm, 11 =12 = O.8cm, L, = [1, = 1.2cm, -w, =

Antenna geomcny 5 01 b 016 <1 3 98» CH1, = ¢  ZIII 83' = 0

Metallizatioiniiaireaiiiiii  A A  13.52¢m1
No’. of slotiainns  E will 2 M in_ a L _ t M

Varactor — BB439
Non- linear device it

used for switching

Antenna propertieS
;V_

TM1o TM¢1

0/0 I
bandwidth

_Maiti1Rn1 0/aaa

reduction

15.7
73.2

3.2

l

l

49 .9

Maximum shift in

frequency (0-30V)

‘l _
285MHz 15l\/[Hz

% Tuning range
l

24o T i 0.9

Tunable frequenc

ratio

Y

_J

10-137

5.4 Experimental Investigations on Varactor Loaded Reconfigurable
Microstfip Antennas for Enhanced Dual Frequency Tuning and
Area Reduction

Once the technique of reconfigurable dual frequency operation and frequency ratio tuning

is established, studies arebthen extended to increase the tuning ranges of both the operating

frequencies. Four modified designs are presented with two, three, four and eightD  ii? 159\
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slot arms, respectively, in order to enhance the dual frequency tuning and area

reduction.

5.4.1 Varactor Controlled Microstrip Antemm with Dual Orthogonal Slot Arms

t {EChip inductors

L

D2

Microstrip
line feed T l

Figure 5.14 Reconfigurable dual frequency microstrip antenna configuration with
orthogonal slot arms. (I . = 4cm, /, = /2 I O.8cm, /,= 1.1cm, I, =1.5cm,
22/, I O.lcm, b I O.16cm and 5, = 3.98).

The effect of two orthogonal slot arms in the dual operating frequencies for a

passive hexagonal slot loaded square rnicrostrip patch antenna is already discussed

in section 4.1.10,/Varactors are loaded in these slot arms to study the electronic

tuning effect on both the resonant modes/The geometry of the orthogonal slot

arm loaded antenna is illustrated in fig. 5.14. The design and feeding are exactly

similar to the dual vertical slot arm I'l'1iC1'OSlZ1‘ip)I'lt€f1I121.

The second resonant mode TMO1, orthogonal to TM10, is less affected by the length

alteration in the vertical slot arm. Thus the electrical length variation of a horizontal
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slot arm of length /,, and width we introduced in the patch can effectively tune the

second operating frequency. This is evident from the return loss curves in fig. 5.15,

of the proposed desion at different varactor reverse voltages.(0 _
-s

-10 ~ 1,  git

m oss dB

++

44.._-i
‘ Q

i
\-4

 | | ._

8
.

.r

._

t _<

F ‘

Reu

\

'25 ‘ -— ov1 — 12v i301 4 18V-— 27v-35 "i 1 e n t1.0 1.2 1.4 16
Resonant frequency (GHZ)

Figure 5.15 Return loss characteristics of the varactor tuned orthogonal slot arm
loaded rnicrostrip antenna

When the reverse bias is OFF, the varactor loadings in all the slot arms correspond

to high capacitance and thus lower resonant frequencies at 1.1745GHz and

1.503GHz with a frequency ratio 1.2]97. The reconfigurable antenna was then

electronically tuned with a reverse DC voltage applied across the diodes as

demonstrated in fig. 4.59. \X/hen the bias voltage is varied from O to -30V, the
tuning range for the first resonant frequency is found to be 21.46% or 252MHz

upwards (from 1.1745 to 1.4265GHz) 9d that of second resonant frequency is
4.49% or 67.5MHz upwards (from 1.503 to 1.5705GHz) as shown in fig. 5.15. At 

30V the frequency ratio is found to be 1.10% The variation of first and second

resonant frequencies (fl and fl) with the applied varactor reverse bias voltage is

measured and plotted in fig. 5.16/Since the first resonant frequency is produced by

perturbing the original patch current density of the TM01 mode, with a protruding

slot arm, a change in length of the slot arms considerably affects the first resonant
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frequency (T M01) than the second resonant frequency (TMIO). The second resonant

frequency mainly depends on the original patch current density which 1S

unperturbed by the inclusion of the vertical slots.

'13?I
£5.jj

l'6qU6l'\CY,

jj

F'rs resonan

j

Figure 5.15 Variation of first and second resonant frequencies with varactor reverse bias

Measured bandwidths and frequency ratio are given in table 5.5. The gain of the

reconfigurable antenna with four slot arms is found to be nearly 2.1dB and 1 2dB

less for the first and second resonant frequencies respectively, compared to

1.45

1.40 

-A

(Q)
(,1
I

1.30 
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1.20 -1

1.15 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Varactor reverse bias (V)

standard square patch operating at the same frequencies.

Tuning Resonant frequency % Bandwidth Frequency

F

1.58

Hz

1.5

O3

%j

52b

requency, 2 G

jj

,1; :

52 52O N
Second resonan

1.48

Table 5.5 Measured bandwidths and frequency ratios

v<>l¢=g<= (V) r, (G111) £2 (cm) r, r, M0

Q

1.1745 1.503 2.5443 1.7838 1.2797

U3

1.197 1.512 2.6417 1.8534 1.2632

C\

1.224 1.5165 2.6961 1.9321 1.2390
9 1.2555 1.5255 2.7903 2.0459 1.2151
12 1.3005 1.5345 2.3837 2.2033 1.1799
15 1.332 1.5435 2.1494 2.3032 1.1588
18 1.359 1.548 2.0456 2.3643 1.1391
21 1.3815 1.557 1.8820 2.4021 1.1270
24 1.3995 1.5615 1.6031 2.4541 1.1158
27 1.413 1.566 1.2102 2.5110 1.1083
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The size reduction offered by two resonant frequencies at different varactor reverse

voltages are tabulated in table 5.6.

Table 5.5 Measured percentage area reduction for the two resonant modes

Voltage requency ectangu ar atcr(V) ‘ '2 f1(cm2) £2 (¢m=)

O

Tuning Pllesonant 1;:-ea of E(l|ui\lr)alen; % Area Reduction

GHz
1.1745

GHz
1.503 51.6 31.4

f1 f2
73.9 57.1

DJ

1.197 1.512 49.6 31.1 72.8 56.6

G\

1.224 1.5165 47.6 30.9 71.7 56.4
9 1.2555 1.5255 45.1 30.5 70. 1 55.8
12 1.3005 1.5345 42.0 30.1 67.9 55.3
15 1.332 1.5435 40.1 29.8 66.4 54.8
18 1.359 1.548 38.4 29.7 64.9 54.5
21 1.3815 1.557 37.2 29.3 63.8 54.0
24 1.3995 1.5615 36.3 29.1 62.8 53.7
27 1.413 1.566 35.6 29.0 62.1 53.4
3O

The polarization planes of the two resonant frequencies are mutua‘[l'}7 orthogonal in

the entire tuning range. A typical received power vs. resonant frequency curve at

1.4265 1.5705 34.9 28.8

two orthogonal polarization planes is given in fig. 5.17.

Figure 5.17 Measured received power in the two orthogonal polarization planes
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The E and H-plane radiation patterns for the two reconfigurable antenna

configurations are measured for different bias voltages. All the pattems show

similar broadside radiation characteristics with good cross polarization levels even

when the operating frequencies are shifted greatly by applying reverse bias. Typical

radiation patterns for the resonant frequencies of two and four slot arm design are

given in fig. 5.18.

H E-plane 11 H-planego 90-_  ac ‘Q0 
, if  q ‘:49 .. _,____> ‘ ‘  I p_ _ _.4O—- — ~--_ AZ. / ‘ * y ‘ T’ X‘ Y ’5»  / T .   30 ~50   _ , _ Ha»  30

Ci /  T __ Q i i i “ .4—"‘): X /V ji/I x_7"'».  » ___ L \ i -‘Iii ii.

-. ii 1 ii l 1‘: T  ii  l 15g i  l ‘iv  l /\ ii180 -40 O ~
f2 E-plgng T“ CO'POl3l l2H-plflflfl9° — — — Cross-po=ar 0°120 6" 120/‘ \ 60

.  ‘ J ____r9_ - ______V> . » /‘ i“ ‘ 7___;i3_ . r-  i ". \.. "I T  /1   \st T , -:£_A \.._ so 150 / ,' _.¢ 1;. I” T  30\      i‘ -‘    [ i. I ,  1‘  . . y I , - . _ \4 1. 0\ . 1  ‘_  i‘ \ . i‘ "'=,'l \ y  i ‘. l. i‘ ~. ‘ i ,»' l ; = ‘ ‘ y 7- l\ ' l ~ ._ _ ~ i ‘ l \180i I I  I l Lo-1804' i__  i __‘._.
Figure 5.13 Measured radiation pattern for the dual modes

5.4.2 Triple Slot Arm Loaded Reconfigurable Dual Frequency Microstrip
Antenna Using Varactors

The geometry of the antenna consists of a square microstrip patch with side

dimension L fabricated on a substrate of thickness /9 and relative permittivity er. A

hexagonal slot of side parameters /, and /2 with three slot arms of length /4, /,, and /t

and width we extending up to the edge of the square patch is placed at its center.

Varactor diodes D,, D2 and D, are positioned at the extreme end of the slot arms in

order to get maximum tuning range and better matching. A narrow slit is used to

achieve good DC isolation. DC bias voltage is supplied from a battery, through two

chip inductors across D1 and D2. The antenna is electromagnetically coupled using

a 5052 microstrip line as shown in fig. 5.19. ,
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Q1

Slot line for
DC isolation 4_

L

D3

._,Microstrip
line feed

LD2

Figure 5.19 Geometry of the proposed varactor controlled microstrip antenna with
three slot arms (L I 4cm, /, I /2 I O.8cm, /,I/,, I 1.1cm, /,I1.5cm
22/, I O.1cm, /2 I O.16cm and e, I 3.98).

The length of the upper and lower slot arms determines the first resonant frequency

and a constant frequency ratio will be maintained for same slot arm lengths. In order to

vary the second resonant frequency, a third slot arm is introduced orthogonal to the

first two. Thus by varying the length of the three slot arms simultaneously,

reconfigurable dual frequency operation with wide tuning range is achieved.
O

-5

<qB>
E3

$11
a

 iov
-—-15v'20 ' —— -so v-25 1 1 I 1 11.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 5.20 Measured return loss of the antenna for different varactorneverse bias
voltages. (L I 4cm, Z, I /2 I O.8cm, l,Il,, I 1.1cm, LI1.5cm W, I O.1cm,
/1 I O.16cm and e, I 3.98).
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\X/hen the reverse bias is off, the varactor loadings in all the three slot arms

correspond to high capacitance and thus lower resonant frequencies at 1.272GHz

and 1.616GHz with a frequency ratio 1.2VThe reconfigurable antenna was then

electronically tuned with a reverse DC voltage applied across the diodes. \X/hen the

bias voltage is varied from O to -30V, the tuning range for the Flgt resonant

frequency is found to be 20.75% or 264MHz upwards (from 1.272 to 1.536GI Iz)

and that of second resonant frequency is 14.36% or 232l\'fl Iz upwards (from 1.616

to 1.848GHz) as shown in fig. 5.20/Yhe frequency ratio variation is very low in
between 1.2 and 1.27. The variation of first and second resonant frequencies (fl andI
fl) with the applied varactor reverse bias voltage is measured and plotted in fig. 5.21.

1.55  if —  1-90 *5 we 5~- -———.50 1 '
"’ 1

Hz
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8

45 " 80} 1l I
1.70

Frequenc

é Z1

8 ______ .

Frequen

5

8') ?__

v.1G

sf

Cyv2G

ge

1_2s <1 1 1 1 1 1 v — 1 ' ' ' ' '0 5 10 15 20 25 30 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
VaTa¢l°' reverse bias V°|l399 (V) Varactor reverse bias voltage (V)(a) (0)

Figure 5.21 Variation of resonant frequencies with varactor reverse bias voltage, (a) f1  f2

Tflblé 5.7 Percentage area reduction for the dual resonant modes at different varactor bias voltages

Tunin Area of E uivalen °g Resonant Frequency q t /0 AreaVoltage _ Rectangular Patch Reduction(V) ( 2) ( 2) fl fzf1  f2  f1 cm fg Cm1.272 1.616 4 . 27.2 . .3 1.304 1.640 41.8 26.4 68.1 49.46 1.320 1.656 40.8 25.9 67.3 48.49 1.360 1.688 38.4 24.9 65.3 46.412 1.400 1.728 36.3 23.8 63.2 43.815 1.432 1.760 34.7 22.9 61.5 41.718 1.464 1.784 33.2 22.3 59.8 40.121 1.488 1.800 ‘ 32.1 21.9 58.4 38.924 1.504 1.824 31.4 21.3 57.5 37.427 1.528 1.840 30.4 20.9 56.0 36.01.536 1.848 . . . .
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The percentage area reduction offered by this design is tabulated for different

frequencies and given in table 5.7.

/1%? .
lYu§2.%i.®P\\\o 180 ~=lane H-plane

(3)- f1='l .432GHZ

bit.
"I 557'Y!
9

90 90_ i Co-polar _
C) 150

?
Q.
%

S‘
gt.
:2i

0180P|3"9 H-plane
(b). f2=1.76GHz

Figure 5.22 Measured E and H-plane radiation patterns at f1=1.432GHz and

f2=1.76 GHz of the antenna, for V= -15volt

The new design provides an area reduction of 69.6% for the first resonant

frequency and 50.9% for the second, compared to standard rectangular

patches. The polarization planes of the two resonant frequencies are mutually

orthogonal in the entire tuning range. All the patterns show similar broadside

radiation characteristics with good cross polarization levels. Typical E and H

field radiation patterns at V = -15V is measured and displayed in fig. 5.22. .

5.4.3 Four Slot Arm Loaded Varactor Controlled Reconfigurable Microstrip
Antenna

A symmetrical variation is made in the number and orientation of the slot

arms in the design described in section 5.4.2, to device a four slot arm loaded

varactor controlled reconfigurable microstrip antenna. Two slot arms each in
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the vertical and horizontal directions are added to the central hexagonal slot,

to tune both resonant frequencies/fhe antenna configuration is given in fig.
5.23.

Vdc

Chip inductors \ ({5

D4

L

D2

Microstrip
line feed ‘

.25L:
Figure 5.23 Four slot arm loaded reconfigurable dual frequency microstrip antenna

controlled by varactor diodes. Antenna parameters are L = 4cm, I, = 1, =
O.8cm, /,= /,= 1.1crn, /,, = 1,, I 1.5cm, 21/, = O.1cm, b I O.16cm and e, = 3.98.

When the varactor reverse bias is OFF, the varactor loadings in all the slot arms

correspond to high capacitance and thus lower resonant frequencies at

1.037GHz and 1.359GHz with a frequency ratio 1.310? The reconfigurable
antenna was then electronically tuned with a reverse DC voltage applied across

the diodes as demonstrated in fig 5.23. \X/hen the bias voltye is varied from 0
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to -30V, the tuning range for the first resonant frequency is found to be 34.43%

or 357MHz upwards (from 1.037 to 1.394GHz) and that of second resonant

frequency is 9.2715°/0 or 126MHz upwards (from 1.359 to l.485GHz) as shown

in fig. 5.24. At -30V the frequency ratio is found to be 1.0653/The variation of

first and second resonant frequencies (fl and f2) with the applied varactor

reverse bias voltage is measured and plotted in fig 5.25.

Q to .. 5

gii  Y‘E l/B .
mi -15 *

-29 _

-25 *I 1 1 1 1 n t
0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

Frequency (GHz)i OV
-— -15v
—-- -27v

1 Figure 5.24 Measured return loss, (S11) of the four slot arm antenna configuration
for different varactor reverse bias voltages

The new design offers a maximum area reduction of 80.1053°/o for the first

resonant frequency and 65.6912°/0 for the second, compared to standard

rectangular patches. Calculated area reduction for the two operating frequencies at

different reverse bias voltages are given in table 5.8.
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Varactor reverse voltage (V)
(b)

Se

Figure 5.25 Variation of resonant frequencies for the four slot arm reconfigurable
antenna design with varactors reverse voltage. (a) First resonant
frequency, fl  Second resonant frequency, f2

On the other‘ hand, the design with two slot arms can provide only a tuning

frequency range of 21.46% for the first resonant frequency and 4.49% for the

second. The size reduction for this design is also less compared to four slot arm

design; 73.8832% for the first resonant frequency and 57.0843”/0 for the second,

compared to standard rectangular patches. A comparison between the two and

four slot arm antenna configurations is given in table 5.9.
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Table 5.3 Area reduction at vmous reverse voltages

1.1.7.... 71 Resonant Area of Equivalent % Area
Frequency Rectangular Patch Reduction.. 1 . .  1-- [Voltage

(V) f f , _
(C1112) i (61312) f1(cm-) fg cm?1

1

1 1.037__4 l
1-973..-._2

LHIO

f ( ) i 2 /
7 1.359  667.377; 38.4 ML 1_=8g0.J2/7 65.7 1.373 7 377 ‘ 8.1 62.0 I 7 7 H-.1_

1 1.100

O'\

2-... 1 1.387 587.787 3 36.9 77.3 H 64.3
A 1.149

\D

7 7 77 17.740177. 53.97"“? 36.3 UA 75.5 A 63.6
12 § 1212 “£4272” 7

. ,148.5 ‘  72.8 62.0
771726115 1 1 1.443 777744.787 77734.1 1 70.6 61.4
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Table 5.9 Comparison between two and four slot arm

1 1___.. 7 "—"”XF . 4-I--a -JI II _ _ 1 o _ 0 .
No. of  Operating  Operatmg 5 /O. /0. °/6 Area % Area
slot f band, f1
am1s  (GHZ)

1 1.5030Two

1 0370- 1 3590
Four

A

-—1

Tumng Tuning
band, f; inn efor ran efor reduction; reduction
(GHz)  fil fig  1616 1 for 1,1 1745- .     ..

g H265 A 15705  21.46 4.49  73.88. .- . 1
15940  M850 ._ 34.43 L 9.27 80.11 E 5.69 /____.. _ 7 .1 77 7 77 77 77777777

The E and H-plane radiation patterns for the two reconfigurabe antenna

configurations are measured for different bias voltages. All the patterns showed

almost similar broadside radiation characteristics even when the operating

frequencies are shifted greatly by applying reverse bias. -/

5.4.4 Eight Slot Arm Loaded Varactor Controlled Reconfigurable Microstrip
Antenna

Eight protruding slot arms embedded with the central hexagonal slot generate

dual frequencies with orthogonal polarization planes. Varactor diodes

integrated with the extended slot arms are used to tune the operating
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frequencies without much affecting the radiation characteristics and gain.

Desired operating frequency values can be obtained electronically by varying

the reverse bias voltage of the varactor diodes in between O to -30V. Varactor

diodes D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7 and D8 are positioned at the extreme end of

the slot arms in order to get maximum tuning range and better matching. DC

bias voltage is supplied from a battery, through two chip inductors across the

varactors. The antenna is electromagnetically coupled using a SOQ microstrip

line as shown in fig. 5.26.

D1 D,

D4 1 D3
LD7 D3

'7 Microstrip feed

1), L 1),

Figure 5.26 Geometry of the eight slot arm reconfigurable microstrip antenna
controlled by varactor diodes

When the reverse bias is off, the varactor loadings in all the three slot arms

correspond to high capacitance and thus lower resonant frequencies at

1.064GHz and 1.296GHz with a frequency ratio 1.0645.(The reconfigurable
antenna was then electronically tuned with a reverse DC voltage applied

across the diodes/When the bias voltage is varied from 0 to -30V, the tuning
range for the first resonant frequency is found to be 21.05% or 224MHz

upwards (from 1.064 to 1.288GHz) and that of second resonant frequency is
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12.96% or 168MHz upwards (from 1.296 to 1.464GHz) as shown in f1g.5.27,

The variation of first and second resonant frequencies (fl and fl) with the

applied varactor reverse bias voltage is measured and plotted in f1g.5.28.

$11 (dB)

-\ \_ \-5 - \\\ .'10 ' V /ii /‘*\\ ‘If-15 
la

-20 

-25 
— 12v_3() - -- 15V

1 — 18V-35 '1' » 1 1 r I 11.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6
Resonant frequency (GHz)

Figure 5.27 Measured return loss of the antenna for different varactor reverse bias

(GHz)F rst resonant frequency, f1

Q

1 .25
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@

_a
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Q
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voltages. (L = 4cm, 11 = lg = O.8cm, l,= 1.1cm, lb =1.5cm, W, = O.1cm,
h = O.16cm and e, = 3.98).

(GHz)onant frequency, f2

Q £2 E E

1 n
1

4

i0 5 10 15 20 25 30V V Y Y I

Second res

5».

O 5 10 15 20 25 30
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Figure 5.23 Variation of resonant frequencies with varactor reverse bias voltage, (a) fl  f2

This design provides an area reduction of 8W the first resonant frequency and

70.2% for the second, compared to standard rectangular patches. The detailed

observation of the size reduction characteristics of the antenna is given in ttge
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5.10. The polarization planes of the two resonant frequencies are mutually

orthogonal in the entire tuning range. A typical plot of the antenna polarization is

given in fig. 5.29. All the patterns showed similar broadside radiation characteristics

with reasonable cross polarization levels.

Tflblfl 5.10 Percentage area reduction at different varactor reverse bias voltages

Tuning Rcsonam fie uenc Area of equivalent °/6 Areavoltage J  y rectan lar atch reduction
(V) r, (01-11) £2 (Gm) r,(¢m1) r, (6611)
0 1.0640 1.2960 62.9 42.3 W vw /3 1.0880 1.2960 60.2 42.3 79.0 70.2
6 1.1120 1.3040 57.6 i 41.8 78.1 69.8
9 1.1920 1.3040 50.1 41.8 74.8 69.8
12 1.2080 1.3040 48.8 41.8 74.1 69.8
15 1.2400 1.3200 46.3 40.8 72.7 69.1
18 1.2560 1.4000 45.1 36.3 72.0 65.2
21 1.2720 1.4240 44.0 35.0 71.3 64.0
24 1.2800 1.4400 43.4 34.3 70.9 63.1
27 1.2880 1.4560 42.9 33.5 70.5 63.3
30 1.2880 1.4640 42.9 33.1 70.5 61.9-3Q -|. .

A -35

B

4

e ved power d

-40 _

45 1

'- '50 " i Horizontal
-i Vertical

Rec

55~

-60 ‘i - 1 "r- 1 " 11.24 1.26 1.28 1.30 1.32
Resonant frequency (GHz)

Figure 5.29 Variation received power with frequency in two orthogonal polarization
planes for V=15V
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A Comparison of all the two, three, four and eight slot arm designs studied is depicted in

table 5.11.

Table 5.11 Comparison of antenna properties for all the two, three, four and eight
slot arm loaded reconfigurable microstrip antenna designs

Antenna Parameter Under
Consideration

First resonant frequency,f1(GHz) 1.1745-1.4265 1.272-1.536 1.037-1.394 1.064—1.288

Second resonant frequency,f2(GI-Iz) 1.5030-1.5705 1.616-1.848 1.359-1.485 1.296-1.464

Effective area of the antenna(cm7) 13.48 13.35 13.19 12.63

No. of slot arms used 2 3 4 8

Non-linear device used for
switching

Varactor
BB439

Varactor
BB439

Varactor
BB439

Varactor
BB439

Maximum shift in frequency for f1
(MI-Iz)

252MHz 264MHz 3571\/[Hz 224MHz

Maximum shift in frequency for f;
(MHZ)

67.5MHz 232MHz 126I\/[Hz 168MHz

% band width for f1 27903 2.1486

% band width for fz

3.6466 6.21.2.5497 1.2960 2.9248
% area reduction for fl

10.4255

% area reduction for f;

Tunable frequency ratio,f;/f1

73.8832 063 80.1053 79.9100
' 0843 50 8570 65 6912 70 1768

12031 _ 12797 1.23% 1.0653- . >1.2704 1.3105 1.2180

Operating band L L L L
% Tuning range for f1 21.46 20.75 34.43 21.05

% Tuning range for f2 4.49 14.36 9.27 12.96



5.5 Independent Frequency Tuning in Hexagonal Slot Loaded Microsnip
Antenna Using Modified Slot Ann

Dual frequency patch antennas may provide an altemative to large-bandwidth

antennas. The key to providing a flexible solution is to have the radiators relatively

independent. We can achieve dual frequency microstrip antenna design with

independent frequency selection, using a modified slot ann in the hexagonal slot

loaded microstiip antenna. Dual frequency tuning has been realised using avaractor diode. i
5.5.1 C-Shaped Slot Loaded Reconfigurable Micmstrip Antenna

Fig. 5.30 shows the configuration of the proposed reconfigurable dual frequency

microstrip antenna. The antenna structure consists of a square microstrip patch

with two embedded slots. The hexagonal slot is selected in an attempt to reduce

the two orthogonal resonant modes to lower frequencies/Dual frequency operation

is achieved by perturbing the fundamental resonant mode of the patch with a ‘C’

shaped slot, thus splitting it into two distinct orthogonal resonant modes (TM,0 and

A method of moment based software (lE3D) is used to optimize the

dimension and orientation of the slots in the square patcly The ‘C shaped slot

extends to the current density regions of TM“, and TML, modes, respectively.

Independent control of two resonant frequencies is realized by varying its vertical

or horizontal dimensions by keeping the other unchanged./
Electromagnetic coupling with a SOQ microstnp line is used to feed the patch. The

antenna is fabricated on a substrate of thickness 1.6mm and (fir = 3_/95’. The

optimized square patch for dual frequency L—band operation has dimension,

L=4Omm with a regular hexagonal slot of side dimension l,=8mm inserted at its

center. The ‘C shaped slot for dual frequency generation and control is etched out

with width, rig, = 1mm and lengths x, =10mm and x2 = 16mm as in fig. 5%
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Electronic tuning of both modes is accomplished by a varactor diode integrated

across the slot. The junction capacitance of the varactor varies against the

reverse bias applied and these different capacitive loadings correspond to

different electrical lengths and thus different resonant frequencieé/DC bias is
applied across the varactor through two chip inductors. A narrow slot line is

carved in the patch for dc isolation. Transmission lines are avoided in between

the nonlinear components and radiating element, so that, added noise and

ohmic losses are suppressed and the resulting structure is more(c0/mpact.

aractor diode
D1

Slot line for
DC isolation

L

Microstrip —
Hnefeed

(*1)

(b)

Figure 5.30 Schematic diagram of proposed reconfigurable microstrip antenna (a)
Top view, (b) Side view. The antenna parameters are L = 40mm,
/,= 8mm, /2 = 1.6mm, we = lmm, x, = 10mm, x_, = 16mm, €, I 3.95
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Figure 5.31 Variation of resonant frequencies with ‘C’ slot dimension (a) x1 = 16mm
and X2 varying  x2 = 10mm and x1 varying

5.5.1.1 Independent Tuning of Dual Resonant Modes

The fundamental resonant frequency of the unslotted square patch is 1.885GHz.

By etching the hexagonal slot at its center it reduces to 1.74GH;/With ‘C’ slot, two

distinct resonant modes (T M10 and TMO1) at 1.472GHz and 1.752G§z have been
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observed with a frequency ratio 1.19. Difierent ‘C’ slot dimensions, x, and x2, were
tried to prove the independent frequency tuning capability of the proposed design.

It was found that the first resonant frequency, fl can be tuned without affecting f2,

by varying x, and keeping x2 unchangecgimilarly, second resonant frequency, f2

can be tuned by varying x2 and keeping x, constant. The findings are depicted in

fig. 5.31.

0 _

- it .. \/
_ I1 —l‘l I2

c ent (dBco-eff‘

ES

-15

HC10

_ — ov-20 - __
—— 1sv

Ref e

'25 I I I I I1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8
Resonant frequency (GHz)

FIQUIG 5.32 Return loss performance of reconfigurable antenna for x1 = 10mm and X2 = 16mm

The antenna was then electronically tuned with a reverse dc voltage applied

across the varactor. When the bias voltage is varied from O to -30V, the tuning

range for the first resonant frequency is found to be 7% or 104MHz upwards

(from 1.472 to 1.576GHz) and that of second resonant frequency is 4% or

72MHz upwards (from 1.752 to 1.824GHz) as shown in fig. 5.32. The

variation of first and second resonant frequencies (fl and f2) with the applied

varactor reverse bias voltage is measured and plotted in f1g.5.35. The gain of
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the antenna for specific x, and X2 values remained almost constant in the

entire tuning range.

Hz)
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Figure 5.33 Variation of resonant frequencies, fl and fg with varactors bias voltage.

Table 5.12 Percentage area reduction offered by the c-slot loaded reconfigurable antenna design

Tuning
Voltage _

Resonant Frequency Area of Equivalent % Area Reduction
Rectangular Patch

1.752 2.
(V) f1  f2  f1! C1112! f2 $61112! f1 fzO 1 472 3 8 23 1 59 2 42.2
3 1.480 1.752 32.4 23.1 58.7 42.2
6 1.496 1.760 31.8 22.9 57.9 41.6
9 1.504 1.768 31.4 22.7 57.4 41.1
12 1.520 1.776 30.8 22.5 56.5 40.5
15 1.536 1.784 30.1 22.3 55.5 39.9
18 1.544 1.792 29.8 22.1 55.1 39.3
21 1.552 1.800 29.4 21.9 54.5 38.8
24 1.560 1.808 29.2 21.7 54.1 38.4
27 1.568 1.816 28.8 21.5 53.6 37.85 1 824 2 2 2

Typical radiation plot is given in fig. 5.34. The design also offers a area

reduction of 59 and 42% for fl and f2 respectively, compared to standard

rectangular patches. A detailed size reduction data is given in table 5.12. The

polarisation planes of the two resonant frequencies are mutually orthogonal in

the entire tuning range.
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Figure 5.34 Measured E and H-plane radiation patterns at f1=1.5O4 GHz and
f2=1.768 GHz of the antenna, for V=9volt.

5.5.2 Meandered Slot Arm Loaded Reconfigurable Microstrip Antenna

A new design of a compact electronically reconfigurable dual frequency dual

polarized single feed, meandered slot lo d da e microstrip antenna is also studied. A

varactor diode is used to switch the operating frequencies considerably, without

much affecting the radiation characteristics and gain. The antenna can work with a

frequency ratio varying in a wide range from 1.36 to 1.53.

The geometry of the patch antenna is same as the C-shaped slot loaded design, except

that a meandered line of dimension x1 and x2 is introduced in the center of the square

patch, replacing the C-slot. (fig.5.35). Varactor diode D1 is positioned at the extreme

end of the slot arm in order to get maximum tuning range and better matching. A

narrow slit is used to achieve good DC isolation. By electronically varying the length of

the meandered slot line, using a varactor, the first resonant rfiode, TM“, can be tuned

without much affecting the second resonant mode, giving different frequency ratios.
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MR1

Slot line forDC ‘
L

_fl/Iicrostrip
line feed

L

Figure 5.35 Geometry of the proposed tunable microsttip antenna controlled by varactor diode.
(I. I 4cm, 11 I 12 I O.8cm, x1I1.6cm, x2IO.4cm,W. I O.1cm, h I O.16cm and e, I 3.98)

When the bias voltage is varied from O to -30V, the  range for the first resonant

frequency is found to be 12.4% or 136MHz upwards (from 1.096 to 1.232GHz) and that

of second resonant frequency is 0.48% or 8MHz upwards (from 1.672 to 1.68OGHz) as

shown in fig. 5.36. The variation of first and second resonant frequencies (fl and fl) with

the applied varactor reverse bias voltage is measured and plotted in fig. 5.37.

O '~.- .
-5- \p h/

‘ r
‘IE -10 - l I2

B

c/5’ 45 _ l 1 * 33
——— 21V

_20 _k ,5 —— 30VI 1 I l I1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
Resonant frequency (GHz)

FIQLIIE 5.35 Measured return loss of the antenna for different varactor reverse bias voltages.
(L I 4cm, I; I 12 I O.8cm, x1I1.6cm, x2IO.4cm, wa I O.1cm, h I O.16cm and e, I 3.98).
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The new design provides an area reduction of 78% for the first resonant frequencyd 49°/ f h 'an 0 or t e second, compared to standard rectangular patches. The

polarization planes of the two resonant frequencies are mutually orthogonal in the

entire tuning range. Typical E and H-field radiation patterns for the two resonant

modes are displayed in fig. 5.38. All the pattems show similar broadside radiation

characteristics with good cross polarization levels.
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Figure 5.38 Measured E and H-plane radiation patterns at f1=1.168GHz and
f;=1.68 GHZ of the antenna, for V= -15volt.
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This chapter presents the conclusions drawn from the detailed theoretical

and experimental investigations performed on the newly prqgosged elect1;0_nicall_v

reconfigurable___idt;_al frequency‘, microstrip antenna and the scope for further

research work. The goal of this thesis has been to develop and optimize compact
-.,_---"""--T-F

single feed dual frequency mtcrostnp antenna that would demonstrate an

electronically reconfigurable dual-frequency of operation, without the use of any

matching networks and complicated biasing circuitry. These antennas have been

designed to operate in a very popular frequency range (L-band) where a great I
number of wireless communication applications exist. From this analysis, it has

been concluded that a successful, low cost reconfigurable dual-frequency

microstrip antenna design has been introduced to the wireless and radio frequency

design community. The strict requirements of constant input impedance, gain,

radiation pattem and polarization are achieved by carefully designing the passive

antenna structure and the tuning. PIN diodes and Varactor diodes are used for the

switching/ tuning mechanism.

6.1 Infenences from Passive Dual-Frequency Microstrip Antennas

The important design considerations throughout this study are compactness of the

patch,  operating frequencies in la comparativelywidc rang;TvtTithout tho’

use of any matching networks and simplified switching/ tuning mechanism directly

integrated into the radiating patch, thus avoiding the use of any transmission lines

between non-linear components and patch. All are realized by suitably designing

the hexagonal slot loaded square microstrip patch antenna with a single feed

excitation for dual frequency operation. The integrated slot anns not only provided

a flexible frequency tuning facility but also enhanced the compact feature of the

reconfigurable antenna design. The design and theoretical analysis of the initial

passive patch are carried out using the indigenously developed full wave analysis,
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FDTD and with a commercially available Moment Method electromagnetic

simulator, lE3D. The theoretical, simulated and the experimental results are in

good agreement. ‘H T if if
As both the FDTD and the IE3D results proved the dual polarized dual frequency

operation of the proposed design, rigorous experiments are conducted to study the

mechanical tuning of the antenna by varying the slot arm length. The idea of dual

frequency tuning and frequency ratio tuning is incorporated into these designs by

suitably embedding additional slot anns. Single and dual orthogonal slot arm

loaded designs proved to be capable of dual frequency tuning, while, dual vertical

slot arm loaded designs are meant for frequency ratio tuning.

6.2 PIN Diode Controlled Reconfigurable Dual Frequency Microstrip
Antennas

The dual resonant frequencies depend on the lengths of the slot amas, and

therefore they are tuned by changing the electrical length of the protruding slot

arm. This is readily accomplished by introducing a short circuit at specific location

on the slot ann. To implement the electronic reconfigurability, the ideal short is

replaced by a PIN diode. When the diode is switched OFF, the antenna resonates

at 1.48 GHZ and 1.99 GI-Iz with a frequency ratio 1.34. Once the diode is turned

ON with a lvolt DC bias, the first resonant frequency shifts 105 MI-I2 and second

resonant frequency, 60 MHZ, giving excitation at 1.585 GHZ and 2.05 GI-I2 with a

frequency ratio 1.29. In all these four operating frequencies, the antenna has a good

matching at a single feed position.

Two pin diodes are then embedded in the dual vertical arms of the central

hexagonal slot to switch the two resonant frequencies of the antenna, considerably,

by changing the electrical length of the slot. Thus multiple frequencies are

generated in a single antenna aperture by controlling the DC bias of the two PIN

diodes. This design is well suited for frequency ratio tuning. /_
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6.3 Varactor Controlled Reconfigurable Dual Frequency Microstrip Antenna
Designs

More flexible reconfigurable dual frequency operation is achieved by replacing the

PIN diodes with Varactor diodes. The basic biasing circuitry and the feeding

mechanism used for the PIN diode switched reconfigurable antennas are kept

unaltered. Rigorous studies are carried out to demonstrate the reconfigurable dual

frequency operation and frequency ratio tuning by suitably selecting the slot arms

and their orientation. Varactor tuned independent reconfigurable antenna designs

are studied with one to eight slot arms embedded with the central hexagonal slot.

The design with two vertical slot arms can achieve a tunable frequency ratio 1.1 to

1.37. The triple slot ann loaded design has a tuning range of 20.8% and 14.4% for

the first and second resonant frequencies, respectively with a very feeble change of

1.2 to 1.27% in frequency ratio. A maximum of 34.4% tuning in the first resonant

frequency alone is obtained in the four slot arm antenna configuration. /

6.4 Independent Control of Dual Operating Frequencies

Compact electronically reconfigurable dual frequency microstrip antenna design

with independent control of the two operating frequencies is proposed and

experimentally verified. Independent frequency selection is made possible by

including a ‘C shaped slot in the hexagonal slot. The technique described uses a

highly simplified varactor tuning circuit without any transmission lines. The design

also offers a size reduction of 59 and 42% for fl and f2 respectively, compared tom .i .
standard rectangular patches.

A meandered slot arm is then used with the central hexagonal slot to enhance the

area reduction of the square patch reconfigurable antenna. An area reduction of

78% and 48.8% are obtained for the first and second resonant frequencies,

respectively compared to standard rectangular patches.
I
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6.5 Suggestions for Future Work

A novel method for designing affordable, compact, electronically reconfigurable

dual frequency microstrip antennas with single feed excitation operating in the

entire L-band is proposed in this thesis.

For more accurate design and analysis of the hexagonal slot loaded reconfigurable

antenna, Confomial FDTD method with Berengers PML boundary conditions can

be used in place of 3D-FDTD with staircase approximation. PIN diodes and

Varactors can be replaced with RF-MEMS in order to minimize the loading effect.

A modification of the same frequency reconfigurable antenna design with both

radiation pattem and polarization reconfigurability is also an interesting topic for

utu7esearch.
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H
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S

sapphire, 51
scatterometer, 37
semiconductor, 51, 53, 109, 152
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UAV, 24
UV Light, 52
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varactor diode, 22, 24, 25, 41, 42, 53
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